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PREFACE
The ,Military Law Review i s designed to provide a medium for
those interested in the field of military law to share the product
of their experience and research with their fellow lawyers. Articles
should be of direct concern and import in this area of scholarship,
and preference will be given to those articles having lasting value
as reference material f o r the military lawyer.
The MiLitwg Lau Review does not purport to promulgate Department of the Army policy or to be in any sense directory. The
opinions reflected in each article are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of The Judge Advocate Generai or the
Department of the Army.
Articles, comments, and note3 should be submitted in duplicate,
triple spaced, to the Editor, Y i l i t o r g Law Reriew, The Judge
Advocate General's School, U . S. Army, Charlattesville, Virginia.
Footnotes should be triple spaced, set out an pages Separate from
the text and follow the manner of citation in the Harvard Blue
Book.
This Review may be cited as 25 MIL. L. REV. (number of page)
(1964) (DA Pan: 27-100-26, 1 July 1964).
For d e by the Superintendent of Documents, United States
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402, Price: $.I5
(single copy). Subscription price: $2.50 a year; $.76 additional
for foreign mailing.

CAMPBELL SMITH
Judge Advocate of the Army
1797-1802
In 1784 the Army of the United States was reduced to less than
one hundred officers and men and it was not until after the adoption
of the Constitution in 1789 that any great interest was taken in
military matters. Judge advocates were merely detailed from the
line of the Army. In 1792 the Army was organized into the Legion
of the United States and on 16 July 1794, pursuant ta an order of
Major General Anthony Wayne, Lieutenant Campbell Smith, IV
Sublegion. who had entered the service as an ensign of Infantry in
March 1792, was appointed "Judge Narshal and Advocate General
to the Legion of the United States." He served more than two years
as Judge Advocate and also performed the additional duties of aidede-camp to Brigadier General Wilkinson. He relinquished his office
of Judge Marshal and Advocate General on 13 July 1796. On 1
November 1796 the Army was reorganized and he became a lieutenant in the Fourth Infantry. As a result of the fact that special
emoluments for his office were not provided by law, he applied for
Congressional redress in 1798 for services rendered as a judge
advocate from 1794 to 1796. Acting an his position, Alexander
Hamilton, as Deputy to General Washington who had returned
from retirement to head military preparations for a possible war
with France, writing from S e w York an 25 October 1799 pertinently stated:
I consider It to be B p n n c ~ p ranctmned
l~
by ~ a a g ethat when an officer
> J called to e ~ e r c i i ein a permanent way an omee of akill m the Army
(such as that af JvdgD Advocate) for which p r o v i s m 13 not made by
law. he is t o receive a q u o n t m meruit by special discretion for the t i n e
ha ofletaten,which I" OUT present system would be paid out of the funds
f o r the contingencies af the War Department.

Favorable action was taken an his petition and he received the
equivalent of pay of The Judge Advocate of the Army as provided
in the Act of 3 >larch 1797 ( 1 Stat. 607) far services rendered
from 1794 to 1796. (Report of Committee of Claims, 21 February
1800, United States House of Representatives.)
This same act, which had been passed by the Congress to prepare the Army for a threatened war with France, provided:
That there shall be m e Judge Advocate, who shall be taken from the
commirrioned officers of the line, and shall be entitled to receive two
r a t m s extra per day, and twenty five dollars per month in addition to
his pay in the line: and whatever forage shall not be fummshad by the
Public, t o ten dollsri per month I" lieu thereof.

Pursuant to this act, on 2 June 1797, Campbell Smith, then a
Lieutenant in the 4th Infantry, was appointed Judge Advocate of
the Army, with rank as a lieutenant of the line to continue. He
was promoted to Captain in the Fourth Infantry while still serving
as Judge Advocate of the Army on 20 November 1799. I t appears
that he was relieved as captain of Fourth Infantry on 1 April 1801
and sprved thereafter exclu~ivelyas "Judge Advocate." (Compare
1 Heitman, Historied Register and Dietionaru of the United States
Army 39 (1903), with id. a t 896.)
On 16 >larch 1802 Congress passed an act establishing the
United States Military Academy, limiting the line of the Army to
three regiments, and abolishins the Office of Judge Advocate of
the Arms (2 Stat. 132). Pursuant to this act, Captain Smith was
discharged from the service an 1 June 1802.
Subsequent to this date and during various parts of its hidtow,
the United States Army had Judge Advocates but it was not until
1849 that Congress again authorized a "Judge Adrocate of the
Army" (Act of 2 March 1849, 9 Stat. 341).
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AN OFFICER'S OATH*
BY LIEUTENANT
COLONELTHOMAS
H. REESE**

I. INTRODUCTION
You have held personal safety and comfort above duty, honor, and
country, and, I" so doing, hsve deliberately violated your oath
as an
officer of the United S t s t e i Army.,

...

These words of reprimand were imposed upan an Army lieutenant colonel by Lieutenant General Robert N. Young, then Commanding General, Sixth US Army, on 21 February 1956.
Considerable concern arose in the minds of military officers of
the United States who read General Young'a words. Questions of
unsure iayaity, divided loyalty, and the meaning of an officer's oath
were voiced by some commissioned officers. Others stated: "In
many years of active service in the Armed Forces of the United
States I have never been reminded, in training, of an officer'a oath,
nor heard a discussion of its meaning.''
The wards and thoughts a r e intriguing and indicate a crucial
situation that exists in the officer corpa of the Armed Forces of
the United States. That is to say, there is not a general realization
of the obligations entailed in the Solemn oath of allegiance to suppart and defend the Constitution of the United States against ail
enemies and to bear true faith and allegiance to the same.
The framers of the Constitution professed concern for the nation
and if we admit to ourselves that the Constitution is "intended to
endure for ages to come, and, consequently, to be adapted ta the
various crises of human affairs"z we too must profess the same
concern.
'This artnle was adapted from a t h e m presented t o the L' S. Army W a r
College, Carhale Barracks. Pennrylvania, while the author * a i a student
there. A short adaptation of the thesis WBQ publnhed ~n the Janvary 1984
i s m e of Miiitarv RIVZCW. The omnmni and concluilona Dreaented herein

are those of the s u t h o r and do not neeensaniy represent the view8 of the
U. S . Army W a r Callege, the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College,
The Judge Advocate General's School, or any orher governmental agency.
* * J A G C , U.S. Army; Deputy Staff Judge Adroeate. Headquarters Field
Command, Defense Atomic Supply Agency. Sandia Bale, Albuquerque, New
Meneo: B.S., 1842, University of Utah, LL.B., 1948, Univermty of r t a h :
Member of the Bar a i the S t a t e of Utah, and of the United States Supreme
Court and United States Court of Military Appeals.
1 Go". C o u r t M a r t i a l Order S o . 14, Hq. Sixth U. S. Army (21 Feb. 1 9 5 6 ) .
2MeCulloch V. Maryland. 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 415 (1818)
*co DOliB
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Let us take a view of an officer's oath, unhindered by the cynic
and his doubts and with the hope that a. look a t the past will provide a partial guide far today and a pattern far the future.
Accordingly, it is the purpose of this study to endeavor to define
the meaning and function of the military oath of office, to present
for consideration the evolution of the statutory enactments, to
point out some historic and current conflicts of unsure and divided
loyalty to the Constitution, to indicate the problem of an officer's
oath in an integrated international military command, and to put
in proper perspective the preparation needed to educate commissioned officers regarding an officer's oath so that they may be
prepared to say :
Where's the eoward t h a t would not dare to fight for such B land.8

instead o f :
Dear friends. we, sli p ~ m ~ n m
solidly
,
zppesl t o you a& fallows: the
armed intervention m Korean infernal sffsirs II quite B barbsrirtic,
aggressive action to protect the benefit af the capital monopolists of the

U S.A.4

11. OATH OF ALLEGIANCE-ITS
AND FUNCTIOS

YEASING

...

If B man
w e a r an oath t o bind his soul with a bond; he shall not
break his ward, he shall d o according to sli t h a t proctedeth out a i his
mouth 5

Webster's Third Y e w Internetiom1 Dictionwv states, in part,
as follows:

.

..

Oath
B solemn
, formal calling upon God or a god to ~ l i n e s sta
the t r u t h of what m e says 01 t o witness to the faef t h a t m e ilneeiely
intends ta do what one e8y8.

Mr. Justice Field, speaking far the Supreme Court of the United
States, observed t h a t :
By allegiance 18 meant the obligation of fidelity s n d obedience whlch the
individual owes to the government under which he iwes or to his
soverewn in return for the protection hr reeswes. I t may be an sbralute
and permanent obligalmn, 01 it may be a Qualified and temporary one.
The citizen or subject owel an sbrolute and permanent ~ l l e g r s n e eto his

.

.

*Sir Waiter Scott. ,Marmion, Canto IV, Stanza 30, an quoted in B A R L ~ ,
F A M ~ L I A RQ u o r ~ n a x sa. t S O 1 (11th ed., Mlorley ed 19401.
IKINXEAD, IN
EVERYWAR B U T ONE 28 (1959) ( T h e words quoted are
attributed to an American officer 48 houri a f t e r h x e a ~ t u i eby the enemy
in Korea.)
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he renovnees and becomes a citizen
or anothei sovereign.6

01

ivbiect of another govemmeiit

The origin of the oath of allegiance must be sought in feudal
times. History reveals, to a considerable degree, that the oath as
used today in legal institutions reached us through canon law.
which in turn had three distinct yet intervening sources: prereligious culture, the law of the German tribes, and ancient Roman
law.' In each of these stages, however, the oath played a substantial part even from the earliest times: thus, we find Lycurgus eaying to the Athenians: "An oath is the bond that keeps the state
together,"8 and Baron de Montesquieu attributing the strength of
the Romans to their respect for an oath in these words:
There is no nation, says L w y , that has been longer uncorrupted than
the Romans: , , , .
Such was the influence of an oath among those people that nothing bound
them mnre atrangly to the laws. They often did mope for the observance
of an oath than they would ever have pelfarmed f o r the thirst of glary
OF far the love of their eountry.0

An oath i n a pledge to perform an act faithfully and truthfuliy.
The pledge is any form of attestation signifying that the one executing the oath is bound in conscience to perform faithfully and
truthfully. The attestation involves the principle of invoking Gad
to witness that which is announced as the truth, and implied is the
invocation of His vengeance, or renunciation of favor, in the event
of falsehood.
The ancient Scandinavians and Teutons swore by their gods and
laid their hands on some object of veneration--a bloody ring held
by the religious leader, their weapon, or their beard while subscribing to their oath. In ancient Rome, the military oath was
between the commanding general and his troops. Initially, the
legates and tribunes took the oath and then i t was administered t o
the troops in the fallowing manner: after one soldier from each
legion had taken the complete oath, the remainder of the legion
came forward one by one and said, "Idem in me." That is to say:
"The same holds good for me.'' The oath was effective for only the
current campaign and binding only as to the general an whose
behalf it was executed-a new general, a new oath. This changed,
_______~

a csrilaie V. united states. a3 U.S. (16 wail.) 147 (1872)
7 Silumg, T h e Oath, 68 Y A L E L. J. 1343 (1858).
s"0raria in Leaeratem" as quoted by Chief Judge Vsnderbilt I" his a p m a n
in Imbrie Y . Marsh, 3 N.J. 578,681, 71 A. 2d 352,363 i1960).
9 XONTESPUIEU,
L'ESPIRITDES LOIS,Bk YIII, ch. 14, at 55 iliugent tranrl.
1 9 4 9 ) . (Quoted differently ~n Judge Vanderbllt's opinion in Imbrle Y . Marsh,
w~~
notD 8.)
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however, in about 100 B.C. when Marius introduced military service for a term of 20 years. Thereafter, the entire command was
required to take the oath all a t the same time and for the complete
period of service in the name of the state, or the emperor. After
the advent of Christianity, it was preferred that the oath be taken
in holy places-particularly
near the altar whereupon had been
placed holy relics.1o
Warriors and liegemen, facing battle, were pledged to remain
true to king or cause, even if captured. Treason brought retributive justice. The mark of Judas was upon that person who broke a
trust or delivered a friend to the enemy. The code of the fighter
was limited to knightly concepts of duty, honor, country, loyalty,
honesty, trustfulness, courage, and bravery. Military knighthood
in the days of chivalry was subject to much form. Xanly arms
were never received without the pomp and ceremony of investiture
and many of the orders had their own oaths.
I t developed that the Jew when taking an oath desired to be
sworn on the Pentateuch or Old Testament, with his head covered;
a Xohammedan, on the Koran; or a Chinese by the burning of joss.
stick.''
Of course, none of these formalities are essential to the taking of
an oath as long as the form used meets the requirement of appealing to the conscience of that individual to whom the oath is administered. He must possess a realization to speak the truth.
The purpose of the oath, here being considered, is to express
the solemnity of the occasion and to recognize and reveal derotion to the government. The oath i s the tie that binds the individual
to the government, in return for the protection received.
This being so, from what ~ o u r c ecame the military oath of office
taken by an officer of the Armed Forces of the United States?
10 Oath, Y i h t o i d , 20 EXCYCLOPEDIA AWERICASA 564 (1956) : 20 E X C Y C L O PEDIA AMERICAFA532 ( 1 9 5 2 ) (An interesting story 1s toid ~n r b e 1ar:ei

reference regarding William the Conqueror and hi.
prmr co making Harold r n e a r ta be B supporter i n
the throne of England, secretly deposited some r
martyrs under the aitar where the ceremony wauid take place. A i m the
oath swearing had been accomplished. Haraid was enjoined t o remember
h a obligation of fidelity and obedience which he had taken "pan himself
under the anspieee of religious sanction.)
'LSee, B.P., State V. Chyo Chlagk, 92 Dlo. 395, 411, 4 S.W. 704, 709 (1887)
1

*GO
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111. STATUTORY ENACTMENTS
Article VI, Clause 3, of the Constitution of the United States
provides in pertinent part as follows:

. .

...

...

, , , all executive , officers
a i the Umted Stater
ahali be bound.
by oath or affirmation, to support this Canrtitution: but no relieious test
ahall ever be required as B pudificstian to any office or publie t r u s t under
the United Stater.

The Constitution of 1181 did not provide the form of the oath.
This was left for the First Congress to complete.
The framers of the United States Cowtitution, when they
drafted Article VI, Clause 3, made clear that the officers mentioned
therein would be required to take an oath of allegiance to support
the Constitution. The Acts of the First Congress of the United
States prescribed the form of oath or affirmation to be administered
not only to the members of the Senate and the House of Representatives but aim tc all executii’e officers of the United States appointed or to be appointed before they acted in their official capaeit?. The Act of June 1, 1789, reads in pertinent part as.follows:
I, A.B. do solemnly %wear or sffirm ( 8 % the case may be) t h s t I will
support the Cansfiiution of the Umred Statee.12

This same oath was again enacted by the Congress on September
29, 17E9.’B
Then on April 30, 1190, the Congress repealed the Act last mentioned and in an Act for regulating the bliiitary Estabiishment
of the United States stated:
See 12.

. ..

That every commissioned officer, non-commiwaned officer.
n , , rhali take and subaeribe the following oath O r

I, A.B. da ~ o l e m n l yw e a r or affirm (a8 the case msy be) to bear
t r u e allegiance to the United States of America, and to serve them
hanmtly and faithfully sgainst ail their enemies or oppaierr uhoms ~ e ~ e land
( , t o observe and obey the orders of the Presidenr of the
United States af Amer~ea,and the orders af the officers appointed
over me according to the articles o i war.>(

I t is interesting to observe that after less than B year Congress
had changed the required oath from one to support the Constitution

t o one whhich provided that true allegiance i s due to the United
States of America. For the first time a statutory requirement is
enacted in which a commissioned officer, upon taking the oath,
I* 1 Stat.

23-24 (17891.

13

1 Stat. 86-96 (11891.

14

1 Stat. 119-121 (1790).

*GO 80778
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stated that he would not only obey the orders of the President
of the United States but those also of officers appointed over him.
This particular statute was reenacted in substantially the same
form on Xarch 13, 1796,16 May 30, 1796," March 16, 1802,lV
January 11, 1812." and January 29, 1813,'o by the Congress, when
f o r example, it passed laws authoriming the immediate raising of
certain regiments of artillery, infantry, and light dragoons to implement or increase the military establishment.
This latter oath of "true" allegiance was the requirement until
July 2, 1862, when Congress enacted the now famous "test or
iron-clad oath" which was applicable to every person elected or
appointed to any office under the Federal Constitution. This
enactment which may be found in Chapter 128 of the Laws of 1862
reads :
T h a t hereafter every person elected or appointed to any office of honor
or profit undei the government of the United States, either in the civil,
military or naval departments of the pubhe ierviee,
shall. before
entering upon the duties of such office, and before being entitled to any
of the salary or other emoluments thereof. take and mbscribe the
faiioaing
Or

..

1. A.E. do a ~ l e m n l yswear (or afirm) t h a t I have never voluntarily
borne armi against the United States since I have been a citizen
thereof; t h a t I have voluntarily given no aid, countenance. e ~ ~ n s e l ,
or encoumgement to peraons engsged in armed hostility thereto;
t h a t I have nellher Bought nor accepted nor attempted ta exercise
the functions of any office whatever. under any authority or pretended authority in hostility to the United States; t h a t I have not
yielded a voluntary support to m y pretended government, authority,
power or constitution within the United States, hostile or i n i m i d
t h e r e t o And I do further BWPBI (or affirm1 that, to the best of my
knowledge and ability, I will suppart and defend the Constitution
of the United States, against sli enemiee, fareign and domsatie:
t h a t 1 wdi bear true faith and silegisnce to the same: t h a t I take
this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpme
of evasion, and t h a t I will well and faithfully discharge the duties
of the office on which I am shout to enter, so help me Gad:
which said asth, 80 taken and signed, shall be preserved among the files
of the
Department to which the said office may pertain. And any
p e m m who ahall falsely take the said oath shall be guilty of perjury,
and on eonvietion, in addition to the penalties now preacribed for f h s t

...

* c l Stat. 4 3 0 4 3 1 (1796).
' 5 1 S t a t . 4 8 3 4 8 6 (1796).
Stat. 132.136 (1302).
18 2 Stat. 613 (1812).
Is 2 Stat. 796 (1813).
172

6
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offense, shall be deprived of his office and rendered incapable farever
after of holding any office or place under the United Stater.20

In retrospect the provisions of this "test oath" are of the general
tenor that the one taking the oath had to say: I have never been
loyal to the Confederate States of America or in any way disloyal
to the United States of America. This raised the question of past
loyalties; and if an individual could not properly answer the
question posed, he was barred from office despite his current allegiance or loyalty. I t has long been questioned whether such an
oath unlawfully punished persons unable to take the oath or
whether the requirement was a valid disqualification of the individual from holding office, based on the lawful exercise of gavernmental power. In answer to this question it may be stated that
it has long been held in law that if an individual is unable to take
the oath solely because of past conduct a t a time prior to the enactment of the requirement, and the oath prescribes a punishment.
i t is an unconstitutional requirement.%l However, in considering
this generally accepted rule of law i t mu8t be noted that nowhere
in the opinions of Mr. Justice Field, cited below, was it suggested
that the enactment of the oath was in violation of Article VI,
Clause 3, of the Constitution.
Another view of the problem is best reflected by the fallowing
event. On 29 January 1864, Colonel Richard M. Edwards, Fourth
Tennessee Cavalry, wrote a letter to then Secretary of War Edwin
M. Stanton wherein he stated that pursuant to the authority
granted by Governor Johnson of Tennessee he had raised and
begun the organization of a regiment of cavalry for Union service
prior to receiving a copy of the "newly prescribed oath of office
requiring persons to w e a r that they have 'nought sought nor
accepted nor attempted to exercise the functions of any office
whatever under any authority or pretended authority in hostility
to the United States.'" Colonel Edwards, when elected to the
State Legislature of Tennessee, had taken an oath to ''Support
the Constitution of the United States," but he had the misfortune
to be a Representative in the State Legislature of Tennessee after
the act of secession. Being loyal to the Union, he desired, despite
having been "forced" by Rebel authorities to take an "oath t a
20 12 Stat. 502 (1862).
See Cvmmings V. Miasauri, 71 U.S. ( 4
Garland. 71 U.S. I 4 Wall.) 333 (1865).
* G O 80718

Wsli.)

277 (1568);

Ez Paria
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support the Confederate Constitution," clarification of his Btatus
regarding the right to hold Federal office.*l
The letter came to the attention of President Lincoln and his
indorsement, which is written on the letter, to Seeretar>* Stanton
reads :
February 5, 1854
Submitted to t h e See. of War. On prmeiple I dishke an oath which
requires B man to swear he has not done wrong. I t rejects the Christian
principle of forgiveness on terms of repentance. I thmk It la enough
if the man does no wmny heresftcr. A Lmcain
February 5 , 1854.28

Returning now to the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
United States in the cases of Cumminos %. M i 6 8 o w i and E? Parte
Garland it may be stated that because of these decisions and the
underlying principles upon which they were based the framers
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution included Section 3 thereof which states:

..
.

Sa perron shall
, hold a n y ofice, e n 4 or military, under the United
States
, who, having p~eviouslytaken an oath , , , as an officer of t h e
L m t e d States , to support the Conititufion of the Dnited States.
ahall have engaged in i n ~ u i ~ e e t i m
or rebellion a g a m t tho Same. or
given aid or comfort tc the enemies thereof. But Congress may by B
vote of t r a - t h r r d s of each House, remove svch disability.

..

However, before this Amendment could be adopted by the States
on July 28, 1868:' the Cangrew of the United States enacted on
Juls 11, 1868, an Act prescribing an oath of office to be taken by
persons from whom legal disabilities had been removed. This
Act reads:
T h a t x'heneuer any person who has psrtrcipated in the late rebellion,
and from whom all legal d m t h l x s arming therefrom hsve been
remowd by act of Congress by a w t e of tao-thirds of each house, has
been or nhsll be
appointed to any office or plsee of trust ~n 01 under
the government af the Fnited Stales. he sbsil. before entermg upon che
duues thereof, inrtead of the oath prescribed by the BCC ai July two.
eighteen hundred and sirtr-two, take snd subscribe the foliawmg oath
or affirmatLon:
I, A.B., do 8olemnly swear (or affirm) t h a t I nil1 Support and defend
the Constitution of the United States against all enemlen, foreign
and domestic: t h a t I will bear t r u e f s i t b and allegiance to the lame:

...

22 7 C O L L E C I m WORYB or A B R I M H A M LIXCOLX 169-170 (Basler ed. 1963).
1853i.
I3 Id. a t 15s. (Final disposition of the problem IS unknown.)
24 See Imbrie Y. Marsh, 3 N.S. 518, E93,11 A . 2d 362. 366 (1950) (Oliphant,

J., dissentingl.
8
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t h a t I take this obligation f r e d y , wlthout m y mental reservation or
p u r p ~ ~ofe e v a ~ l o n ;and t h a t I will well and faithfully discharge
the duties of the office an which I am about to enter. So help me
God.25

Congress at different times did exercise the right to remove
legal and political disabilities imposed by Section 3 of the Fourteenth Amendment on behalf of certain individuals. Of particular
interest is the Act of December 14, 1869 (16 Stat. 607 (1869)),
which removed the mentioned disabilities from certain individuals
residing in eleven southern states.
The next time Congress had occasion to consider the matter of
oath of office occurred an February 15, 1871, when it passed an
Act prescribing an oath of office to be taken by persons who participated in the "late Rebellion," but who were not disqualified
from holding office by the Fourteenth Amendment. This act
provided :
T h a t u h e n any perron. who 1% not rendered mellglbie to office by the
p m v k l a n s of the fourteenth amendment to the Conetitutmn. shall be
appointed to any affiee of honor or t r u s t under the government of the
Umted States, and shall not be able on account of his partieipstlon in
the late rebdlion t o take the oath prescribed In the a c t of Congress
apprared July two, eighteen hundred and sldy-two, w d person shall,
in lieu of said oath, before entermg upon the duties a i said office, take
c n b e the oath prescribed m an act of Congress entltled 'An act
n~ an oath of office to be taken by person3 from whom legal
e3 shall have been removed.' appraued J u l y eleven, eighteen
hvndred and sixty-eight.?l

...

Then, in 1872, legal and political disabilities were removed
from all persons "except. . officers in the , . . military, and naval
service of the United States, , , , 27
Twelve years pasaed and an May 13, 1884, the Congress enacted
the oath which i s still taken by officers of the United States Armed
Forces.

.

I'

I. A . B . . do solemnly swear (or affirm) t h a t I will svppart and defend
the Canstitvrion a i the United States a s a m t all enemles, f a r e i m and
domestic: t h a t I u.111 bear t r u e f s l t h and dieglance ta t h e came. t h a t
I take thin oblisation freely, without any mental reservation or p&ae
26

16 Stat. 85 (18683

2 6 1 6 Stat. 412-413

p;$yty

Tldh;o ~

(18711.
;

(This Particular s c t w a ~presented

~ t;n6,";aapPp;Lh=;d
~
o
~

;n
~;d
&
;;n
;

;

10

the

;ti

time Prerenbed by the Constitubon a i the United Staten, became law wlthout
the President's ap~rova1.J
2 7 1 7 S t a t . 1 4 2 (1872).
A 0 0 9OWB
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a i evasion: and that I will weit and faithfully discharge tha duties of
the oWee on which I am about ta enter. So help me God.28

The Attorney General of the United States, in discussing the
purpose of the change in form of oath, stated in a letter to the
Postmaster-General that it was his opinion that the farm required
by this particular section was intended to relieve those to whom
it relates from the necessity of taking the oath required by the
Act of July 2, 1862, (the test oath) and in lieu thereof to require
the modified oath prescribed by the previously mentioned act of
July 11, 1868.28
Fourteen years later, on June 6, 1898, the Fifty-Fifth Congress
of the United States enacted this brief chapter:
That the disability imposed by section 8 of the Fourteenth Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States heretofore incurred 1s hereby
removed.80

This legislation was needed in order to give effect t o the prohibition of Section 3 ; and until removed, the exercise of the
functions of office by persons in office before promulgation of the
Fourteenth Amendment was not I a w f ~ l . 3 Nor,
~
as was stated by
the Attorney General of the United States, in Lawton's case were
persons who had taken part in the Civil War and had been pardoned therefore by the President before the adoption of this
Amendment precluded by this section from again holding office
tinder the United States.J1
We have considered the statutory enactments governing the
oath of office for every commissioned officer appointed in the
military service be he a Regular or Reservist.33 These enactments
are of importance to each officer for, as stated by Yr.Justice
Brewer of the Supreme Court of the United States, "the taking af
the oath of allegiance is the pivotal fact which changes the status
from that of civilian to that of soidier."3' Article TI, Clause 3,
of the Constitution reguirea, beyond any reasonable doubt, that
the first allegiance of any one who professes to be an American
is ta the Constitution of the Cnited States.
Has this always been the view of all Americans?
Section 1767, Revised Statutea, 8 8 amended, 1 U S.C. B 16 (1858).
13 OPS. ATT'Y GEN.380 118711.
3030 Stat 432 (1898).
9 1 Griffin's Case, 11 Federal Casea 7 (No.
5816) IC C.D.Ya. 1868).
8% 15 OPS. ATT'I GEP. 149 (1888)
8 8 10 U.S.C. B 6 9 l ( a ) (1918) requires that officers of a reserve component
subscribe to the oath ret forth in Seelion 1717, Revised Statutes, as amended.
5 U S.C. 5 16 (1958). See 32 U S.C. 5 312 (19581 for the oath of office t o be
administered to National Guard officers.
3 4 In 71 Grirnley, 137 U.S 147 (18901.
28
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OATH

AND T H E CODE

O F CONDUCT
We have had

tragic example , , , of what can happen when American
soldiers are trained only for combat hut not f o r understanding what
they are fighting for OT against. The seemingly incredible BUFCIBB of the
enemy in eroding the will of our men captured in Korea--so t h a t not
m e of them even BucOPssfully managed to engineer an escape-is
not
incredible really.
I t was, SI h a s been proved, due simply to the inability of those traapa
to r e d s t even rudimentary arguments and persuasions eoneelning the
nature of constitutional goyernment and the background of the decision
to r e s i d an assault against i t on a remote hattlefieid.aa
Immediately a f t e r the hostilities in Korea began, the Security Council
[of the r n i t e d National recommended t h a t members of the United
Nations furnish B S S ~ E T B ~toC ~the Republic of Korea m repelling th6
~ 25 and 27 June 1860
srmed attack from the north. The r s ~ o l u t i o nof
were follaaed by that of 7 July, which recommended
t h a t all Members providing military fames and other assistance
purmant t o the aforesaid Security Covncii resolutions make such
farces and other sriirtance available to B unified command under the
Cmted States:
B

s n d requested t h a t the United States designate the commander of such
farces and furnish it reports of the action taken under the unified
command.38

In pursuance of the request, on 8 July 1950, Harry S. Truman,
then President af the United States, named General Douplas MacArthur as "Commanding General of the military forces which the
members of the United Sations place under the unified command
of the United state^,"^' and action wan taken to place American
citizens and the nation on the firing line.
Approximately 1,600,000 Americans went to Korea to fight. Of
theae, 7,190 were captured by the enemy. The Army carried the
heaviest burden for 6,656 were personnel therefrom (93%) ; 263
were Air Farce (376); 231 Marines (37%): and 40 were Navy
men (17.1. The Korean War ended, and a total of 4,428 American
fighting men were returned from prison camps. I t was ascertained
85 Admiral Btwke (Excerpts of Testimony befare the Senate Armed Services Subeammittee), The hew Yark Times, Jan. 24, 1862, p. 14, COI. 4.
86 Baxter, Conlliizitianal Fonns aind Some Lena1 Piobiems of International
Command. 28 BRIT. YB.I a T ' l L. 333 (18PP).
37 Statement by President Truman, L'nited States Polroy m the Korean
Crrera. DEP'T OF STATE PUB. NO. 3822, at 67 ( 1 9 5 0 ) , BQ quoted by Baxter,
mpm note 36, at 334.
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a t this time that 2,730 Americans had died while being detained.aB
The death toll was 385'0, the worst since the Revolutionary War,
when approximately 337. passed away.3s
I t i8 a general rule af law, long recognized, that a soldier taken
prisoner remains a member of the service in the same status,
entitled to all rights and privileges, and responsible for all obligations to his country except those rendered impossible or illegal.4o
While not subject to the discipline of his own army, while in the
status of a prisoner, the soldier prisoner is, upon return to his own
army, subject t o trial by court-martial "for such offenses as criminal acts or injurious canduct committed during his captivity
against other officers or soldiers in the same status.""
In short, the prisoner is always a soldier. American officers
were prisoner8 of war during the Korean conflict and the misbehavior af a few was indeed startling. Early an the morning of
9 July 1960, four days after our Armed Forces first engaged the
enemy, an American officer prisoner had this, among other things,
to say to the world via radio broadcast:
We did n o t know a t all the cause of the war and the real srate of affaira.
and were compelled to fight a g a i n ~ fthe people of Korea. I t was realiy
mast generous of the Dsmocrauc People's Repubhc of Korea to forgive
YI and give kind consideration f a r our health, far food, clothing, and
habitation.

and
Dear friends. we, all p m a n e r a , rahdly appeal ID you as i o l i o r s : the
armed intervention in Korean m e r n a l sffaire 1s quire B barbariine,
~ggrerriveaction to protect the benefit of the c a p m l manopaiists of the
U.S.A Let us fight for right against wrong, bravely oppo8ing fa be
mobdized into aveh a n a r agamai R u s m . a

This officer had been a prisoner far about 48 hours.
When the conflict ceased, an 27 July 1963, after the signing of
the armistice at Panmuwan, Korea, 204 A r m s officer prisoners
81 "POW"] (1865), pp. VI, 8, 80.
39id. a t 2;. ( A detailed study of maltleatmenc of prlianeri of i a r map
be found I" Levie, P m o i Sanctions i o ? Y a l t ~ e a t m r n lof Priaoneis o i w a r ,
5 6 Ah,. J. IZT'L L. 433 (1962).
$0 Kate, .MLsconducl mn tho P n s o n Camp, 56 COLUII L. REV. 708, 711 118561.
41 WINTXROP, MILITARY LAW A N D PRECEDEZTS 9 2 (2d ed. 19201. ( S e e also
U N ~ F O RCODE
M OF MIL~TAR-I
JUSTICE. Na attempt has been made 10 codlfy
completely all obligations and privileges.)
t * KIXXEAD,
o p . cit. wpva note 4, s t 18-18, 28.
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came home.'l Of those returning (after full and complete screening by the four review boards established in Headquarters, Department af the Army) five Army officers were tried by courtmartial far their activities. Of these five officers, two were acquitted and three convicted." Let us look a t the misconduct of the
latter group.

T H R E E WHO W E R E CONVICTED
1. United States 21. Fleming:
Repatriated from a Korean prisoner of war camp an 4 September 1953, this officer wa8, between 23 August and 23 September
1954, tried by general court-martial a t Fort Sheridan, Illinois, for
acts of misconduct while a prisoner of war.
General Court-Martial Order No. 52 (Corrected Copy), Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington 25, D. C., 10 September 1957, contains the charges and specifications, pleas, findings, sentence, actions of reviewing authorities, and the find order
of the Secretary of the Army that a t midnight, 12 September 1957,
the accused ceased to be an officer of the Army: Having been
sentenced to be dismissed from the service, and to forfeit all pay
and allawances by the court the sentence was approved and carried
into execution. His crimes in es~encewere that while an officer of
the United States Army in a prisoner of war camp with rank
Superior ta his fellow prisoners, many of whom were enlisted men,
he voluntarily collaborated with his captors in the preparation and
dissemination af propaganda designed ta promote disloyalty and
disaffection among troops of the United state^.'^
2. United States v . Alley:
Before a general court-martial which convened a t Fort George
G. Meade, Maryland, 22 August through 3 November 1955, this
officer was arraigned and tried far certain of his actions while a
prisoner of war in Korea.
General Court-Xartial Order KO.34, Headquarters, Department
of the Army, Washington 25, D. C., 12 September 1958, contains
the charges and specifications, pleas, findings, sentence, actions of
Tentative Report (CSGTA-3631, ''Battle Casualtiea of the Army: bemg
prepared by the United States Army Data Services and Administrative
Serneos Command ( U S A D C S ) , B Class I1 activity under the jurisdiction of
The Adivtant General, Department of the Army.
44 K I N K E op.
~ , r i t . "PT" note 4 , a t 68.
46 See C Y 377846, Flemmg, 19 CXR 438 (1865). a n d , 7 USCMA 543, 23
CMR 7 (1957).
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reviewing authorities. and the hnal order of the Secretary of the
Army that the accused as of midnight, 22 September 1958, ceased
to be an officer of the Army. His sentence as finally approved and
ordered executed provided far dismissal, forfeiture of all pay and
allowances, and confinement a t hard labor for five years.
The accused's violations of l a w of the United States were
numerous, but in brief they amounted to communicating with the
enemy, while B prisoner of war without proper authority. Among
his acts of misconduct he held intercourse directly and indirectly
with the enemy by wrongfully joining with, participating in, and
leading discussion groups sponsored by the enemy, wherein opinions were expressed, among others, that the United States had
unlawfully interfered in a civil u a r in Korea and that the United
States was an illegal aggressor in the Korean Conflict: and by
aaking the enemy in what n a y he could improve his presentations.
Additionally, he gave to the enemy certain military information
concerning the use and fire direction of United States Army artili~y.46

3. Cnited States s. Liles:
Captured by the enemy in Korea on 28 October 1960, this officer
was repatriated in September 1953 as a part of "Operation Big
Switch." For his acts af misconduct while a prisoner of war he
was tried before a general court-martial which convened a t Fort
Lewis, Washington, from 21 Sovember to 2 1 December 1955.
General Court-Martial Order No.14, Headquarters Sixth Army,
21 February 1956, contains the charges and specifications, pleas,
findings, sentence, and action of the convening authority
found guilty of the offenses of aiding and
The accused
knowinglk- communicating, corresponding, and holding intercourse
with the enemy while a prisoner of war in Korea and by making
recordings which were inimical to the intereats of the United
States. Sentenced to be reprimanded, among other things, the
sentence was approved and ordered executed by Lieutenant General Robert N. Young. then Commanding General, Sixth Army.
His reprimand reads in part as follows:
The court-martial, by It3 sentence. could have sentenced you t o dmmissai,
i m p r m n m e n t , and farfeltme af all pay s n d allowancen. It is Y O Y ~good
fortune t h a t the court-martial limited Its punishment to mspenrion from
rank for 24 months and ta a reprimand Your conduct, B Q refiected in
the findings of t h e e ~ u r t . m a i t i a l , and as fully supported by the record
46A#'d, United States V. Alley, 8 U I C Y A 559, 26 C X R 63 (1968)
Alley ( B R , 31 A"%. 1956)

See

C Y 387487.
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e l your trial, diaeloaea t h a t you. an ofleer of the Regular Arms, with
the advantage of an edvcntion tendered you by the people of the United
States in the United Stltea Military Academy a t Weat Point, with a
background of many yeam of ieiviee in various i a n k i and assignments
in the United Statea Army, and in spite of the fvli and positive b o w l edge you must have gained by your education and experience, as above
outlined, of the eonduct expected and required of an offiesr, ~ u p i n e l y
complied with the dictates of your m p t o m and otherwise conducted
yourself in a servile, craven, and unsoldierly manner f m the obvious
puipo~ieof Securing favored treatment f o r yauraeif whde B prisoner of
war. Although you well knew t h a t your participation in the armed
conflict did not end when you were taken prisonor, and t h a t i t was your
poaitive duty to carry on the conflict to the beat of your ability as P
prisoner of war, offering only t h a t degree of cooperation contemplated
by international law and holding yourself eyer in readiness to =scape and
resume the fight, you ehoie to damn your country and its representatives,
to hold the American way of life u p to ridicule and contempt. and to
extoli the practices and the eoneepta of a deadly enemy. In committing
this heinova crime you made reeordinga a t t h e request of said enemy,
the purpoie of which was i d l y known to you, m m e i y , m e as a payehological w a r f a r e weapon against your country and its farces. The odious.
neia of your action8 and of your philoaophy is clearly evidenced when
compared with the steadfastness and the fortitude displayed by many
other officers and enllsted men, Including many of very limited BeIVieD,
in refusing information to, or cooperation of any k k d or description
with, their unprincipled captors. Furthermore, the eonduct of which you
stand convicted ofcurred a t B time when other, and loyal, American
~ a l d i e r sand officers were fighting and dying in the defense of the United
States. You have held personal safety and comfort above duty, honor,
and country, and, in 80 doing, have deliberately violated your oath 8s P
citizen of the United S t l t e s and 8 s an officer of the United States Army.
Yovr actions have not only brought disgrace upon yourself, but upon tho
Army and upon ail of those who w a r its uniform, and have caused me
to harbor the graveat doubts as to your fitness f o r continued membership
and service in the United States Army.47

While it is clear that Fleming, Alley, and Liles were a small
minority it is beyond question that they exhibited negative patriotism and violated their oaths as officers of the United States Army.
These three were three too many.
In an effort to solve the problem of the conduct of military personnel while in a prisoner of war status, the Secretary of Defense,
then Charles E. Wilson, on 7 August 1954 directed that a eommittee be formed under the chairmanship of Mr. Carter L. Burgess,
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Personnel, and
Reserve). This ad bo committee, most of whom were military
4 7 Gen. Court.Martia1 Order No. 14, Hq, Sixth U.S. Army (21 Feb. 1956) j
C Y 389036, Liies (21 Feb. 1956) (review of petition f o r new trial in Office of
the Judge Advocate General, Dep't af Army) (denied),
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Personnel, developed t h e major issues involved and established a
fundamental Plan of study which was submitted to the Secretary
f o r approval. As a result of the work of this group. an 11 May
1955, the Secretary appointed the Defense Advisory Committee on
Prisoners of War.'% This latter committee was known as the
"Burgess" Committee and was composed of ten members-five
civilian and five military (from all services), with Secretary Burgess as Chairman.
Secretary Wilson's terms of reference were tendered in B memorandum to Mr,Burgess which read in p a r t as follows:
I am deeply concerned r i t h the importance to our national Beeurity of
prowding Americans who s e n e their covntry in battle irith every means
we e m debire to defeat the enemb's techniques To 8880m the nueeera
of our Armed Farces it I P equsiiy as eseential to a m them with the best
weapionr of the mind and body a i it is ta provide them r i t h the machines
of ws2.
Our national military needs must be met. This re~ulrer t h a t each
member of the Armed F o r m be tharoughiv indoctrinated u i t h a s i m ~ l e
easily understood eode to govern his eanduer while B pnsaner. However,
this military need m u i t be met I" B manner compatible with the p r m c i p l e ~
and precepts basic to our form of government.
I request t h a t you eanmder the methods j l e may expect OUI potential
enemy to employ, the obligation which national military needs impose on
members a i the Armed Farces and the o b i i g a t m af the United States to
sffard proteetion to itn citizens in the cvirady of B foreign poaer. I
direct your deliberation tawsrd rhe development of suitable reeommendatiana far a Code of Conduct and indoctrnatian and training on p ~ e p a r a tion for furure eanfllct. You w l i eanslder certain other related Prisoner
of Kar Problem areas which I wiii make knawn.'Q

_ .

~

...

With these guidelines in hand the " B W K ~ S S Committee
"
met
constantly for over t u x months, and on 89 July 1965 they transmitted to the Secretary their proposed Code of Conduct.
Nineteen days later, on 17 August 1956, the President of the
United States promulgated Executive Order No. 10631 wherein
was prescribed for the Armed Farces of the Cnited States a six
point Code of Conduct. The Executive Order provides in pertinent
part t h a t : ". . every member. . is expected to measure up to the
standards embodied in this Code of Conduct while he is in combat
or ca.ptivity."~o Stated another way the purpose of the Code IS to

.

.

t B Prugh. The Code of Conduct for tibe Armed Fai.c18, 56 COLUM L RET.
6 7 8 , 6 7 9 (1866).
4s POW, 0.9. C i t . s*pia note 33, a t 37.
6OU S. DEP'T OF DEFEXSE,P A M P H L E T bo. 1-16. THE L
' S. F~GHTIXO
MAS'S
CODE, a t I1 (1868).
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aid future American prisoners of war in their fight for their minds,
lives, loyalty, and allegiance to America.
Will i t ?
From the day of publication both Executive Order No. 10631
and the Code of Conduct have been the basis of a series of provoking problems.K' One of the leading questions being: is the Code
of Conduct law or duty? In this regard, even a cursory reading
of the Code reveals that it is applicable to ell service members, and,
therefore, should be of great concern to all Americans.
Is the Code law? I t may be stated as a general rule that law is
any written or positive requirement, or collection of regulations,
prescribed under the authority of the State or nation, whether by
the people in the constitution of the nation, as the fundamental or
Constitutional law, or by the legislature in its statute law, or by
the treatymaking power vested in the Government, or by municipalities in their ordinances. The Code of Conduct meets none af
the foregoing requirements. To bolster this eonchsion let us consider the words of Carter L.Burgess on this matter:
The committee t h a t drew up the Code. after liatenrng to former p i i s o n e r ~
of w r , ranging from general t o private. and after e o n d r m g u i t h
nabanally known experts I" the Reld of law , , realized t h a t some
[ p m m e r ~ lmight not measure up to the standards of the Code. However, the Code w o u i d e s no penoiiies. It LI not definitive in Itn t e r m of
offenses; rather, i t leaves to existing laws and the judicial p m c e ~ s e st h e
determination of personal guilt or innocence ~neach individual csee.52
[Emphasis rupplied.]

.

Moreover,
The Ierirtanee required by the Code is opponition t o the insidious eonquest of the thovghtn and loyalties af OUT prisoners of war. The means
available are those moral means that m e all t h a t is left to the unfortunate prisoner of war who,
hm Gad and his c o ~ n u y . s *

88

the Code indicates, must put his t r u s t In

The obvious conclusion is that the drafters of the Code of Conduct foresaw the specific provisions thereof as the duty of the
American fighting man and not a,? law." Nowhere is mentian
made by them of any criminal statute or provision that otherwise
61

Detalled studies may be found i n . 31aner. Burbed 11.~1 Command, 10

$ 8 Id. st 6 7 7 .
6 4 The Judge Advocate General of the Army has expressed the same eon.
~ I u ~ l oIn
n the following m p l n l o n ~ : JAGS 1961 8391 ( 1 5 May 1961); J A G W
lBS111140 (23 June 1961).
AGO 8 0 7 7 8
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regulates so much of the American soldier's conduct. Existing
law which is contained in Articles 99, 100, 104, and 105, Uniform
Code of Military Justice has not been changed."
But what is duty? Common sense would say: duty is that which
one is bound to do or under obligation to do. This then poses the
question: what is one committed or required to do with regard
to the Code of Conduct? A precise reading of the Code reveals
that the provisions thereof in the main are neither mandatory nor
directive. Rather they are but statements of expectations-and
this is what the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces stated
when he promulgated the Executive Order that published the
C c d - " . , , every member of the Armed Forces af the United
States is expected to measure up ta the standards embodied in
this Code of Conduct" [emphasis s ~ p p l i e d ] . ~ '
The Code, then, is the fighting man's belief and assists in guiding him to decisions.
Many skirmishes, battles, and wars have passed since the First
Congress enacted the first oath of allegiance, but American officers
of the armed farces will face other war8 today and tomorrow
that will test their credo.
The armed forces are preparing far future conflict through
intensive study, research, training, and maneuvers. The military
in an effort to escape the old cliche that they invariably are pre.
Paring to fight the last war, has made an extreme effort to develop
forward looking concepts of strategy and tactics.6' A leading
American military writer after viewing the Seventh United States
Army in "Exercise Winter Shield-I"
during early February
1960 stated:
The Army i s certainly not preparing ta fight World War I1 aver again.
It can, rather, be charged with reaching too far info the future snd
trying to develop battle tactic6 that it has neither the equipment no? the
experience to imp1ement.ss

But has the Army advanced techniques to fit the mind of the
leader to future confiict? In its study the Secretary of Defense's
66

The relationship of there Article. to the Code of Conduct IS discussed in
2 INTUIXATIOSAI LAW 08-100

U. S. DEP'T OF ARMY, PAMPHLET
27-161-2,
(1962).

U.S. DEP'TOF DEIIENPE,op. Ai. mpm note 60.at 11.
5 7 Douglass, Couit-Mortzoi Jurrsdiction ~nF u t u r e War, 10 MIL. L. Rm. 47
(1960).
5 6 Baidwin, Winter Shield 1. The X w Yark Times, Feb. 9, 1960, p. 10. coi 3.
5a
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Advisory Committee on Prisoners of War stated69 that the battle
for loyalty can be won if a uniform and cwrdinated training program is instituted by the military services. The program to be in
two phases, first, general training of a motivational and informational nature that would be conducted "throughout the career of
all servicemen," and second, specific training for combat-ready
troops from the lowest enlisted grade to the highest commissioned
rank. The committee urged that coordination be "affected with
civilian educational institutions, churches and other patriotic
organizations to provide understanding of American ideals."'0
While this latter recommendation is praiseworthy it must be realized that such is probably imposaible to achieve. The soldier who
has not been taught in his early childhood pride in country and
self, a sense of honor, and duty must be accepted by the services
for what he is. An attempt to develop the sought after stature
of personal integrity and character, while desirable, is expecting
too much.
The man cannot be completely made over-the public would not
stand for it, for B democratic farm of government is always
directed by the current of thought in the many cities, towns, and
hamlets of the nation. Moreover, the services haven't the time to
accomplish this task. The services may have the cream of American
manhood, but, at best, this i8 a cross-section of the communities
of the nation. The teaching af the services can only hope to ineulcate and renew in the American fighting man the desire ta lire his
life on the battlefield and in the prison camp, if neces~ary,so that
whatever happens he can be self-respecting and conscience free.
The Code, then, is the services' instructional vehicle. I t is the
center of a program that will teach behavior in event of capture,
foster the fighting strength of individuai units, and perhaps pmvide for some the will to resist.
Soon after the publication of the Code the Department of the
Army published two training circulars on the general .wbject,61
and the latter of the two provided in paragraph 3b thereof:
~POW, op. ail. 8uprn note 38, a t 15.
fbd
U. S. UeP't of A m y , Traimng Circular Ilo. 21-1 Code of Candvef ( 7
Oet. 1056); U. S. Dep't a i Army, Training Cirevlar i o . 21-2, Tralnlng f o r
Individual Combat Effectiveness i 3 Nav. 18%). (Bath were auperaeded by
Army Rog. NO.350-30 (30 Dee. 1957 with Change8 1 dated 21 June 1958)
whrch is auppiemmted by U. S. DEP'T OF UEFEXSE,PAMPHLET
KO.1-15, TXE
U. S. F ~ O P I ~ NMAN'S
C
CODE (1958).
50
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In the administration of military patlee, perrani accused of misconduct
before the enemy or misconduct as B prisoner of war are judged in the
light of the eircumrtancer surrounding their BCCS. Each person subject
to the L'CMJ [Uniform Code of Milrrary Justice] remains accountable
f o r hin s e t s even while rrolated from friendly force3 or uhile held by the
enemy.

Accordingly, the military services are not expecting the convictions of some Korean prisoners of war to prmide, in the future,
a self-sufficient deterrent force f a r unsure loyalty. The deterrent
noii provided is twofold; first, the penal standard oE the Uniform
Code of IIilitary Justice, and seeand, the higher professional
standard of the Code of Canduct which appeals to the highest
interests of the man and the soldier.
But what of a situation where the issue is not loyalty or disloyalty. but lo>-alty to a h a m ? This 1s the problem of divided
loyalty vhich requires value judgments of the highest order.
V , DIVIDED LOYALTY-THE
STATE VERSUS T H E
FEDERAL GOVERSMEST
On 1 ?larc'.

18iil.

While the m l i p u r a l sddrers n n i being delirered [in U-arhmgton.
D.C.. an01 devoted altogether to saving the S'nlon withaul %a*,
inmrren! rgenis were
seeking to dsitroy IC %ithoot wsr-seekmx
t o diriolve rhe Emon and diiide effects by negotiation. Bath p a r t l e i
d e p m s t e d U B ~ ,but m e of tnem %avid make war rather than let the
naf:an suriive, a r d t h e ather u a v l d acceg: ~ a rather
r
than let !I
per.rh, and the war came 82

...

From the original colonies, and the maritime endeavor3 and
militia organizations thereof, the Armed Forces of the United
States were born. 4 regular establishment has existed Since li
J u n e 1716. and, in time of need, rolunteers or draftees from
civilian life ha\e supplied the m a n p o a e r and supplies needed to
accomplish the tasks faced by the nation. It must be admitted
that America has never been enthusiastic in its attitude toward
the armed forces. The general theme has been that an) American
desiring milibry service could join the state militia and serve not
only his country but his state as well.
This had been the predominant view even though men like
Washington and others had constantly complained that men thus
preferred to serve in organizations that w w e less efficient than
the continental line regiments.
82 Lmcoln's Second Inouguroi Addrela, WE HOLD THESE TRLTXB 268.266
(Browned. 1948).
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Finally the voices of preparedness were heard. In 1802 the
United States Military Academy became a reality and from this
educational institution from t h a t time until after World War I
developed the officers of the Regular Army. Generally, they were
B dedicated, professionally efficient, honeat. and loyal group of
Americans who served with distinction, valor, and loyalty thraughout the War of 1812, the Indian Wars, the Mexican War, and the
periods of peace t h a t intervened. While the above is true, the
sad fact remains t h a t the civilian leaders of garernment, and the
nation generally, because of the S U C C ~ E Sof our arm3 during these
times failed to recognize, until it was too late, t h a t soldiers, too,
were subject to the same loyalty to both their state and the federal
government as were their civilian counterparts.
The Ci\sil War broke upon the landscape of America and disclosed t h a t the national military class while possessed of a fine
standard of professional competence had not, along with many
othera, been endoned with the love of nationalism when it was
opposed by sectionalism.
Records reveal t h a t the Confederate States of America during
the period 1861-1865 commissioned 460 general officers of whom
181 (39.3%) had been officers of the United Statea Army and
t h a t after 1 November 1860,286 officers of the United States Army
left the service and Joined the Confederacy. Of the latter grcup
187 (65.38) were graduates of the Vnited States Military
A~ademy.~~
Clearly it nould be imposaible to discuss the reasons behlnd
the choice made by each af the officers concerned or to select those
for diacussion that would be entirely satisfactory to all interested
persons. I choose t o name but three officers of the United States
Army who resigned their commirsians and joined the Confederacy
and three United States Army officers who stayed with the Union.
Each of the individuals named was born in a southern state,
appointed to the United States Military Academy from a southern
state, graduated from the Military Academy, accepted B commission in the Regular Army of the United States, and was an active
duty a t t h e time he made his decision t o go South or stay S o r t h .

25 MILITARY LAW REVIEW

A.

T H R E E WHO W E N T SOUTH

1. Peter Guatavus Toutant Beauregard:
Barn in Louisiana he entered West Point from his native state
on 1 July 1834. On 1 July 1838 he graduated second in his class
and was commissioned a second lieutenant of artillery. Six days
later, however, he transferred to the engineers. "Old Bory" resigned his Regular commission an 28 February 1861 and joined
the Confederacy. He eventually became a general in the Army
of the Confederate States of America.6'

2. Robert Edward L e e :
This native Virginian we.8 appointed to the Academy from that
state. He was a cadet from 1 July 1825, until 1 July 1829. Upon
graduation he stood second i n his class and was commissioned a
brevet second lieutenant of engineers. Resigning, in April 1861,
his Regular Army commission "Marse Robert" was eventually to
attain the rank of general-in-chief of the Army of the Confederacy.6L
3. James L a g s t r e e t :
Born in South Carolina and appointed to the Academy from
Alabama he became a cadet an 1 July 1838. Upon graduation on
1 July 1842 he stood 64th in his class and was commissioned a
brevet second lieutenant of infantry. Resigning on 1 June 1861,
"Old Pete'' was to become a lieutenant general in the Army of the
South.ba Lee called him "my war horse."

B. T H R E E WHO S T A Y E D XORTH
1. Barton Stone Alexander:
This Kentuckian came to the Academy from his native state
on 1 July 1838. He graduated seventh in the class of
1842 and was commissioned an 1 July a8 a brevet second lieutenant
of engineers. When the War Between the States ended, he was a
brigadier general.81
2. George Hmnry Thomas:
He was another Virginian who came to the Academy from his
native state. He wa8 a member of the Carps from 1 July 1836
until 1 July 1840. He graduated 12th in his class and was comas a cadet

Id. a t 117.
Id. at 406.
Id. a t 411.
67Id.st83.
(4
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missioned a second lieutenant of artillery. "Pap" was a major
general when the Civil War ended.08
3. Henry Devies Wallen:
This native of Georgia entered the Military Academy from
Florida. A cadet from 1 September 1836, until 1 July 1840, he
stood 34th in the graduating class and was commissioned a second
lieutenant of infantry. One star appeared on his personal flag
when he left the ser\,ice.8e

C. T H E TWO V I R G I N I A N S
While all of those mentioned and unmentioned must have faced
the problem presented with a tragic sense of duty, two of the
foregoing six officers were tapped for a particular place in the
history of America, and it is obligatory that the reason for their
particular choice be placed under scrutiny in the light of their
oath of allegiance to the Constitution of the United States.
Robert Edward Lee and George Henry Thomas were Virginians
by birth and desire. Both were well borne and well reared, of
nearly the same cultural background, and apoke the same language.
Each had been formally educated in a school which was later
appraised by Thomas in these words: "I venture unhestitatingly
to say , , . that no other institution of learning in the country has
contributed more to the advancement of science and literature
than the Military Academy a t West Paint."1o Additionally Lee
had been the ninth superintendent of the United States Military
Academy and had Thomas on the academic staff as an instructor of
artillery and cavalry. Later they served together in the 2d Cavalry
Regiment where Lee was initially the Executive Officer and
Thomas commanded a squadron conaisting of A and F Companies,
the "Mobile Grays" and a bay horse traop.ll
Two aouthern gentlemen bound by tradition and association
with families and friends, state and section, education, office, duty,
honor, and country and with sworn allegiance to the flag thereof
came to the fateful day of decision. Where do I go? With my
native state or the Federal Government?
Colonel Lee made the decision first. He was in Texas when he
declared, unofficially, his allegiance ta his state. Having comat 657.
I d . a t 671.

45Id.
BQ
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pleted a reading of General Winfield Scott's paper "Views Suggested by the Imminent Danger, October 29, 1860, of a Disruption
of the Union by the Seccession of One or More of the Southern
States"'2 Colonel Lee had a conversation with Charles Anderson
and Doctor Willis G. Edwards. I t was during this conversation
that Doctor Edwards posed the question of whether a "man's
first allegiance was due his state or the nation. Lee's courteous
reticence vanished. Instantly he spoke out, and unequivocally.
He had been taught to believe, he said, and he did believe that
his first obligations were due Virginia."13 And this despite letters
probably to his son Custis wherein the thoUFhtS were expressed
that the preservation of the Union was the only hope and should
be clung to until the very end, for secession wae nothing but rerolutian.

. ..

Still a L'nioa t h a t can only be maintained by swards and bayonets,
and ~nuhich strife and civil war are to take the place of brotherly love
end kmdners has no charm f o r me. 1 shsll mourn for my Country and
f o r the a e i f a r e and progress of mankind. If the Union is dissolved, and
the Government disrupted, I shall return to my native state and share
the m ~ s e r ~ eofs my people, and lave ~n defense will draw my s v a r d on
"one.?(

These were Colonel Lee's principles and these he followed. On 20
April 1861, after long talks with Francis Preston Blair, who had
been authorized by President Lincoln to "ascertain Lee's feelings
and intentions,"'l and General Scott, Lee wrote among others
these t w o letters: one to the Union Secretary of War, the Honorable Sirneon Cameron, and the other to his cousin Roger Jones
who w . 8 then an United States Army officer. To Secretary Cameron he said :
Sir:

I have the honor t o tender the renipnatian of my commlldmn as Colonel
of the 1st Regt of Cavalry.
R.E. Lee
Very resp'y Your 0bed.ent Serwnt.
COl. l e t Cav'yw

_.

-

i l l FREEMAS,
R. E. LEE 418 (1831). An intereiting story related by hlr.
Freeman concerns the fact t h a t Lee while Commandant of West Point bnw
the Claw of 1814 graduate with his son C u t i s a t the head af the class.
Forty-am graduates were in the mentioned c l a s ~and they received r ! l s ' ~
diplomas while wearing B class ring which had for Its emblem a "mallcd
hand holding a sward with the motto, ' T h e n Our Country Calls."' I t was
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To his cousin he wrote:
Arlington, 20 April, 1861

Roger.
I only recawed today your letter of the 11th S r m p a t h i m g w t h Y O U
in the trouble% t h a t m e pressing JD heavily on your beloved country,
I entirely agree with Y O U ~n your nations of alieg~ance. I have been
unable to make up my mind to raise my hand against m y native State,
my relatwea. my children, my home. I never desire again to draw any
sword save in the defenae of my State. I canrider it useless to EO into
the reaioni t h a t influenced me I can give you no adnce. I mereiy tell
you what I have done t h a t you may do better.
M y dear eouiin

Wishing you every happiness a n d prosperity.
I remain falthiully
your kinsman
R E.Lee?:

K h a t did Lee mean when he wrote: "I merely tell you what I
hare done that you may do better."? Research has not disclosed
theanswer; thereader must decide for himself.
Fort Sumter fell, Virginia seceded, and hlr. Lee, "The Gray
Fox," went South.
Meanwhile, Lee's good friend l l a j a r George H. Thomas came
to grips with his groblem.
Leaving Texas. on the second leave of absence he had taken
in twenty years of service, he took with him his slave a o m a n
because he could not force himself to sell another human being.
George H. Thomas would undoubtedly hare claimed, if questioned,
that the Constitution of the United States ~ r c u ~ . r i l r rdda ~ e r y . ' ~
Reaching Virginia, Thomas left the slave woman a t his home
and proceeded North to Ynrhington and then to New York. While
there he received a Ierter, during &larch 1861, from a friend of
Governor John Lechter of Virginia, and his, who was stationed
at the Virginia Military Institute, wherein two questions were
posed to Thornas:
1. Would he resign from Federal Service, and if so
2. Would the pasition of Chief of Ordnance, of the State of
Virginia, be acceptable?
Major Thomas, on 12 March 1861, answered directly to Governor Lechter as follows:

AGO 80778
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I have the honor to atate, alter expreaaing my moat m e e r e thanks for
your kind offer, that it is not my wish to leave the service of the United
States 81 long e.% i t is honorable for me to remain in it, and, therefore,
8 8 long 3
.
8 my native State remains in the Union. it is my purpose to
remain in the army, unless required to p e r f a m duties alike repulsive
to honor and humsnity.79

Thomas, not unlike Lee, wa8 bothered by his conscience and
his duty. Then, on 10 April, Xajor Thomas received orders to
proceed to Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, to reorganize and
equip the 2d Cavalry Regiment.80 In complying with this order
he took a train to Carlisle and while enraute he heard of the
attack on Fort Sumter. Arriving a t Carlisle, Thomas wrote hi8
wife: "Whichever way he turned the matter over in his mind,
his oath of allegiance to his Government always came uppermost."81 He then wrote of his decision to his sisters, Judith and
Fanny Thomas, and the aftermath was legend; f o r :
1. His sisters refused to acknowledge his existence or permit
his name to be mentioned in their presence.82
2. They never answered this letter and u t the tie of friendship
and blood, to the extent that after the war they told Union officers
that they had no brother.8s
5. Judith and Fanny turned his picture to face the wall, destrayed his letters, and wrote him one letter requesting that he
change his name.84
George H. Thomas was a Federal. To many, Robert E d a a r d Lee
went South a noble man who chose aisely, while George Henry
Thomas was classified a traitor by his family, with one exception,
his brother Benjamin. He was also viewed as one to be distrusted
by northern authorities. Legend has it that Mr. Lincoln appointed
him a brigadier general with great reluctance and only after going
to the Willard Hotel to discuss the appointment with Brigadier
General Robert Anderson and General William T. Sherman. Sherman in his Memoirs states:
i t hardly seemi probable that Mr. Lincoln should have to come to
Willard's Hotel to meet us, but my impreadon i s that he did, and that
11 C A U E D I R OF VIROINIA STATE PAPERS 106, B P quoted by CLEavrs, o p ,
oil. miwa note 71. at 6;.
78

do .TOM
COMMITTEE OX TXE CONDUCT OP THE WAR. SUPPLEDIEITAL REPORT
TU S. REP. No 142. 38th Cong.,Zd Sesa. 3 (18661.
81 COPPEE, GENERAL THOMAS 36 n. (1893)
82 MCKIPNET,OP.oit. mpro note 70, at 7.
89 I d . s.f SO.
84 CLEAYES, OP. cit. "P'G
note 71, st 5.
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General Anderaan had some dimculty in prevailing on him to appoint
George H. Thomas, B native of Virginia, to be brigadier general, because
so many Southern officers had already played false; but I W B I Still male
emphatic in my indoraement of him by reason of my talk with him a t
the time he eralied the Patamae with Patterson's Army, when Mr.
tineoln pramiaed to appoint him and to assign him ta duty with General
Anderson.sS

The appointment was effective 24 August 1861, and was announced
in War Department Special Order No. 114 of that date.
However, regarding the allegiance of R. E . Lee, Mr. Lincoln
had not the slightest doubt far he wrote, an 12 June 1863, "Eraetus
Corning and Others" in part as follows:

.

, , Gen. Robert E Lee [and other penerai officers of the Confederacy1
now oeeupying the very highest places in the rebel war service, were 811
within the power of the government since the rebellion began, and were
nearly BQ well known t o be traitors then as now.86

Be this as it may, after the War Between the States closed its
actual conflict an the soil of America, President Andrew Johnson
issued his amnesty proclamation of Y a y 29, which document
offered to all. except 14 specified groups of Confederates, amnesty
and pardon if they would take a specified oath t o support the
Constitution and laws of the United States. Every man who took
the oath was to be restored t o f u l l property rights, other than in
slaves. Those, like General Lee, who were in one of the 14 excepted
clas~eawere given the privilege "to make special application for
individual pardon with the assurance that 'clemency i d 1 be
liberally extended as may be consistent with the facts of the case,
and the peace and dignity af the United States.' ''li
Having faith in the expressed intentions of President Johnson,
and despite his indictment, on I June 1865, for treason against
the United States by a grand jury sitting a t Sorfolk, Virginia,
under Judge John C. Underwood, General Lee, through General
U. S. Grant, sent this application for pardon to the PreJident of
the United States:
Richmond, Virginia. June 13, 1865.
S i r : Being excluded from the prmimann of the amnesty and pardon
contained in the pmeiamat>on of the 28 "if., I hereby a i p l y for the
benefits and full restoration of sli rights and pnwiegea extended Lo thaae
included in Its terms. I graduated a t the Military Academy a t West
Paint in June 1829; resigned from the United States Army, April, 1861:

_

66

_
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was a g e n e r d in the Confederate Army, and included in the surrender
of the Army af Xorthern Virginia, April 0, 1866. I have the honor t o be.
Y e r y respectfully,

Your obedient s e r v ~ n t ,
R. E. Lee.**

General Grant recommended "that Lee's application for amnesty
and pardon be a l l o ~ w d . " m a
The individual pardon was never granted and on 15 February
1869 it was made a matter of record that no further action would
be taken in the treason indictment against General Robert E. Lee.-o
Was divided loyalty now laid to rest for the military officers
of the United States of America? To. The problem was on15 to
become more sophisticated and a great deal less apparent to the
c a ~ u a observer.
l
VI. DIVIDED LOYALTY-THE CONSTITUTIOA
VERSUS THE COMMANDERdX-CHIEF
I

swear by Gad fhia sacred oath. t h a t I will render unconditional
abedienee to Adolf Hider. t h e Fuehrer of the German Reich and people,
Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces. and w i l l be ready BP a brave
soldier To risk m y life 81 any t i r r e f a r this oath 9 1

Two August 1934 mas a "Black Day" in the history of the Officer
Corps of the German Armed Forces far on this day they took, pursuant t o the orders of Adolf Hitler as given to War Minister
Werner T'on Blomberg, a new oath of a l l e g i a n ~ e . ' An
~ oath not to
their country, not t o the Constitution of their country, but to an
individual who had become the head of their nation. An oath that
%asto cawe trouble of conscience far some who still had moral
fiber to admit to themselves t h a t what their country vas doing was
wrong, but an oath which permitted others to disclaim any personal reaponsibility for the unspeakable atrocities committed by
other members of the corps in pursuance of the desires of the
leader of their cause.
History has spoken of the German officer corps of 1931-1945
and the worda are not pleasant t o read or hear for it is plain
beyond cavil t h a t : "They have been responsible in large measure
far the miseries and suffering t h a t have fallen on millions of men,
_

_

~
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women, and children. They have been a disgrace to the honorable
profession of arms."08
To assure that no International Tribunal, be i t military or
civilian, says the same of the military officers of the United States
of America it i s incumbent upon each and every American officer
to be constantly aware of his oath of allegiance to support and
defend the Constitution of the United States.
But what does this mean and how is i t accomplished?
The basis of the requirement for an oath of allegiance must be
sought in law for it is implied by the organic law of the land, the
Constitution of the United States of America, which, in the wards
of Xr, Justice Stone we must read , , a s a continuing instrument
of government."g'
But, what does the Constitution have to do with an officer's oath?

".

In feudal times it was the lot, as has been stated, of the v a ~ s s l
to render unto the lord of the land all services-services founded
on the right to govern and the duty to obey. The bond was broken
by death. Thus the allegiance of the va88al was to the land, for
allegiance ran with the land forever. The same was true of fealty
to the king.
Time passed and our ancestors came to this country. The colonies
were formed and for many years in this new land each of our
forefathers maintained allegiance to the King of England, because
they had been born subject to his jurisdiction. Then, in 1176,
these colonies dared to become free and independent states and
the theory of enduring allegiance was cast adrift. The Declaration
of Independence was the "Voice of America" crying in the darkness far all to hear:
We hold these truths to be relf.evident: that sli men are created equal:
that they are endowed, by their Creator, with certain unsiienable rights;
that smonp these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happinean. That to
secure theae rights, aouemmmts w e znstttrted among m a , deriving
their j u s t p m e n i r o n the consent of the souemad; that whenever m y
form of government becomes dedruetive of these ends. it ia the right of
the people ta alter or to abolish It, and to mstltute P new government,
ls?ing Its foundation on such prme~plea,and organmng it8 powers m
meh form, a%to them shall seem mast hkely ta effect their safety and
happiness. [EmDhasis auppiied.]

-_
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Americans were stating for the world to hear their desire to
rule themselves by free government.
Close scrutiny of the foregoing portion of the Declaration reveals that our forefathers were saying the power of government
is ultimately in the people for only the people, if such government
becomes destructive of its ends, can alter or abalish the government
that they have created.
They created a constitutianal form of government in order to
safeguard the powers which by nature they possessed. I t is this
Constitution which is the framework which limits the scape and
authority of any officer of the government who purports to derive
his authority therefrom. But what would be the consequences if
those who derive their authority from the Constitution to direct
the military farces of the country step outaide the limiting bounds
of their Constitutional authority?
A famous American general, upon his return from Korea in
1961, stated this problem for the world to hear:
I find In existence a new and heretafare unknown and dangerom concept
t h a t the members of our armed farces owe primary allegiance or loyalty
to those who temporarily exercise the authority of the exeeutwe branch
of the government. rather than to the country and Itn C o n s t i t v t m whleh
they are sworn to defend.
No proponition could be more dangeraun. g o n e could cart greater doubt
upan the integrity of the armed nervieea.
For i t s application would a t once convert them Pram their traditional and
canititutional role a% the instrument f a r the defense of the Republic
into something partaking of the nature of a pretorisn guard, owmg d e
allegiance to the POiitied master of the hour.(I

I t has been asserted, without amplification, in a recent article
by Commander Robert R. Monroe, that "the philosophy and logic
behind this statement will not stand up under close analysis."9B
However, others do not agree with Commander Monroe. For example. Professor Morris Janowitz, a World War I1 veteran, educator, and Department of Defense consultant asserts, as General
XacArthur feared that:
Personal allegiance, 8 s a component of honor, h a s had to be changed to
R t the growth of bureaucratic organxstion. The American eonatitvtiona!
syetern, in order to amure elm1 ~ u p r e m a c y ,requres t h a t the military
suwai slieeianee t o "Jvpport and defend the con~titution." The organic
law has trsnrformed allegiance to a person to allegiance to a formal
8s Tezt of Addreia by YaeAIthur before Lhr ."domaohusrtle Legieiatura 9%
Boaton, The New York Times,J u l y 26, 1951, p. 12. mi. 2.
*a Monroe. L%miladWar and Political CmP%ci,Military Review, Oet. 1962,
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position-moreaver
one filled by B civilisn-the President, as Cammander-in.Chief. Militmy offieem make a point of their ailegianee to
the Commander4n-Chief. and this act embodies allegiance t o a person
as well as to an nffice.97

If Professor Janowitz is correct in his analysis then the statement
of General MacArthur i s of great moment, but if he is wrong then
perhaps Commander Monroe's assertion i s true.
While the Janawitz theory may he accepted by some of the
officer corps the biggest majority have not, in my opinion, abrogated their sworn oath to the Constitution. This I believe even
Professor Janowitz must recognize for his last two 8entences in
the aforenoted quote a r e inconsistent. However, if the Janowitz
proposition is correct, American officers,like the Nazi officers of
1934 would, ta si1 intents and purposes, be swearing allegiance to
an individual who had became for the moment the President of
the United States of America. This theory of abrogation of fealty
to an individual i s perhaps supportable in the warid of fiction,ss
for a few officers, but in reality the fictional theory is unacceptable
for the officer corps of the Armed Forces of America has accepted,
as the yardstick of fealty, the Constitution of the United States of
America. So that I a m not miaunderstoad however, let me add
that, in my opinion, the officer corps, in the main, fully realizes
that their exclusive responsibility is to the President, as Commander-in-Chief, for the successful operation of the armed forces
in peace or in the spectrum of war be i t cold, limited, or general.
The President by reason of the Constitution commands the nation's
forces and the doctrine of command is accepted by the military.
Additionally, the officer corps of the armed forces realizes the
responsibility that devolves upon the Commander-in-Chief to
achieve the national objectives and purpaaes of the Umted States.
As President Eisenhower recently remarked:
, , Give military
leaders a. lucid explanation of the nation's policia, and they will,
with rare, and easily controlled exceptions, loyally perform."QQ
But what is the situation if this explanation is not lucid or in
any sense satisfying? Since the officer has taken an oath to defend
the Constitution he must permit the Constitution with its provided checks and balances to operate. Under these provisions the
-~
'I,

JANOWITI, TEE PROrES8lOVAL SOLDIER 220 (1960)
98 KNEBELA N D BAILEY,SEYEX DAYSI N ?JAY i1062). ( A novel eancermng
seven action packed days when certain highly placed officers of the Armed
Forces of the United States plan to take m e r the Government.)
General Eisinhavei (Letter to Senate Armed Servms Special Subeom.
mittee), Tho Ne- York Times, Jan 24,1962, p , 14,mi. 1.
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Congress and the courts, not the military, are given the authority
to review the acts of the President.
However, while awaiting the action of the courts, which often
times are slow, the officer concerned may find himself obliged to
commit certain acts which he might later have to personally justify
before a court of law.
In 1803 John Marshall speaking in the now famous case of
Marbury 21. 'Hadison stated: "It is, emphatically, the province and
duty of the judicial department, to say what the law is."1o0Then,
in Sterling v . Constantin, Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes
remarked : "What are the allowable limits of military discretion,
and whether or not they have been overstepped in a particular
case, are judicial decisions."'ol And further "There is no . . .
avenue of escape from the paramount authority of the Pederal
Constitution."'02
Accordingly, the military officer like his civilian counterpart is
accountable t o the law as it is judicialily determined to be. Perhaps
it has been most clearly stated by Mr. Justice Miller in United
states v . Lee:
No man in this country is so high t h a t he is above the law. No officer
of the law may set t h a t lsw a t defiance with impunity. All the officers
o i the government, from the hlghest to the lauerf, are creatures of the
Isw and are hound to obey it,
If 1s the only svprenie power in our w i t e m of garernment, s n d every
man who by accepting office p s r t d p a t e s in Its functions 18 only the more
strongly bound to submit to t h a t supremacy, and to observe the ilmltatiani which It i m p o ~ e supon the exereme of the authority which It giveb.102

Professor Charles Fairman of the Law School of Harvard Univ e r i t y in a study concerned with the problems of government
after an atomic attack considered, among others, the three cases
just mentioned and with regard to the question of judicial review
in wartime he said:
A commander n h o understsnds t h a t it may be his duty to break the law,
looking f o r iuSfification to the p d m c a i judgment of his contemporaries.
IS ilkeii. 0 be a reckless and arbitrary man. I t aavnds like Caesar who,
aeeking to keep withrn the eansfitution r\hile fearful of proreeutian on B
charge of unconstitutional acta, finally crossed the Rubleon, and looked
to his contemporaries and to history. That is wholly foreign t o o u r
"otio"s.lo4
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Since the powers granted to the Congress and the President of
the United States to wage war or maintain peace are Constitutional
grants, the actions of officer8 of the Armed Forces of this country
must be in conformity with the Constitution. This standing alone
is a truism. The problem is that conformity or nonconformity
with the provisions of the Constitution is determined after the act
by the courts and not the executive authorities who may have
ordered the act.
In summary the yardstick for measuring one's allegiance is the
Constitution as interpreted by the courts.1o6
While the Constitution solves problems involving divided loyalty
on the national level does it do so in the international sphere?
VII. DIVIDED LOYALTY-NATIONAL
VERSUS
INTERNATIOSAL MILITARY COMMAND
Certain problem of great magnitude exist in the future surrounding International Military
Far example, suppose that a United Nations military farce was created and that
a n officer of the Armed Forces of the United States was assigned
to duty with such force: to whom would he owe basic allegiancethe United States or the United Sations? Which way will the tug
and pull sway him? Aileeiance is normally defined in terms of the
band of duty and fealty which binds an individual to his nation or
government and which in turn confers upon him the status af a
national. The Harvard Law School research draft on The Law of
Netionolity defines in Article l ( a ) nationality as "the status of
a natural person who i s attached to a state by the tie of allegi~

$05 Ez Parte \lill~gan, 71 U S . ( 4 Wall j 2. 190 (1866)
(Far an excellent
diseuriian of the President's power to use Federal moopa t a aupprers resistance of Federal court orders sea the Opinion of the Attorney General af the
United States contained in 41 OPS. ATI'Y GEN. 67 (1957). N a r e p81t:cularly
t h a t portion of the opinian r h i c h provider t h a t the President has the power,
under the Constitution and l a ~ aof the U n m d Srates, t o aupipre~%domestic
violence, obstruction and rem~tancet o Federal law and Federal e o n i t orders
by the UP* of t h e National Guard and the members of the armed farce%.)
LO6 Legal problems of integrated military forces have been since World
War I1 the subject af several learned a r t i d s See Bsxter, Conatvt,~f,onrl
Forms and Some Legal Problems of l ~ ~ i r i n o l m i aCommo,id,
l
29 ERIT. YB.
INT'L L. 325 (10G3j; Bivenn, Restatement of the !.LOB o i W o i OS Applied to
the A m e d F a i c e i of Colisciive Seciinfy Arrangements, 48 AM d . IVT'L L.
140 (1054): Xlaritz, The Common Appi-catian of t h e Lava o i War Withi,, the
.&'Yato-Forcrs, 13 MIL. L. REV 1 ( 1 9 6 1 ) ; Taubenfeld, International A i m e d
Forces and the &lrs of War, 46 A*. J. I Y T ' L L. 671 (1851).
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ance."l0' I t may be said then that the "tie of allegiance" marks
the sum of the binding requirements of a natural person to the
state of which he is a member. This aame approach has been taken
in the jurisprudence of our own courts-Mr. Justice Van Devanter
speaking for the Supreme Court of the United States said: "Citizenship is membership in a political society, and implies a duty of
allegiance on the part of the member and a duty of protection on
the part of the society. These are reciprocal obligations, one being
compensation far the ather."loS
Accordingly, allegiance has traditionally been linked solely with
the ties of nationality. In such a tradition allegiance could have
no application to the relationship between individuals and international organizations. There could be no conflicts of allegiance
in the traditional sense.10g
In reality, however, there could be conflicts of interests between
the policies of the international command and the policies of an
officer's awn country. Suppose, that the US officer mentioned above
is the commander of the force. Could he face a conflict of interest
between the United Sations and the United States? This conflict
could arise because international organizations, such a8 the United
Nations, though created by their member-states, lead lilws of their
own. The result is that the member-states continue to exist as
they did before the creation of the international organization.
However, it is now obvious that such states exist alongside a new
legal personality and the Judgments of this new perSonality, 8s to
the actions it should take, need not always coincide with the judgment of all of its members.110 For example, military actions undertaken by the United Natiana with no original objection by the
United States may develop new and unforeseen difficulties and
complications, especially if the General Assembly were to recommend military action, for such action is not subject to the veto
power. So much for theory. Now for current policy and the apparent state of the law.
A recent Department of the Army publication concerning civil
affairs operations, contains this quotation :
~~

1 0 7 Robert W. Floumoy. Jr., and others, The Haword Law School L J ~ o j i
the Law of NoLionnlzty, 23 A M . J. I N T I L. Special Supplement. a t 22
(1828).
1 0 8 Lvria V. United States, 231 U.S. 8, 22 (1813).
10s Letter to the author from Professor Richard R. Baxrer, Law School a i
Harvsrd University, Cambridge, Oct. 26, 1862.
110 Letter to the author from Lt. Col Malar ( t h e n ) Joseph B . Kelly, The
Judge Advocate General's School. E.S. Army, Charlatteswlle, O c t 26. 1862.
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. . he

[the United State. commander serving under a combined e m m s n d l brings to the attention of appropriate authority those pdieiea
or actions in the held of CA [civil aRsiral operations t h a t m e believed
to be contrary or prejudicial to international law, United States law,
United States nstianai inteereat, United Stater war objectives, or the
postwar international position of the United States.lll
,

This policy though expressly applicable only to civil affairs operations is useful in any conflict of interest situation that may be faced
by the United States commander. The United States commander
under these circumstances need not take any action contrary to
that taken by the combined command. Therefore, loyalty to the
combined command is not breeched and, likewise, loyalty to the
United States is not violated if the commander notifies appropriate
United States authority that in his judgment certain actions of
the combined command are against the interests of the United
States. In the latter situation appropriate United States authority
can take whatever action is deemed appropriate under the circumstances-this might perhaps include the recall of the commander
if it were felt that he might become involved in an action incompatible with the interests of the United States.
The Regulations for the United Nations Emergency Force,
issued by the Secretary General of the United Nations on 20 February 196'7,L*2do not speak of allegiance or call for any oath
couched in such terms. However, they do emphasize the international chain of command and certain obligations the members of
this farce bear to it alone. Paragraph 31 thereof provides: "Instructions. In the performance of their duties for the Force the
members of the Force shall receive their instructions only from
the Commander and the chain af command designated by him."
Paragraph 32 of the same Regulations discusses discretion and the
noncommunication of information in these words:
Pembera of the Farce shsil exercise the utmost discretion in regard to
ai1 mattera relating ta their duties and functions. They shall not eommunieate to any person any i n f a r m s t m known M them by ~ e s s o nof
their position with the Farce which has not been made Publie, except in
the course of their duties or by authormation af the Commander. The
obligations of this Regulation do not cease upon the termination of their
assignment with the Force." 118
111

U. S. DEP'T

TIONS

OF ARMY,FrCLD M A N U A L NO. 41-10,

C W ~ LA r s ~ l n sOPERA-

4 3 (19621.

112 U x m o NATIOTSS E C R E T ~
GEXERAL,
Y
REDUMTIONB FOR THE UNITED
NmIOR8 EMLROENCY
FORCE 6 (19571. Compare C I ~ AFFAIRS
L
HANDBOOK
ITALY, S E C m m 2, M 3%-2
(issued by U. S. Army for guidance of Anglo.

American Occupation in Sicily, 1943) a t 79-80, where criticism or gossip
coneermng British commanders was forbidden to American civil aRaira
OfficerJ.
113 U N ~ NATIOXF
T ~
SECRETARY GENERAL, o p . Eit. aup7a note 112.
AGO e11718
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The President of the Lnited States mag not have the poner as
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of the United States to
dictate the conduct of an Amencan officer in his capacity aa ii
member of an international command.l~*But, he does h a i e the
power of recall. Thereiore, any American officer in such a cornmand who has difficulty o i r h his oath as an officer conflrtmg w t h
his duties 8s an international commander may have such difficulty
resolved by the President. Undoubtedly nnhdiav:al ivould be the
proper step, rather than to leave him in a position where he may
have to \ i d a t e his oath.
Though i o n t r d by the Executive of an American ~nteiniitional
commander is fairly clear there appears as yet to be no control
by our court3 over such a commander. In 1949 Supreme Court
Justice W~llliarn0 Douglas made the following obsenatiun in a n
opinion concerning the apparent lack of the Court?' power to
re>leT; i r l t d m ~ u d l c acts
~ l of General h1atArthur Supreme 41hed
Commander :
Such a holding u o v l d have g r a i e and alaiminz consequences
Japanese ~ a lords
r
appeal t o this C o u r t f o r n p p l i c a t m o
Standards of .ustic?. Tomorrow o r n e x y e d l an American
i t a n d condemned in Gsraans O L .Japan by a mlmri.
m l ~ s i o n [ q Cases of t h ' i sort 8rr heeinninp t u appe8.336 U S . 9 7 1 1 If no United States court can mquire x t n
of his detention. the military h e r e a c q u m d contrary to
(see Ex Paite Q u i r m 317 K S. 1; In re Yamaahta, 327
a n d a1armii.r hold on us

Tadn)

e % PIBC~:CSIIS
no room f o r judicial scrutiny of this ne% r i p e af
y t r i b u n a l r h i c h i s w o l v m g . It leaves the poners of r i o i s t i l abaalLtD Prinonerr held under Its mandates may haie appeal t~
the e o n ~ c l e n e eor mercy of an executive; but they apparent!^ have no

appeal to IswV.L:S

The present state of the l a w n-ould appear to be th
officer of the Armed Farces of rhe Lnited Statea violate

officer do something as an international commander that he cor;ld
not do B S a national commander? I t a a r pointed out aboie that
o u r courts may hold a military oficer accountable for n h a t
he does as a national commander. Here n o w 11 IS duuaienr
L)*I5,d., see id st p ~ 31
~ a
Separate apinian af x r . Justice Douglas
338 US.197, 201-204 (1919).

I"

K o l k ~Hiiata

V.

lachrfhur,
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that the courts, as yet, have no such complete control o ~ e rhim
as a n international commnnder. If the question were to be answered in the affirmative it would appear that as an international
commander he possibly would not be violating his oath taken as
a national commander, far his oath to Support the Constitution
may be applicable only when he acts as a national commander.
Stated another way, the

. .

, officer who becomes a permanent employee of the United Nations
owes basic allegiance to it rather than to hi8 native country.
This rule would not apply, of C D U I S ~ ,to contingents temporarily given to
the United Nations for short-term tasks. Consequently, the eontingents
operating ~n Korea, the Conga or E g y p t would not fail under thia
particular rule. But even in the Cango and Egypt, the affieera who
operate a i the members of the U B command a p a r t from national
contingents are truly international officials having both the duties and
privileges of such officials and consequently should awe their pTlmarY
allegiance to the United Nations.116

Some perhaps will say the international commander has new
duties, new responsibilities, and new loyalties and the national
commander old duties, old responsibilities, and old loyalties. Obviously when given such an assignment any individual is put in
the unenviable position of possibly betraying'the intereet of one
command or the other, regardless of the decision he makes. Of
course, it is realized that if B commander x a s wearing two hats,
as Eisenhower, MacArthur, and Sarstad have done that it would
depend upon which hat he was wearing when he acted.
Faced with such B decision pertinent legal principles are in the
very early stage of development and now contribute little, if anything, to aid in the final decision.
As Mr. Justice Douglas said: "These are increasingly important
questions 8s collaboration among nations a t the internatinnal level
continues. They pose questions for which there i8 no precedent.""'
The final determination rests with each individual a3 he answers
the questions which each contending force will put to himquestions faced in a different content by Lee and Thomas 100
years ago-"Are you with us or against us?' Where is your first
loyalty?
The question of loyalties, whether they be unsure or divided,
has and will continue t o be the concern of any American officer
-~
1~ Letter to the author from Lovin B. Soh", Bemin Profesaai of Internstional Law, Law School of H a r v a r d University, Cambridge, Oet. 30, 1962.
117 Kolki Hirota Y. MacArthur, 338 U.S. 1'37, 205 ( 1 9 4 9 ) .
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who respects the honor of his oath. What conclusion8 can be
formulated from the problems discussed in this study which may
serve as 8. guide f a r him?
VIII.

CONCLUSIOX

President Harry S. Truman recently stated : "I just happen to
think that the Constitution has served us pretty i i e l l for all these
years.""i

But what of t o r m r o x ? Exploration of space, satellites, social
revolutions, drastic shifts in the international power complex,
and the invention of undreamed of w'eapans ail1 usher in staggering and revolutionary changes.
Queationa of great importance will arise of xhich international
commands are but one. \!'e can of a surety expect situations in
the future t h a t wiil cause ofiicers serious soul searching and inner
conflicts as severe aa thaae faced by other officers in the past. Will
each of us be ready for this inner struggle?
Those who speak ~nawe-struck uhisperr of the problems, grave though
they be, t h a t confront Y J today. perhaps are not d w a y s acquainted wlth
the appalhng uncertainties and awful iespmsibiities t h a t rested upan
the statesmen of am earlier day, %ho furnished us with the chart and
eompasr b y a h i e h %,e h a w since saied.110

We need not despalr for the future of the officer corps, for the
American officer captives of pro-Communist forces in Laor have
set a high rtandard for the corps. Major Laarence Bailey of
Laurel, Maryland, and Captain Kalter Xoon of Rudy, Arkamas,
were not found wanting for their creed in essence was duty, honor.
and country.'?' Truly some will fall by the wayside but these will
be small in number if commissioned officers are diligently taught
goad principles and maintain tried and true traditions in order
to assure that future generations will maintain fidelity to the oath
they take upon being commissioned an officer of the Armed Force3
of the United States of America.
There are many prosburen in this world of our8 today which dictate
an officer taken.
B u t I do think that more attention shavld be devoted tc the mdaetnnation of young officer3 e ~ p e c i a l l y .of the ablwatmnn they as rndlvidual
a p a m t a solemn and ~ n t e n s w ee o n f e m p l a t m af the oath

~

~~

Truman, T h e President's Rsapumibiiify, Military Review. SDP.1962. p. 3
John Bsssett Moore, as quoted b y Kelly, John B a s s r t t M a o r i ' s Concepl
of Recognition, 2 J. J O H N
BASSETT
MOORESOCIEIY
INT'LL. 19, 23 (1961).
120 The Code for Amrnoan Piisoneis of Wa7, The Saturday Evening Post,
Sep. 29, 1962, p. 90.
116

1,s
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officers aawme when they recite t h a t oath. I t i s B responsibility t h a t
should not be taken easily. And its phraliealogy is disarmingly simple.
When an officer swears to "mpport and defend the Constitution of the
is assuming
United States against ail enemiee, foreign and domestic"-he
the m m t formidable obligation he will ever encounter in his life.
Thousands upon thouaanda of mon and women have died to p r e s e w ~f o r
him the apportvnity to take such an oath.
W h a t he is actually doing is pledging his means, hia talent, his very life
to hia c o m t n . This Is obligation t h a t fslis to relatively f e r men. And
i t should be ionsidered as i snered t r u s t
We hear much these days about the "rights" t o r h i e h we are entitled as
citizens of this great nation. There is 1es8 emotion about the COTresponding "duties" which we inherit.'ll

The expressed concern of men like Admiral Barke and General
MacArthur when weighed in the light of the reprimand imposed
upon an Army lieutenant colonel by General Young r a i m the
question : "What can be done?'
The enemy we fight is seeking not only land but also the minds
of men. In peace and in war the American officer will be no better
than his training and education. What is needed is a coordinated
training and educational program for the officers of the Armed
Forces of the United States on the meaning and purpose of an
officer's oath.
The educational program should be similar in concept to that
known as "The Code of Conduct," with one additional requirement.
Each armed forces school should be required to present a course
of instruction during each academic year to all student officers.
A requirement of this nature is not unrealistic. For example, the
majority of approved law schools of the United States require
for graduation the successful completion of B coume in "Legal
Ethics."
I t is recognized that most American officers normally will complete, many years prior to being commissioned, educational courses
in United States history, civics, and perhaps constitutional go"ernment. He also may be expected to have pride in country, respect
for principles, B sense of right and wrong developed by attendence
a t church and school and through home instruction. Nevertheless,
it is felt that further development after entrance into the military
service can da no harm and may do some goad.
The training given by the services must be coordinated, specific,
and uniform. I t must be "realistic a8 well as idealistic. Above all,
111 Letter to the author from Admiral Arleigh Burke, U S.N. ( R e t . ) , \ Y a i .
inpton, Jan. 11, 1863.
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it must be presented with understanding, skill and devotion sufficient t o implant a conviction of heart, conscience, and mind"12z
that will cauee each commissioned officer to accept the responsibilities and duties of his oath.
The officer corps of the military forces of the United States
have, expressly and by implication, voluntarily subscribed their
oath to support and defend the Constitution: erpressed in t h a t
others may have heard the individual officer say, or seen his
signature to the oath itself,L2athat he will maintain the Supremacy
and inviolability of the Government and the Constitution against
forcible overthrow by domestic intrigue or foreipn aggression;
implied because there i s awed to the government by each citizen
allegiance ishich pre-dates any expressed words of promise. The
declaration in words is simply what was already a fact of citizenship.
While the acta of C o n g r ~have caused different words to be
used a t different times by the officer corps in swearing to support
and defend the Constitution, the original statute remains, in my
opinion, unchanged.'?'
The corps of commissioned officers of the Armed Force8 of
America hare been and will continue to be bound to their oath;
f o r each officer's oath is the yardstick of integrity far himself,
his family, and America.
The officers of yesterday said and those of today, and t o m o r r m ,
come what may, will continue t o s a y :

. .

I have B duty to perform, and I mean t o perform it u i t h fidelity. not
withour B sense of exmtmg dangers, but not a i i h o u t hope. I have a p a r t
t o act, not far my o w ~ e c u r l t ) OT s a f e t i , far I am looking a u t f a r n o
fragment upon uhich t o Roar away from the wreck, if w o c k there must
be, but for the good of the r h a l e . and the p~enervarionof the whole, and
there is t h a t w h x h % i l l help keep m e TO my duty d u r i n g this struggle,
whether the sun and the stars shall appear, or shall not appear f a r
m a n y dayr.l?E

My Solemn oath t h a t :

..

,
I will support and defend the Comtitution of the United States
against sll enemies, i m w n and domeatie; t h a t I will bear true faith

~.

POW, ", mi. supio note 38. a t 16.
12s E.S. Dep't a i Army, DA Form 71. Oath of Office, 1 *UP. 1858.
114 See Judge Oiiphsnt'a dissenting opinion in Imbrii V. Marsh, 3 K J 576.
583,7 1 A.Zd 362, 367 (1950).
111 Daniel Wobster, The Constitution m d the Union. WE HOLD THESE
TRUTHS183 (Brown. rd. 194s).
121
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and sllegiance t o the same: that 1 take this obligation freely, without
any mental reservation or purpme of evasion: and that I will well and
faithfully discharge the dutiia of the office on uhich I sm abaut to enter.
Sa help me God. . . .?e

Consequently, it may be concluded that an officer has the duty
t o be familiar with the Constitution to which he has sworn fidelity,
for his first allegiance is to the Constitution. A commissioned
officer of the Armed Forces of the L'nited States, like his civilian
counterpart, is accountable to the law as it is judicially determined
to be notwithstanding his standard of "implicit obedience."
Furthermore, officers of the Armed Forces of the United States
must act in compliance with the directives of competent authorities.
Finally, it i8 incumbent upon the command structure of the
United States Armed Forces to provide information to its officers
to keep them well informed on constitutional matters and to provide fresh, rigorous, and imaginative courses of instruction on
the meaning of an officer's oath during all phases of career
schooling.
National preserration \*ill be euetained by adherence to the
principles of the Constitution which time has proven to be equal
to the changing stresses that have affected our nation.

126

Section 1757, Revised Statutes, BQ amended, 5 U.S.C.
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COUNTERINSURGENCY: A PERMI’ITED
INTERVENTION?

*

BY LIEUTENANT
C O L ~ N E JOHN
L
JAYDOUGLASS**
I. INTRODUCTION
Liberstion wars %ill continue to exist as long as imperialism exists, si
long a i c~lmiaiismexists. These am revolutionary w a n Such wars are
not only admissible but I n m t s b l e , since the e d m i s l i i t ~do not g r a n t in.
dependence valuntarilg.
. W h a t is the attitude of the Marxiats toward
such uprisings? A most positive one. These uprisings must not be
identified with w m i among states, a i t h l w s i wars. since in there u p ~ i s ings t h e people are fighting f o r implementation of t h e n right of seifdetermination, f o r independent social and national development. These
are Uprisings against rotten TeactiDnaIy regimes. against the ~0ionlzer8.
The Cammuniits fully suppart such just wars and march in the f r o n t
rank with the peoples waging liberation 8trugglea.l

.

This was the statement of Chairman Khrushchev in his speech
of 6 January 1961 forcefully setting forth the views of the Communists toward revolution and insurgency and a “doctrine of
permanent intervention.”Q In response to this declaration of support of uprisings against legitimate governments, the United
States, under the leadership of President Kennedy began a pragram designed to stabilize threatened governments. In his message
of 28 March 1961 to the Congress, President Kennedy advised
that he had directed the Secretary of Defense ta take the steps
necessary to meet this threat and t o orient our military forces
’ This article WBQ adapted from a t h e m presented t o the United States
Army W a r College, Carlide Barracks, Pennayiuania, Bhile the author was
a student there. The opinions and eonciusiona pmsented herein .we those
of the author and do not neeesaariiy represent the Views of the United States
Arm” War Colleee. The J u d m Advocate General’s School or an” other
governmental agency.
“‘JAGC, U. S. Army; Office of the Judge Advocate, U. S. Army. Europe;
A.B., 1943, University of Nebraska, J.D.,19S2, University of Michigan,
Y . A , 1963, George Washington Univermty; Member of the B a r of tho
States of Michigan and Nebraska.
> A d d r e s s by N. K . Khruihehev to Higher P a r t y School, Academy of Socisl
Sciences, Institute of Marxian.Leninmm of the Central Committee.
Sciences.
Committee, Cammunist P a r t y of the Soviet Union, J m 6, 1961.
2 Beiehmsn, Thza Yiserable lasus, Columbia University Forum, Fall 1961.
P. 49.
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appropriately.3 In reviewing the program some months later,
Mr. Walt W. Rostaw said,
, , , the whole Government under the leadership of t h e President, has
to rhe problem of learning haw to deal
turned w t h extraordinary
with the technlquer af s u b w r m n and E u e i n i l s w a r f a r e on a h i c h the
inrernatmai Comrnurrpt
plaeea such h w h hopes for the
1960's 4

It i s the policy of the United States to provide a countervailing
force to the communist program of planned insurrection. From
this policy arose the theme af this study Is there a legal basis
for the United States t o assist foreign governments in caunterinsurgency? Modern instances of counterinsur&!enc.s participation
need to be examined from R legal vantage point. To d o this it is
necessary to determine the customary international l a w on the
subject and further to determine whether the membership of the
United States in the Lnited Sations and the Organization of
American States changes, limits, or affects the l a w By applying
the law to recent efforts of the United States, it will then he possible t o reach conclusions a d to the legal authority and limitations
af the United States t o engage in such operations.
The question of the lawfulness of intervention by armed forcei,
under the law of nations, is not a new one. In 1898, Captain William B. Reynolds discussed the problem with military officers in
his lectures a t the Uhited State Infantry and Cavalry SchooL5
Notwithstanding extensive Study of the law of intervention during
this century, the legal problem of intervention a8 I t relates to
counterinsurgency has not been resolved. Both Professor Sohn of
Harrard and Professor Bishop of the University of Michigan
haye noted the lack of concern with this specific area of the l a w of
intervention. Bath have expressed the need for further study of
the subject because of its importance. Professor Sohn believes that
there shouid be Some hard thinking about what rules "on the
subject are in the best long range interest of the United States."
~~

8 L.~'BOL+Y a t i o n a l S e l U s Addreis by President Kennedy to J o i n t Session
of Congress, M a y 2 5 , 1861, in 44 DFP'T STATE B L L L sf BO3 (1961).
+ W h i r < W r S f n i i d , Address by K a l t V . Rortow, d r i l w r e d la 1962
Dernocraric V o m e n ' a Conference, R'aihmgton, D C , May 21, 1962, in 16
DEP'T ST.ATEBOLL. a t B G i (19621.
5 Reynolds, I n f i ~ v m t . o n ,Lectures, PS lnfanfrs and Carairy Schaal,
March 1898.
6 Letter ta the author from Professor Louis B. Sohn. E m i r P r o f e m r of
Law, Harrnrd U n w e r a l w Oet 30, 1962.
1 Letter t o the author from P r o f e m ? Willlam V. Bishop, P r o f e w r of
L a e . The Onli'srilt? of Mlchipan Law Sehaal, N o r . 8,1862.
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COUNTERINSURGENCY
The United States cannot seek a world of law and act in disrespect of the law. Acts in accord with the law are necessary bath
for America's image abroad and to secure support for such policies
at home. International law is a part of the law of the United
States "which must be ascertained and administered by the courts
of appropriate jurisdiction."s A determination of the lawfulness
of American assistance to the established governments in caunterinsurgency may well determine ather important legal questions
arising not only in international courts and tribunals but in national courts as w l l . Examples of the legal ca8es which may arise
are claims against the United States, war crimes charges, or the
status of United States military personnel taken prisoner.1°
The Soviets speak before the world in legalistic terms and hare
perfected a technique of misusing legal terms in "order to conceal,
instead of reveal truth."'l The United States must be prepared to
~ n s i v e rin the language of the law before the forums of the world.lZ
This article is concerned with the military actions of armed
forcer of the Lnited States to assist in auppresaing the more violent
aepects and activities of insurgent groups. While the problem of
supporting insurgency is of interest, that subject is beyond the
scope of this article, although certain principles may emerge which
may be of guidance in any such subsequent undertakinp. Kor is it
the purpose of this article to consider the problem of international
intervention by recognition of governments or refusal of recognition except as such matters may bear on the legality of the use of
armed force. The question of whether or not to intervene as a
matter of policy is not within the purview of this article. Although
there may be moral implications of accepting the tar-brush of
nationalism, ealanialism, or imperialism in furnishing support to
legitimate and established governments, these considerations do
not bear on the legal problem here under investigation.
8"When the United States . . . assumed the character af an Independent
nation, they came rvbieet t o that asntem of r d e s which reasan, morality and
e u ~ r o mhad established among civilized nations of Europe. . . . The faithful
observance of this law is ennential t o national character." KEYT,COMM E I T A R I E S O x A l l E R l C A l LAn 1 (1826).
8 The Paqvette Habana, 175 U S. 677 (1900).
10 see Greenspan, InLernotional LUW and lis Protection ior Partio.ponta
m Cnconieriiioaol A a r f o r r , 311 Arhars OF TXE AMERICA\ACADPMI OF
P O L I T I C A L AVD SOCIAL SCIIYCE 30 119G21.
I1 hlurdock, Collsctws Security Distinguiahsd From Intsruenfion,56 A x
d. IN'T'L L. 500 ( 1 9 6 2 ) .
IIPotter, Logo1 Aspaota of the Betrut Landmg, 52 Am. J. INT'L L. 727
(1958).
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11. INTERVENTION IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Before determining the rules and principles af the international
law of intervention, it is first necessary ta define the term in eo"cept and in practice. What have the students of foreign relations
and international law meant by the term intervention? Is the
concept universally understood? What have been the intervention
and nonintervention policies and practices of nations, particularly
the United States? A definition and an historical perspective of
intervention clearly will provide the backdrop for the legal search.
The term "intervention" is widely used in international law and
foreign relatima. Despite its wide usage, it i s most difficult to define its true meaning. The term is used far v a r i o u situations and
for various purposes by individual writers. Further confusing the
problem, is the use by the same writer of the term to include situations which do not fall within his carefully deiineated boundaries.
Strauz-Hupe and Possony say, "intervention i s a term with many
legal meanings."" Students of international law have utilized that
meaning of the term they found convenient to wcomplish their predetermined view of the legality of a particular situation with
which they were concerned. Varying use8 of the term prove Fenwick correct when he says that "of all the terms in general use in
international law, none i s more challenging than that of 'intervention.'
To some authorities, the term intervention means the interference of a third state into a conflict between two other powers, to
include the use of armed farce or the offer of good offices. They
would hare inciuded the participation af the United States in
World Wars I and I1 as examples of intervention. In fact, in
Volume I1 of Oppenheim he would include such a situation in his
definition of intervention whereas in Volume I of the same work
he would limit intervention to an interference in the affairs of
only one other state. In the latter definition, Oppenheim says that
the term CGnSiStS "in the dictatorial interference in the affairs of
another state"Li Hail, on the other hand, (also quoted by Moore)
defines intervention to include interference in the "domestic affairs
of another state i n e s p e e t i v e of the will of the 1atter"l' which in-
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Laufergaeht ed. 19551.
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LAW 305 (8th ed.,
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clusion would indicate that the act af intervention might take place
with the consent of the second state. Graber,18Lawrence,ls and the
Thomases find essential to the understanding of the term, the
inclusion of the threat of force by the intervening state. It is
interesting to note that few of the earlier writers indicate that
intervention may include multiple interveners, as do the Thomases
in their more recent comprehensive work on the subject. They
define the term as follows :
Intervention o e e u r ~when B State 07 group o/ slot68 interferes, in order
t o impose its wiii, in the internal or axtemal affairs of another state,
sovereign and independant, wlth which peseafui r d a t m n r exrst and
without its canrent, far the purpose a i maintaining or altering the
condition of things. [ I t d x s added.] 2,

Regardless af definition, the writers proceed to include aituations and problems which they classify as interventions in which
consent was freely given. Most discuss at some length the question
of intervention upon request of an established government to assist
in repressing insurgents.
Unfortunately the difficulties surrounding the definitions are
further compounded by the fact that in some international law
circles, particularly in Latin America, the term is a smear word,22
a term of abuse, an epithet applied to actions of the great powers
and particularly the United States. To mme writers the term
itself connote8 illegality but other authorities categorize interventions as legal or illegal. At the other extreme, the term haa no
reference to legality but it is only a term defining a situation
which calls for legal analysis. I t is perhaps because of this confusion that Hyde indicates that the forms are so diverse and vary
so greatly that the term itself is a bad one.Z8 Briggs says, "The
term, freighted with political overtones, has been indiscriminately
employed to cover a variety of interferences and is of little value
in the terminology of international law."z'
The fact that the term is confusing or difficult of specific definition does not permit it to be laid aside. The term is used in inter~~

18

CRIEU, CRISIS DIPLOMACY,
A HISTORI 01 U S I ~ T E R I E ~ T ~ POON L ~ C ~ E E

XXD PRACTl'ES

2 (1959).

LAWREICE, THE PRIvCIPLEB OF I N m R S A T I o N A L LAW 120 (7th ed. 1923).
THOMAS A I D T H O M A S , Noh--IPTEIIYEPTION, THE LAW ARD IT9 IMPORT
IN THE AMERICAB 71 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
19
20

11 Ibid.
2% G R U E R , op. <it. *apra note 18, BL 8.
1S See HYDDE,IITERNATIOIAL
L A W , CHIEFLY As Ih-TERPRETED A2.D APPLIED
BY THE UITTEDSTATES246 (1961).
2 6 BRICCS, THE L A W OF NATIONS: CASE, DOCUMENTS, AND NOTES 960 ( 2 d
ed. 1952).
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national law and diplomacy and it remains with US. As is clear,
intervention is a generic term. Those who have attempted definition have really defined the species of intervention in which they
a r e interested. This article is concerned with only one speciethat of intervening in another nation's domestic affairs by providing armed force assistance to combat insurrection. It is pertinent
that we find how this particular type fits into the overall history
of intervention.
Without attempting to further pit definition against definition,
for the purpose of this article the definition of Hall may be used:
"Intervention takes place . . , when it [State] interferes in the
domestic affairs of another state irrespective of the will of the
latter for the purpose of either ma
condition of things i+ithin it."2j
necessary to be mast discriminating in referring to the writings
of students on the subject of intervention to make certain that
the conclusions and principles arise from aituatlans failing within
the definition used.
A. T H E HISTORY OF I S T E R V E S T I O S
Although the early juriits almost universally concerned themselves n i t h the subject of intervention, they took no really defini-

tive position as to its legality, finding occasions when it was permissible based on the "justice of the interrention."2a The modern
period of interrention and the interest of international lax yers
and writers on the subject began with the activities and pronouncementa of the HOIFAlliance of Austria, Prussia and Russia during
the early part of the 19th Century, foilawing the defeat of Sapoleon. In the Protocol of Troppau, the pawera set forth their right
to assist legitimate governments when threatened. This period of
history was a period of revolution. Threats to the seated monarchies were such that the Alliance powers felt called upon to
resist any growth of democratic spirit and proclaimed the authority to intervene on behalf of established monarchs. A circular
dispatch from the courts of Austria, Pruaria, and Russia in 1820
stated :
The powers hare exercised an uncontestable right in accvgying then?.
nelven with taking ~n camman meawres of ~ e c u n f ya g s m ~srstsr ~n
which the overrhror of government by a revolt. even could it be eonndered only as a dangerous exsrnple, muat have far Its conreqvenees 8
hostile attitude against all e a n ~ t i l u L i ~and
n ~ lepitimste governments.:'
~
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Based on their declaration, the members of the Holy Alliance
intervened in Spain, Naples, and Piedmont in 1820 to suppress
revolutions against the established governments. This policy of
intervention caused England to break with the Alliance and Lord
Castlreagh stated: "For nothing could be more injurious to the
idea of government generally than the idea that their force was
collectively to be prostituted to the support of established power
without any consideration of the extent t o which it was abused."zB
The United States reacted quickly to the claim to legitimizing
intervention by the Holy Alliance. The threat to reestablish the
Spanish sovereignty over the lost colonies in the Americas resulted
in the enunciation of the Nnnroe Doctrine, which became a cornerstone of American foreign policy. Significantly, the Doctrine included the promise that the United States would forego intervention in European affairs.18 The Monroe Doctrine was of a political
character and not of a legal character. Many years later the Doctrine may have been given some quasi-legal status, internationally,
by Article 21 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, which
declared that the Covenant will not affect the validity of "regional
understandings like the Monroe Doctrine. . . . " Q 0
The general acceptance of the political principles of the Doctrine
during the late 19th Century lead to an extension of the policy
known as the Roosevelt Carallary. The United States declared that
having denied European governments the right to intervene to
protect their interests in the Americas, the United States was
required to intervene when the orderly administration of government had broken down.s' Thus, from the beginning of the 20th
Century, the United States policy in Latin America, particularly
in the Caribbean area, W ~ to
B act as the international policeman
of the area with the "right" to intervene as the United States
determined.
One of the more significant measures indicating United States
policy was the Platt Amendment, which was incorporated in the
treaty between the United States and the Republic of Cuba, signed
a t Havana, 22 May 1903 which stated in p a r t :
That the government of Cuba eonsenta that the Cnited States may
e ~ e r e i a e the right to intervene for the ~reiervation of Cuban independence, the msintmanee of a government adequate far the protection
of life, property, and individual iiberty, and for discharging the obh1 9 LOEWEXSTEIN, POLITICAL RECOn-8TRUCTlOS

22-23 (19461.
at 435 (1940).

IS 5 XACXWoRTH, DIGEST OF INTERXATIONAL L A W
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gatlona with reaped to Cuba imposed by the treaty of Paris on the
United States, now to he assumed and undertaken by the government
of Cuha.82

Similar to the Platt Amendment was the provision in the Constitution of the Republic of Panama which gave the United States
the right ta intervene in any part of the Republic to reestablish
public peace and constitutional order. The interventionist policy
of the United States resulted in Marines being sent to Nicaragua,
Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba during the early part of
the 20th Century. The United States joined with other powers in
the intervention in China in the Boxer Rebellion.ss Forces under
General Pershing were sent 186 miles into Mexico, fruitlessly
chasing the outlaw Pancho Villa. Of this operation, Secretary of
State Lansing declared:
The militsry operations now in contemplation by this Government w l l l
be xrupuiously confined to the o h p e t s already snauneed, and that in no
eireum~faneeawill they be avffered t o trench in any degree upan the 6ov.
ereignty a i Mexico 07 develop into intervention a i m y kind in the internal affalra of our
Repubiie.aa

United States foreign policy evidenced B free practice of intervention by the use of armed farces, as well as by diplomatic pressure, particularly by the manipulation of the recognition policy.
Largely a s a result of these interventions the Latin American
nations began to show displeasure at the ready intervention of the
United States into the affairs of those republics on B unilateral
determination of the United States Government. The State Department concern with Latin American abhorrence of intervention
was reflected in the above quoted statement of Secretary Lansing
denying any intent to intervene. The United States intervened in
the affairs of other natians, a t the game time issuing public denials.
After World War I, the United States made even more vehement
denials of interventionist authority. The Department of State in
1930 specifically repudiated the Roosevelt Corollary, though emphasizing our essential interests in the Americas.a6
The advent of the administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt
brought the complete denial of any right of intervention by the
United States in the affairs of the nations of Latin America. At
Xontevideo in 1933 the United States accepted a nonintervention
resolution with some reservations and in 1936 at Buenas Aims
31

HIDE. op. D i t .
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signed a special protocol declaring intervention inadmissible, which
protocol was ratified by the Senate without a dissenting vote."
During this Bame period, the United States abrogated the Platt
Amendment and the treaty rights to intervene in Panama. Troops
were withdrawn from the territory of the nations of the Caribbean,
and the United States refused to send troops to Cuba when requested by that government. The new policy was consistently
followed in the Spanish Rebellion when a circular instruction was
sent out by Acting Secretary of State Phillips in 1936 which said
in p a r t :

.. .

On the other hand, in conformity with the well established policy of
non-interference with internal affaire in other countries. either in time
of peace or in event of civil strife, this Government will, of course,
~ e r n p u I o ~ drefrain
y
from any interference in the unfartunste Spanish
re"OIYtio".si

It was after the more active participation of the United States
in world affairs that a swing of the pendulum became apparent to
some degree in the instructions of President Truman to General
Marshall. as General Marshall departed for his mission to China in
1946:
The U.S. Government has long eubneribed to the principle t h a t the management of internal affairs ia the reapmiibiliiy of the pmpiee of the
sovereign natmna. Events m this country [China] however, would indi.
cate t h a t a breach of peace anywhere in the world threatens the peace
af the entire world.38

As shall be shown subsequently, President Truman was to make
the full swing in later events, but policy enunciations within the
government die hard. As late as 1969 a press release of the Department of State said, "The policy of the United States with
respect to the Cuban revolution has been strictly one of nonintervention in Cuban domestic affairs."39

B . RIGHT OF REVOLUTION
An analysis of this rather contradictory policy of the United
States may in part be rationalized on the conflicting interests of
the nation. From its founding, the United States has supported
Id. a t 206.
87Jessup. The S p a m s h Rebrllion and Intemat~anul Low, 15 FOREION
86

AFFAIRS 260 119571.
38

TRUMAX,Me~bw.8 70 (1955).

89

U. S. Dep't of State, United States Eiplaina Pohoy T a w w d Cuba, 40

DEP'T STATEBULL.162 (1969).
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the right of revolution. Those are not idle words in the Declaration
of Independence which state that government derives its "just
powers from the consent of the governed." In the foreign policy
area, Thomas Jefferson, when Secretary of State, sent instructions
to our minister in France saying:
Re surelv cannot deny t o any nation the right %hereon our own ~ o v e m ment is founded, that every one may govern itself according t o whatever
form It pleases, and fo change these farms at ita own will . . . The will
of the nation IS the only thing eanential t o be regarded.40

Captain Reynolds, in the lectures previously cited, referred to the
American recognition af the right of revolution a t the time when
the United States Army w a s concerned with the Cuban insurrection of sixty years ago. This mast basic of American policies was
reaffirmed by Secretary of State Hughes. who said, " W e recagnize the right of revolution and w e do not attempt to determine
the internal concern^ of other states."" The application of this
principle was followed by insistence on a policy of relf-determination for all peoples after World War I and 11. I t wss included by
President Wilson in his Fourteen Points and by President Roosevelt in Article 3 of the Atlantic Charter.
Intervention in both definition and practice has no common
pattern. The term is clearly not a word of art in international law,
The term does not universallr indicate the same concept. Indeed,
the concept may vary depending upon the point in history or by
geographical region. Equally variable has been the practice of
States in regard to the use of intervention as a tool of foreign
policy. The historical policy of the United States in regard to intervention has run a particularly Irregular course. The United
States practice of mterrention or nonintervention has changed according t o the period and environment of history and to the sector
of the globe. The shifts in American policy toward intervention
hare been dependent on contemporary interests and not as a consequence of fundamental doctrine.
Only in the recognition of the right of a people to select and determine their own government has the United States policy been
consistent. I t is not mlely a right of revolution which the United
States cherishes but more basically it is a respect for the will of
the governed which has been deemed essential.
40

41
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111. INTERVENTION AND CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL
LAW
I t is to the writings and analyses of international lawyers that
we now turn as the primary source f a r the international law of
intervention. Having noted the difficulty of arriving a t an agreed
definition of the term in international law, and the fluctuating policies and practices of states, it should not be surprising to find there
is no agreement on the lawfulness or morality of intervention.
Intervention began as a primitive method of international law
enforcement, utilized by the great powers.'* The essence of intervention was force, or the threat of force, in case the dictates of the
intervening powers were disregarded." By its very nature, the
action was abused and lead quickly to confusion over its purpose
and authority. Most authorities begin with the positive statement
that intervention is illegal and then proceed t o define exceptions
ta the rule. The Thomaaes quote Kant in his Essay on. Perpetual
Peace t h a t : "So state should interfere in the constitution or government of another state." But, the authors point aut that Kant believed that this applied only to nations with a republican form of
government. From this, the Thamases deduce that Kant would
permit intervention to bring abaut the downfall of authoritarian
g o ~ e r n m e n t .Loewenstein,
~~
writing after World War 11, takes
this Same vie\'. and relates it to the necessity of intervening to
destroy communist go~ernments.'~
The confusion of the lawfulness of intervention is not clarified
by Oppenheim, who wrote:
That intervention is, as B rule, forbidden by Inlernatianal Lau. ahich
proreeta the international p'rsmahty of the Stares, there is no doubt.
On the ather hand, there is just 8 8 little doubt that thin rule has exeeptians, for there are interventions n h x h take place by right. and there
are others which, although they do not take place by right, are nevertheless permitted by Inrernatianal Law.16

Lawrence notea that reference to state practices are no help. A
state has acted an different principles on different occasions and
he states, "On this subject history speaks with a medley of discardant voices, and the facts of international intercourse give no
clue to the rulea of international law."ii
( 1 GUBER, op. ozt. m p i a nota 18, at 13.
4 3 LAWREZ'E,
LAWREZ'E. "p.
"a. D i l . nupro
8UDIO note 19,
19. at 120.
('See THOMAS A I D TXOMAS, op ~ z t 8zcpio
.
note2 20, s t 7.
(Isee LOEWENSTElb, op. nt. *uwn note 28, st 12.
( I 1 OPPEBHEIX, op. o i t . mwa note 16, at 305.
4 7 LAWREh-CE, op. .oit.
it. supra
m p r a note 19, at 121.
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All authorities seem to be agreed that basically it is not justified
for one nation to interpose itself by force into the affairs of another
nation and whether this is a violation of international law, or
merely contrary to the principles by which sovereign nations operate within the community of nations, is not clear. Though bald,
open dictztion to anather sovereign by force is clearly illegal, there
are many exceptions which jurists have found authorized. Stowell,
who wrote one of the more definitive works on the subject, constructs his entire volume4Baround the central theme of the right
to intervene.
Customary international law relating to intervention is based
upon two underlying principles. The first principle is the right of
a nation to independence or the right of the peoples to self-deter-

m i n a t i ~ n . ' Equally
~
importznt has been the principle of the right
of a nation to self-defense.h0 As the international environment
changed within a particular era in history, the emphasis of these
principles may have varied in making a legal determination of the
authority to intervene.
A. PERMISSIBLE INTERVENTIONS

Like many of the writers, Hall recognized the difficulty in reaching a satisfactory answer to the question when he wrote:
I t i s unfortunate t h a t publicists have not laid down broadly and un.
mimously t h a t no intervention is irgal, except f o r the purpose of aeifp r e r e n a t i o n , unie8s B breach of the law 8 8 between states has taken
place, or unless the whole body of civilized states have concvrred in
authorizing it.61

Even in his quest for a definitive rule, Hall accepts the necessity
for proviso and exceptions.
The categories of exceptions to the prohibition against intervention under international law are based a s often upon some moral
justification for permitting intervention as upon any interpretation
or extension of the principles involved. Stowell in his work appears
to justify any basis for intervention which has a high moral
purpose, including (1) humanitarian grounds, ( 2 ) religious perm4 8 SrnWELL, IFTmRYEITlOn- IN IhTERN*TIc"*L
LAW (1921).
'*''The perfect eqvality and entire independence of all distinct atstea ii a
fundamental principle of public law." KENT, up. czi. auprli note 8, a t 21.
50''Every nation has an undoubted n g h t to provide f o r its own safety, and
To take due precautions against distant as well 8 8 rnpending danger." Id.
a t 23.
I I HALL, o p . eit. sapro note 17, r t 284.
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cution, (3) oppression of a subject people, (4) uncivilized warfare,
(5) denial of justice, ( 6 ) suppression of slave trade, (7) protection
of foreign commerce, and (8) international police regulations.En
A memorandum of the Solicitor of the Department of State listed
innumerable occasions when the United States intervened with
armed forces ta protect citizens and property in foreign countries.
The Solicitor reviewed many authorities on the right of a nation to
give such protection to its citizens and property.'* In this vein,
Professor Hyde said the right of intervention exists:

. . . whenever within

the territory of a foreign state there emtlnue to
of disorder pemistently and irreparably mjuriaus to
American life and property t h e r m , and which the territonsi savereign
lacks the power or diaposition to abate.64
exist conditions

Stowell distinguishes a further classification, which he label8
supervision. He nates that this exception is not accepted international iaw but he postulates that a nation of first rank may supervise a near neighbor of second rank to keep order, for the failure
to do so will result in international strife.56 The exception of supervision might be likened to the authority of a State to put down a
rebellion in a mandated territory. Some authorities also tend to look
upon collective intervention as creating a fundamentally different
situation involving the principle that an international community
is more important than individual national independence.

D. RECOGNITION OF INSURGENCY AND BELLIGERENCY
In any study of the international law of intervention, as applied
to civil strife, the laws as to insurgency and belligerency cannot be
ignored. It was once believed that there were significant divisions
of intensity in civil strife for which it was necemary to have
precise definitions ranging from mob violence to rebellion, to insurpency, to rwolution. Having precise categorizations as to the
particular stage of a civil strife does not provide any guidance to
the legal relationship of an outside power to the internal conflict.
The need to identify the nature of the conflict was of more importance when the availability of ma11 naval vessels permitted
bath the revolutionists and the legitimate government to employ
these weapom and the international law relating to insurgency
-~
12

see STOWELL, I V T E W ~ ~ TIN, ~I N~T E R I * T l O l * L LAW (1921).

saSee U. S. DEP'T OF STATE.R m n TO PROTECTC I T ~ N SI?- F O R E ~ C N
CDUZiTRlEs 8-I LAUDIZIO FORCRS (3d ed. 1834).
6 4 Hyde, Intwumtion in T h m w and Piaolioe, 4 ILL. L. REV. 15 (1911).
55 STOWELL, op. O i l . '"PW note 52, at 291.
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and recognition of belligerency dealt essentially with the maritime
law arising from a particular status. An acknowledgment of the
state of insurgency might free the insurgents from the onus of
piracy and perhaps grant them the advantagea of the laws of war.66
Such recognition of insurgency was an acknowledgment of facts as
they e x i s t d b 7 I t is to be noted that a t the outset of civil strife,
from the point of view of international law, only the established
qavernment has any international standing and insurgents, even
after recognition, do not became subject to international law.s8
Admiral Powers says, "insurgency is a twilight zone in international l a w , " I 5 The acknowledgement of the fact of insurgency
by a State may well be an act af political intervention and nerve8
only to give Some \-ague legal status to the fact of a political revolt.
Of more importance to the legal status of the rebels, or insurgents, is a recognition of belligerency. Such recognition may be by
the State ~n which the revolt is occurring or by an outside State.
Since the end of World War 11, a period of much civil strife and
revolt, there hare been no instances of recognition of belligerency.
I t may be, as Kehberg says, this is because the present system of
recognition does not satisfy modern
There is little
ta be gained by a major power in recognizing belligerency. By
customary international l a w the recognizing State must thereafter
remain neutral in the conflict between the established government
and the rebels or insurgents!' Even in the Spanish Civil War, just
prior to World War 11, there was a studied attempt by the great
powers to resist a recognition of belligerency.
In the study of the legal aspects of intervention, the recognition
af belligerency is important only as it creates a requirement of
neutrality under international law. Recognition of belligerency by
one State has no effect an the neutrality af another State.6n The
recognition of belligerency does not even give the recognizing
power the right af legation, though there may be informal discussions with the i n s ~ r g e n t s . 8The
~ view of the United States has con-
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sistently been that such recognition is a question of fact not to be
decided by prejudices against or for either party. Hyde sets out a
number of tests to be made by the third State in making its determination." Fundamentally, however, recognition of belligerency is
a question af political policy, though it is argued by some that the
insurgents have B right to such recognition and third States are
under a duty t o declare such recognition.61
C. INTERVENTION IN CIVIL STRIFE
The authorities a r e as divided an the right of a State to intervene
in civil strife 8s they are on nearly all other aspects of the law
relating to intervention. Garner i s unequivocal:
There i s no rule of international law uhieh forbids the government of
one State from rendering m.i%tance to the eitsbiished legitimate goyernment of another state with B view of enabling it to S Y P P ~ ~ San
S insw
rsetion against its authority.86

This view was expressed as part of the argument that a recognition
of insurgency does not change the international status of the insurgents so as to permit aid to the inaurgents by a foreign state.
Chen, who takes a quite different and more objective view of the
status of insurgency, makes the argument that if a war exist8 it
should be recognized and says:
The proper stand f o r B foreign State to take ~n case of domestic disturbance within another S t a t e can be none other than t h a t of dirinterestedness and nonintervention. It has no n g h t either to aid or s ~ p p r e s sthe
rehallion.6l

Garner and Chen were more concerned with the international
rules of insurgency than upon the principles underlying the law
concerning intervention. The preferred methodology in seeking
out the law is to search for principles and 80 determine the rules
of law. Clearly the law of intervention i s in a state of confusion
and there is a need to look for analogies but there are certain
guidelines.
There is no question that international law recognizes the right
of revolution.6B There is no disagreement that civil strife is a
domestic issue lying beyond the purview of international law, when

GiGarner, Qarstiona o i Internotwml La- in the Spontsh Civil Way, 31
A M . J. INT'L L.66, 67 (1937).
87 TI-CHIIVD CHEX,an. ort. BWTO note 67, a t 335.
8s HPDE, op. olt.
23, at 253.
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it can be isolated. There are. to be sure, more modern views that
strife, or violence, anywhere in the world is of concern to the community of nations. Domestic wars in a modern world can easily
cross international frontiers and present the danger of involving
third States. So long as outside powers refrain from interposing
themselves in such conflicts, the possibility exists that the conflict
may remain domestic. But the conflict will be restricted only if
ell States are conscientiously neutral.
The classic rationale of those who would prohibit intervention
even on the side of the legitimate government is made by Hall:
If intervention on the ground of mere friendihip were allowed, it wauid
be idie to speak seriously of the rights of independenes. Supparing the
intervention to be directed against the existing government, Independence
is violated by an attempt to prevent the regular organ of the state from
managing the state sfairs in i t s own way. Supposing it on the othe?
hand to be directed against rebels, the f a c t t h a t i t has been necessary
b call in foreign help la enough to ahow t h a t the issue of the conflict
would without i t be uncertain, and consequently t h a t t h e m is B doubt
BP to which side would ultimately establish itself BLI the legal representative of the s t a t e If again, intervention is based upon an opinion as to
the merits of the question at issue, the intervening state takes upon itself
to pass judgment in B matter which, having nothing b do with the reintioni of states, muat be regarded as being f o r legal purpose~beyond the
range Of i t s "i.iO".el

Those writers who accept Hall's thesis, and included among
them is Stowell who found justification for so many types of intervention, base their view of the illegality of such intervention on the
right of peoples to choose their o w n form of government, even
though it be done by violence.'o Quincy Wright say8: "Since international law recognizes the right of revolution, it cannot permit
other states to intervene to prevent it."" Such B rationale applied
as if it were an axiom ignores the fact that the change of governmental power by violence is never as accurate a guide to the nstional will as a change made by constitutional means. A change of
government by force only makes evident which side has the strangest farce. Violence and farce are seldom gauge8 of the independence of judgment and self expression.

D. CONSENT TO INTERVENTION
Do those who would prohibit assistance to legitimate governments ehanpe their view if the foreim state intervenes with the
6s HALL, A TREATISE O N INTERNATIOFAL L A W 281 (6th ed. 1808).
70 Sep STOWELL, op. oit. BUVO note 51, a t 330.
71 W n g h t , Subversive Intwuentmn, 54 A Y . S. IKT'L L. 521, 529 (1860)
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consent of, or on the request of, the legitimate government? Does
consent change the principle or vary the emphasis to be placed on
the underlying rationale? Stowell notes that international society
is dependent upon the cooperation of all states to preserve the
existence of member states. The value of sustaining independent
nations in the international community appears to justify the
states, particularly the greater powers, in assisting sister states to
suppress rebellion. Notwithstanding, Stowell declares that a request for aid is a declaration that the legitimate government does
not have the capacity for making its authority respected and the
government thereby gives up its sovereignty. When a state is no
longer exercising its sovereignty, the reason for having its existence preserved no longer exists, so runs the argument.12 Such
reasoning ignores the more practical view that a failure to have
sufficient military farce to cope with subversive conflict is not a
reason to permit a state to be destroyed. The Thomases would aeem
to agree that request for aid by the legitimate government is an
insufficient basis for intervention. Their approach would appear to
be that a majority request is inadequate and that total consent of
the state is required, when they say:
Consequently, there can be no legitimate grounds for foreign interven.
tian u n l e ~ sboth parties t o the struggle request it; in m c h ease the
legality of the intervention would then be based upon the total eansent
of the etatall

If, as those who see civil confiict only in black or white declare,
intervention in civil conflict is prohibited, does total consent negate
the principle? Clearly, those taking the view that foreign intervention in civil strife is improper will continue to argue that consent
by only a part a i the papulation is not sufficient. They will not
admit that a request by the established government could represent
the majority will of the nation overwhelmed by alien source& What
appears to be a somewhat more valid point is that made by Wright.
who states that if a request were sufficient, each side would welcome foreign intervention from different powers and such requests
would quickly lead to full scale international war." While this may
be true, the danger does not make both interventions unlawful.
Justification far intervention in civil strife an behalf of the
established government has been found by the device of a prior
STOWELL,
on. oit. 8wra note 62, at 331.
78 THOMAS AND TXOMAS, XOX-Ih-TUImNTION,
12

IN THE AIERIC&S 215 (1866).
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treaty of guarantee authorizing intervention. Such a bilateral
agreement is actually a prior grant of consent but to justify intervention by treaty it must first be shown that the purpose of the
treaty was legitimate. I t may be argued that to give another
nation the power by treaty to sustain a particular administration,
or dynasty, is to grant to that ather state the right to decide the
form of government of the granting state. Such reasoning does
not necessarily follow, for independence has been exercised in
seeking to bolster internal self-defense by enlisting the aid of
another power.
Even those u ho would, like Brierly, find a treaty right to inter~ e n as
e a justifiable interventim-j would require that the consent
to the treaty not be made under duress. International law does not,
however, recopnize that duress will invalidate a treat)-, even though
the l a v of most nations condemns contracts or agreements made
under duress. At most, coerced consent would be smpect in the
eyes of the
The implications of possible coercion may well
hare been one of the reasons far the American decision to abrogate
the Platt Amendment and ather treaty rights to intervene in
Latin America. These rights, if not secured under duress. were a t
least not independent expressions of sovereignty by the ??anting
states. But the abrogation was a policy decision and not necessarily a legal one. As Miss Graber points aut, there is the further
danger that within the government of a smaller nation those in
authority would be quite willing to grant away sovereignty by
treaty if they could be assured that the United States would come
to their aid to keep them in power. Such a political act mipht not
represent the public will and granting away of sovereignty under
such circumstances would be immoral, at the very least."

E. SELF-DEFESSE
Hyde expounds, as valid, one exception to the denial of authority
to intervene by virtue of a treaty of guarantee. He declare8 that intervention may be excusable, if the intervening power is adjacent
to the territory of the hoatiiities.'g The basis €or this authority I S
the principle of self-defense. It has been recognized since the Cainline Case that a state could, as a matter of self-defense, suppress
~~

See BRIERLY, T H E L A P OF N A T I O h 3 308 (5th ed 1955,.
GRABER. C R M ~DIPLOMACY.
A HIETORY
or C S. I I T E R ~ E Z T IPOO~L ~ C I E S
143 11869)
Id a t 141.
?I
Bee HIDE. IIIERXA?IONAL LAW CHIEFLY A s INTERPRETED A h D APPLIED
BY THE U K l T E D STATES 263 (1951).
76
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armed bands lurking in a neighboring state.'e The reverse of this
rationale may be argued to justify intervention to defend one's nation from conflict arising across the immediate border. The Thomases justify the many interventions of the United States in the
Caribbean on the basis of self-defense in the nature of long range
strategical necessity.EO In the modern missile world, the requirement of legitimate defense interests are not limited to adjacent or
contiguous territory.

F. COUNTER-ZNTERVEh'TlON
A further justification for intervention, noted by a number of
authorities, is intervention as a sanction for the violation of international law,81 An extension of this rule is the permissible intervention by armed farces of a foreign state in a civil strife, or insurrection, as a consequence of illegal intervention by a third state.
The justification for counter-intervention arises out of the authority to use sanctions to prevent an illegal act in international lax..
The only effective enforcement authority at this stage of development in the international community is a state. If the doctrine of
nonintervention is valid and is ta be successful, it must be consented to by the despots as well as by the free states. Unless nonintervention is universally accepted "the wrong side may help the
wrong side but the right must not help the right."i2 I t becomes necessary to permit a form of nonintervention by intervention. The Thomases cite, as an example, the intarvention of the
United States in Mexico a t the time of the ill-fated reign of
Maximillian and Carlotta in the mid-nineteenth century. I t is to
be remembered that the intervention of the United States was
ineffectual and raised few international problems because of the
more consuming interest of the United States in its own civil war.
The Thomases express the view that "counter-intervention by a
third state to terminate the illegal intervention is another matter,
for here there is a breach of the law."88 In Hyde's discussion of
eounter-intervention, he refers to the address by President Roosevelt in 1937 when the President spoke in terms which are approJennmgs, The Camline cnd .VloLeod Cases, 32 AM. J. I P T ' L L 82 (19381.
T H O M AASN D TIOMAS, op. c i t . 'upre note 73, s t 83.
OPPEIHEIM. IXTERNATIONAL
LAW (8th ed., Lavferpaeht ed. 3 8 6 5 3 ; 2
OPPEIIEIM. I S T E R X A T I O K A I LAW 569 (7th ed., Lauterpacht ed. 19521. See
also GRABER, o p . mi. s u p 0 note 76, a t 30.
8 1 Gardner, The United Nations: AsaeL or Liability), 48 A.B.A.J. 811, 814
79
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priate today: ' I .
nations are fomenting and taking sides in civil
warfare in nations that have never done them any harm. Nations
claiming freedom for themselves deny it to others."a' Hyde then
continues: "To prevent the illegal interference by one State with
the political independence of another, a third State may doubtless
in principle lawfully intervene, even though its own safety is not
endangered by the action to which it is opposed."B6
The counter-intervention theory i s directly applicable to the
situation in the world today. The communists have supported
rebel forces with aid, advice, and sanctuary. The communists have
announced that this i s the Marxist policy. I t is a policy of unlawful
and prohibited intervention in the domestic matters of other
states and an intervention with which many of these states are
unable to cape alone.
I t is clear that sanctioning counter-intervention may well be a
dangerous c o u m and a force toward escalating a civil conflict into
an international conflict. If it is true, a s Sigmund Neumann believes, that the revolutions of the world today are international in
scope and that without outside aid no revolution could succeed in
today's world, counter-intervention could well be catastrophic in
the nuclear age.86

G. SOVIET VIEW
The Marxist-Leninist viewpoint is of interest not for the principles of law which may be developed but far their application to
specific situations. During the rebellion in Inda-China against the
French, the Soviets took the position that it could aid Ha Chi Minh
because he was the de jure and de facto government of a state
called Vietminh.87 In typical Soviet reasoning, they were helping
a lawful government to put down an illegal insurrection.88 This
type of argument is reminiacent of the German and Italian approach to their assistance to Franco in the Spanish rebellion.
The two Axis powers, during that conflict, granted recognition to
the rebel government of Franco so as to "legalize" their assistance
B4 HIDE.
*II b i d .

op. eif. eupro note 78, at 247.

16See Neumann, The lnlrnielionol Civil War, 1 WORLD POLITIC^ 333
(1948).
87". , , a grave violation of evstomery diplomatic procedure; for It was

recognition of a rebel government fighting agsmst France, with which
Rusaia had a treaty of friendship." Wooiiiey, The L'nitrd Slate8 a d IndoChtna, 48 A M . J. INT'L L. 216, 27% (1854).
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t o that government. The Chinese communists take a somewhat
different approach. At the time of the Indian attack on Goa,
spokesmen in Hanoi said, "If India could attack Goa, why could
not the Vietnamese use arms against American colonialists? What
is happening in South Vietnam is not subversion but a peaple's
war of independence." Peiping spokesmen added that North Vietnam WBB "perfectly justified" in supporting attempts by guerrillas
to overthrow the South Vietnam government.8P The communist
approach, then, is consistently to determine the "justness" of the
conflict by their awn lights and then to declare any participation
on the side they consider the more just 8 s
H. SUMMARY OF CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW
Ignoring the primitive view of the communists that intervention
is authorized when a nation finds the cause is just, there emerges
from a study of customary international law a body of rules to
judge intervention. Notwithstanding the lack of unanimity of
viewpoint and the lack of clarity, certain principles and guidelines
can be found against which to judge the legality of United States
assistance by armed forces to nations fighting insurgents under
customary international law.
Intervention is not per se unlawful. What is unlawful is the
interposition of a nation's will upon another nation by a threat of
force. The principles upon which the body af law is based a r e two:
the principle of national independence and the principle of the
right to defend that independence. There clearly exist several
categories of intervention which are permissible based on humanitarian reasons or upon the right to protect a nation's awn citizens
and property.
The principles behind the law of intervention a r e equally applicable when the inquiry involves intervention in civil strife. The
basic criterion remains that intervention is improper when it
subverts the independence of another nation. When authorities are
in dispute over the lawfulness of intervention, it is because these
authorities view differently the people's will a8 related to the right
*@Subversion
Laid t o North Virt Nam, The New Yark Times, May 26, 1862,
p. 1, e01 2, nt p. 2, mi. 3
m"Guerriiia warfare is and remains m e of the regular forms of the
people, that IS, lust war and m this ~ e n i eII 18 included I" the eollectlan of
rule8 of international law directed t o the p'reventmn of any kind of aggression." Trainen [Soviet Jurist] Questtam o i Guemdia W a r i o n m the Law
o/ War, 40 AM. J. IXIT'L L. 634,668 (1946).
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of intervention. Certain writers have become so imbued with the
importance of the label of the right of revolution that they mistakenly view any revolt as a suitable vehicle for judging the will
of the people. These authorities tend to misconstrue consent in a
similar fashion, by saying that a plea for foreign assistance, ipso
facto, means the legitimate government no longer represents the
wili of the people. An interpretation that a request for aid equates
to B determination that the majority is not supporting the established government is to substitute a rule f a r judgment.

If intervention is to counter an illegal interference by a third
state, the act of intervention is in support of the rule of international law. Until all states recognize the rule af law, there must be
a right t o enforce international law and if it can be accomplished
by counter-intervention, it is not unlawful. The danger of this
course is in its possibility af escalating the civil war into an international conflict. This possibility does not, however, bear on the
question of the lawfulness of the counter-intervention but only on
the danger faced by embarking on such a policy.
The analysis of customary international law of intervention as
expressed by the leading scholars of the subject has been developed
from their interpretations of historical situations. Customary law
does not forbid an act of intervention if it does not violate the
principles upon which the rules were conceived. Before proceeding
to determine whether the current effort of the United States to
assist in counterinsurgency operations is lawful, an analysis of
American commitments to international organizations must be
undertaken. When this has been done, the pattern of United States
policy may be compared to the total law to ascertain its iawfulness.
IV. COLLECTIVE ISTERVENTiOh'
The customary rules af international law, heretofore discussed,
were deduced by scholars of international law based on the histarica1 examples available to them. Within the past two decade8 a new
force in foreign relations has come upon the Scene. These are the
international organizations dedicated, a t least partially, to the use
of eoilective action in the world. No study of the international law
of intervention is complete without a study of the international
agreement8 upon which these organizations were founded. This
study will provide a further source of law which we must use to
resolve our legal problem.
64
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Does the fact that a number of nations act collectively to intervene in a rebellion or civil conflict affect the principles of international law relating to such intervention? Does membership in
a n international organization inhibit the member nations in their
individual right to intervene in such conflicts? The body of law
relating to intervention in civil strife arose during a period in
history when intervention was by one major power within its
sphere of inRuence.01 Whatever the rules, particularly during the
nineteenth century, the major powers did intervene often and the
writers sought t o understand such intervention and classify the
actions. Even before the establishment of international organizations for collective security there were expressions of the view
that action taken by or in the name of the whole international
community might conceivably be more moral and justified and
consequently more lawful than if accomplished unilaterally.
I t has never been disputed that rebellions or insurrections are
domestic matters outside the interest of international law. The
community of nations had no right to interfemP1 Nonetheless
it has been observed that such domestic matters could easily become international in scope as the hostilities crossed international
boundaries. By 1938, when the Spanish Rebellion with its tremendous international implications burst upon the world, writers were
beginning to deny the argument that collective intervention in
civil wars was too visianary.*a World events since 1945 and the
lessons learned are summarized by Greenspan :

. . . international law is showing an Increased intereat in the problem of

and eulonisi war, beesuae experience has demonstrated especially
in recent years, that such wars may grsvely threaten international peace
and 8eCwity, and may contain the seeds of international conflict of

eiVil

ealsmitova dimenrions.eA

Does collective action change the basic principles used to determine the law of intervention? Does the force af numbers give
a group of states a greater right to intervene than might be given
an individual state? When intervention is an attack on the right
of self-determination or independence its unlawfulness remains
clear. I t may be granted that collective action is perhaps more
unselfish and thus proceeds on a firmer basis but collective action
0 1 Fenwrck, Inlewmtion: Indwzdual and Collective, 30 AM. J. ISI'L L.
645. 646 (1946).
e* F e n w c k , Con Ctvtl W w 8 Be Brought Under the Control o i Intsmohonal
Law, 32 A i . J. I w ' L L. 538, 630 (1838).
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does not place upon the intervention an automatic stamp of legality.
In the absence of same vialatian of international law, there is no
call for the law enforcing authority of the community of nations
to be exercised. The Thomases find only one exception to the denial
of any right of collective intervention in civil strife: "The community of nations , , , may not collectively intervene in the civil
strife with the sole possible exception of a request to intervene
by both of the contending parties. Such intervention would then
be based upon the total consent of the state."ss Dissatisfaction
with the inability of the international community to cope with
civil conflicts, which continually threaten to ignite international
Conflagration, became the basis for a search for authority under
international law for collective action.
What has been the world's experience with collective action? A
review af international action and of the multilateral treaties during the Spanish Rebellion and of the Organization of American
States and the United Nations must be made.
A . SPANISH REBELLI0.V

The first experience the world had in action by the international
community was in the Spanish Rebellion prior ta World War 11.
Collective action was not taken under the auspices of any international organization or authority. Indeed, the nations involved
were members of the League of Nations but the League was
avoided and ignored while decisions and actions were taken by
the European community without reference to any prior treaty
arrangement. The matter was referred to the League by the
established Spanish government, but the major powers, having
taken their position outside the League, found no reason to insinuate that body into the picture. Even Premier Negrin, in his
appeal to the League in 1937, could not find that the civil war
was a matter within the jurisdiction of the League of Kations.
Rather, he sought the intervention of the organized international
community based on the fact that this civil strife had became an
international war of invasion, overshadowing the civil w ~ r and
,
was therefore, af interest and concern to the League.QG
Why did the great powers seek collective action in the Spamsh
Rebellion? The events must be placed in their environment during
96 THOMAS
A N D TXODIAI,
op. o i t . dupra note 73, a t 221.
86 PUIELFORD, IXTUlh-*T,ON*L
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the period of aggressive international totalitarianism by the
Fascist powers. In his comprehensive review of the Spanish Civil
War, Norman Padelford set the stage when he wrote:
European civil wars were eonnecbd with the international struggle for
predominant power on the continent, making it difleult for m y great
Power ta itsnd aside while another or another combination of Powers
obtained control of poaaeasion of B atate torn by civil atrife, thus upsetting the balance of power.B?

Precedent for the Nan-Intervention System could be found in
an unwritten and informal international accord during the civil
war in Spain in 1873 when the British and French undertook a
similar approach in fear of intervention by other powers.
The anomaly of the action is that it was termed a Nan-Intervention System perhaps proving once again the statement attributed
to Talieyrand that nonintervention is "a mysterious word that
signifies roughly the same thing 88 interventian."u8 The Nan.
Intervention System was a unique international institution based
upon an exchange of nates between twenty-seven European governments whereby each unilaterally declared its intention of preventing shipment of arms, ammunition, and implements of war
from its territory to either party in the rebellion. The System
could have been considered a recognition of belligerency but the
powers never specifically made a declaration of such recognition.
The exchange of notes 8et up a complicated and complex system
with B secretariat, a Non-Intervention Committee, inspection,
naval patrols, observers, prohibited commodities, and procedural
rules. Despite the well constructed plans the arrangement simply
fell apart when the Germans and Italians ignored their commitments and actively intervened with men and materiel on the side
of Franco. The System failed and the Son-Intervention Committee
never formally disbanded but simply ceased to operate. In the
face of the international agreements, the aid furnished by Italy
and Germany to the rebels was intervention, unjustified by selfPreservation, protection of nations, or any other rea8on.ns The
failure of the System was evidence that the Spanish Civil War
was "intimately related to the continental struggle between communism, fascism and democracy."'o0 The Non-Intervention SysSl

Ibid.

88
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tem was a success only in preventing hostilities from being extended to other territories.

In the analysis of the international law involved in the Spanish
Civil War, Wehherg wrote:
In the event of a n internsflanai conflict, no m e uauld consider i t Bumcient merely to apply the prmelples accepted in t h w r y and in praetiee
B generation ago for asfeguarding international peace; but in dineussing
the burning question of the Spanish Civil W a r almaiit the only principles
m e can fail back on, apart from a certain number of precedents, are
tho- enunciated about the beginning of the century, about B generation
ago
IT is t r u e t h a t trsditianal international law contains several
rules concerning c i v i l war which are still worthy of respect, but many
a i its pmciples must be eonsidered out a i date.lOl

.. . .

The experience of the international community in the Spanish
Rebellion demonstrates that not only were the rules of internatianal l a w relating to unilateral intervention in civil strife unclear
but the international community had shown that it w a s not ready
to substitute effective collective action to resolve the problem.
There was recognition of the international dangers involved and
the fact that civil strife was part of the international political
struggle.

B. ORGAYIZATIOY OF AMERICA.\-

STATES

I t should be expected that any organization of atatei of the
Western Hemisphere would include, as a fundamental principle,
a prohibition against unilateral intervention. The principle of
nonintervention had so engrossed the smaller nations of the region for so many years that it had practically become the faundation stone of their approach to international law. These nations
viewed intervention generally as somehow unlaafui. The Latin
American republics have continued to determine their hemisphere
policy on their antipathy t o intervention, which they view not in
the light of today, but as to what took place in the period up to
the mid-twenties. Moreover, their concern WVBE directed toward
intervention by the United States and not toward possible inter.
vention by other Latin nations or outside poirers. Any question
of collective intervention by these powers must be canridered
against this background. Both Dr. Calvo and Dr. Draga of .4rgen.
tina sought repeatedly, a t international conferences of American
- -~
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jurists and diplomats, to secure acceptance of a Rat rule prohibiting intervention.lO2
As early as the Havana conference in 1928 the changing position of the United States to the question of intervention could be
foreseen. Although the United States refused to accept the principle of nonintervention, the method of refusal foretold the eventual acceptance which took place a t Montivideo in 1933, when the
Good Neighbor policy was coming to full flower. The meaning of
the nonintervention principle in the eyes of the Latin American
states may be found in the "Convention an Duties and Rights of
States in the Event of Civil Strife," which was adopted in Havana
in 1928. That convention placed restrictions only on aid to inBurgents and specifically excepted aid "when intended for the
Government" unless a status of belligerency had been recagnized.103 I t is clear that the principle of nonintervention did not
apply even then t o assistance to the established povernments.
The rule of nonintervention in its application was absolute. The
overriding concern with this principle of nonintervention may be
found in its renewal, in one farm or another, a t every conference
of Latin American States continuing to the meeting a t Punta del
Este in January 1962. At that meeting the approach became a
little mare sophisticated when the Ministers of Foreign Affairs
proclaimed: "The principle of non-intervention and the rights of
peoples to organize their way of life freely in the political, economic, and cultural spheres, expressing their will through free
elections, without foreign interference."l04
Notwithstanding the historical antipathy to intervention, the
American republics have a short history of collective intervention.
The first hint of the authority f o r collective intervention came
from the Convention on Provisional Administration of European
Colonies and Possessions in the Americas, which w a ~signed in
Havana in 1940. During World War 11, the American States established a program to fight subversion within the Hemisphere.
There was no initial question of intervention, because inquiries
made, were made with the consent of the individual governments.
102 THOMAS A 1 D THOMAS, opp.oit. Bupra note 75, a t 61.
lo* Convention R w o r d h g the Dutzee and R i g h t s o i States in the Event of
Civil Strife, 1 PAPERSRELATIRCIO FORBIDS
RELATIONSOF THE U x ~ r z o
STATES,1828, a t 612 (U.S. D e d t of Stare 10411.
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I t was not until B change in government in Bolivia and in Argentina, in 1943, that the American republics agreed not to recognize
such changes in government prior to an exchange of information
between the republics concerning the circumstances af the establishment of the new government. After investigation and exchange
of information, nineteen of the states refused to recognize the
new governments. This was not collective action but it was joint
action, even though each state took individual respansibiIity.lo5
The meager beginnings of the affirmation of collective action
on the part of the American States is to be found in the Act of
Chapultepec, agreed to in Mexico City in 1945. Concerning the
Act of Chapultepec Fenwick says:

.

, , It recognizes ~n respect to the fundamenrsl right of self-defense t h a t
t h e only practical condition "pan a h i e h the individual r t s t e can be denied
the rlght t o take the Isv mta ~ t aown hands is t h a t the community BQ
B whole m u i t be prepared to take action in its o v n name 106

Nonetheless, the nonintervention principles were again reaffirmed
in Article 16 of the Charter of the Organizatipn of American
States signed a t Bogota in 1948. That Article provides:
No State or group of Staten has the right t o intervene, directly or indirectly. f o r any resion whatever, ~n the internal or external affairs of
m y other State The foregoing principle prahiblts n o t only armed force
but also any other form of interference or attempted threat against the
personality of the State or againat Its political, econamie, and evltvrai
elements.

This Article must be interpreted, however, in the light of Article
19: "Measures adwted for the maintenance of mace and security
in accordance with existing treaties do not constitute a violation
of the principles set forth in Article I5 . . . . " loThe continued reaffirmation of the principle of nonintervention
by the nations of the Americas certainly places Some limitation
on the right of individual nations to assist even the legitimate
government faced with insurrection. The region looks ta the
Organization of American States and that body will take action
only if the peace and Security of the hemisphere is a t stake. In
thie connection, the view of the Thamases i s :
Accordingly, in the event of civil strife the OAS has no power EO act
unlesi the civil itrife e o n r a m factors which endanger the peace of the
~~~

105

Fenwick, aiipra note 81. a t 668-660.
at G62.

101 Id.

20, Charier o i the Oiganuation oi Amerrem States.
I N T E R X A T I O I A L ACIB SERIES 2361 (U.S.G.P.O. 1948)
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Americas, and such factors would have to be of such 8 n a t u r e which
threstonrd the inviolability of the integrity or the sovereignty or politicsi
independence of m y American stPtes.los

I t was under such circumstances in the late forties and early
fifties that the Organization took cognizance of the activities of
the Caribbean League involving charges and counter-charges of
the threat to the nations of Central America and the Caribbean.
While nothing was done in a positive manner to reduce the threat
to regional peace by the insurrectionists based across borders ready
far attack, the OAS Council did ask that the governments abstain
from hostile acts and prevent terrorist activities on their territory.
OAS action was, a t least, a recognition of the necessity for collective action.
C.

L‘NITED NATIONS

The existence of the United Nations presents two problems
relative to the right of member nations to intervene with armed
forces to assist other nations, either members or nonmembers, in
countering insurrection or revolt. First, may the United Nations,
acting through the member nations, intervene in such civil confiict? Second, do the existence of the United Nations and the
provisions of the Charter of that international organization inhibit
unilateral intervention by member nations?
The relationship of the Organization itself to civil disputes
within nations, either members or nonmembers, is first confronted
with the provisions of Article Z ( 1 ) :
The O w m i z a t i o n and its Members, in p w s u i t of t h e Purposes stated in
Article 1, shall a c t in accordance with the following principles.
7. Nothing contained in the present Charter shall avthorire the
United Nations to intervene in matters r h i e h are es%entisily within the
domaitie jurisdictmn of any state or shall requ~re!he Members to nvbmlt
such matters !a settlement under the present Charter; bur this principle
ihall not prejudice tha apphcabon of enforcement m e a s u ~ eunder
~
Chap.
ter “‘11.

....

Inherent in this Article is the recognition of the right of a member
or state to take the action required to ~ u p p r e sa~revalt.lO’ This
would be true even without reference to Article 51:
Nothing in thz present Charter shall impair the inherent right of in.
dividual or collective aeif-defense if an armed attack occurs s g a i m t a
108
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member of the Cnited Nations, until the Security Council hsa taken the
m e a ~ u r e sna'essary to maintain mternafionsi peace and security.

There are grounds for arguing that Article 51 is speaking only in
terms of an armed attack from without. The sense of Chapter
VI1 of the Charter would appear to concern itself only with the
problem of maintaining international peace or of a conflict endangering the peace and security internationally rather than intranationally.
Professor Claude has addressed himself to this problem as
follawa :
The Charter undertakes t o inhibit rho v i e of farce ~n international reis.
tians, but i t does not sddresr ltaelf with e q w l clarity to the problem of
organized vmlence within the territory of a state. In principle, It C m mita the United Nations t o the maintenance of international peace, l e s v
zng the internal affairs of member atstes t o national management
Thus, It may be snggestad t h a t the Charter concentrates on the problem
af m t e r n s t m a l WBI, ~ m ~ r mthe
e issue of civil war except in cases
ahere domeatie strife appears likely to develop significant international
ramifications. The Charter's concern with war m a n g states is absolute;
ITS concern with UBI withm states 1s condltionai.ll0

...

The problem is one of determining whether the civil conflict
within a nation is of such a nature that it involves a breach of
the peace and is a threat to international security. If not, the
United Satians would have no jurisdiction in the matter. And
even if it were clear that the conflict did involve international
security, the state would have authority to defend itself either
alone or in company with athers as a part of the right of collective
security until such time as the security Council did take action. In
connection with this problem of a determination of when a breach
of the peace occurs, Quincy Wright says it "exists ahenever hostilities occur between armed forces controlled by governments
de jaeto or de jure a t opposite sides of an international recognized
frontier."lll Such a definition can be interpreted to include resistance of armed bands of insurgents entering the nation from
the territory of B contiguous state. Thus, civil strife even without
the intervention of foreign P O W E ~ Scould constitute a breach of
the peace if the conflict is af such intensity that it would be recopnized as a state of belligerency.
On one occasion, e t least, when there was no mason f a r the
Russian renresentative to have a bias on the cluestion. the Russians
110 Claude, The United iNcltrvns and the Cse o/ Force, Internatlanal Coneiliatmn. March 1961, PP. 325, 326.
i l l Wright. w p r o note 14, at 615
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have considered civil conflicts as falling within the Charter. General Slavin, during the debates leading to the Geneva Conventions
stated:

. . . Since the creation of the Organization of the UnitPd Nations. thia
question seemed settled. Article 2 of t h e Charter provided t h a t Member
States must ensure peace and world m w i t y , They could therefore not
be indifferent to the ewliation of hostilities, no matter thp charaetar or
loeallzation of the Conflict. Coionini and civil wars therefore corne within
the purview of international Iaw.ll*

Professor Jessup agreed that the Security Council could find a
civil conflict as a "threat to the peace'' under Article 39 and take
appropriate steps under the Charter."a The Thomases are in
apparent conflict with this view when they say, "The Charter
doe8 not contemplate coliective action in a civil war within a state
to maintain or restore the internal peace of that state.' They proceed, however, t o 8ay that if such internal conflict is B threat to
international peace then collective intervention would be proper
based upon a theory of "prior consent" to such intervention.1" If
prior consent is granted by signing the Charter, seemingly intervention by nonmembers states is precluded.
As to the authority of the Charter in the domestic area, hl. S.
Rajan, in his work an this subject, points out that John Foster
Dulles a s one of the authors of the article on domestic jurisdiction
stated a t San Francisco that the nonintervention clause relating
to domestic jurisdiction was a broad principle subject to evolution, Rajan notes that this clause is controversial because of "indifferent drafting, diffuse meaning and the discussion thereon
was unreal for the purpose of interpretation.''lls The record of
the United Nations in ita various organs an the problem of dameatic jurisdiction has not been a restrictive one. From the earliest
measures brought before the United Nations there has been little
hesitancy to consider probiems which might have been avoided by
a strict application to the domestic jurisdiction provisions. The
Organization considered the Greek conflict, domestic though it
appeared, justifying E N action by virtue of the border disputes
with Yugoslavia and Bulzaria. The Security Council considered
the Indoneaia question despite the objection of The Netherlands
that the matter was a domestic question.
111 28 F I N A L RECom OF THE DIPLOMATIC CONFERESCE OF GENEVA OF 1848
14 (Swisa Federal Political Dep't 1848).
11s See J E B ~ U P ,
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114 See TRoYA8 AND THOMAS, op. o t t . mpra note 73, st 225.
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The views of the Asaembly were expressed in the resolution
adopted on 17 November 1950: "Whatever the weapons used, any
aggression whether committed openly or by fomenting strife in
the interest of a foreign Power, or otherwise is the gravest of all
crimes against peace and security throughout the world."116Ambassador Lodge expressed the United States view when he said,
"If the United Nations cannot deai with indirect aggression, the
United Nations will break UP.''^^^
The experience of the United Nations in the Conga demonstrates
the evolution of the Charter. The original appeal to the United
States was declined and President Eisenhower advised the C m g b
lese leaders that American assistance would have to be through
the United Nations.11s Although it may be argued that the United
Nations originally entered upon its Congo adventure based upon
the threat to international peace by the failure of Belgium to
observe the Treaty of Friendship, the secessionist problems created by Katanga soon began to engage the attention of the international body and the Congo accepted UN intervention on UN
terms. The Secretary General originally declared that the UN
would not be entitled ta "take any action which would make them
a party to internal conflicts in the country."'" Despite the best
of intentions by the Secretary General and the organs of the
United Nations, subsequent events have clearly projected the
organization, particularly the Secretariat, into the internal conflict of the Congo, to include the use of military force. Although
written before the Congo operation, the views of Rajan are
significant:
It is quite clear from these actions ~n eases in which objections on the
grounds of domestic jurmdiction were v i g o i o ~ s l y raised that both the
prmeipsl organs of the United Nations, which are empowered ta reeommend peaceful adjustment of situations of lemer gravity than threat to
peace, breaches of peace and B C U O ~ Pof a g g l e ~ s i o ndealt with in Chapter
VI1 of the Charter, have done so without any apparent inhibition by
reason of the general rule stated m the Arst part of Art& 2(7).'20

The faregoing analysis of three efforts at collective action by
the communitv of nations does not evidence any change in the
116 Resolution 380. Fifth Seraion. ~ e eYEARBOOK
OF T ~ UNlTED
E
NATIONS
150, at ZOa (U.N.Pub. Sales No. 1951.1.24).
111 U. S. Dep't of State, T h e Lebanese Complaint tn tho SeouFlfy Council,
89 D E P ' ~ STATE BULL. 195 (nsn).
118 Gsrdner, auyra note 82, at 813.
11s Miller, Legal Asprota of the United N n t i o w Action m the Canpo, 65
AM.J. INT'L L. 1 1 11961).
110 RAJAY, op, CIL. airpro note 116, at 350.
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principles upon which the law of intervention is based. On the
contrary, the international effort has been to emphasize these
principles of national independence and self-defense. In fact, the
organizations have accepted these principles as foundation stones
of their own existence.
Doe8 membership in an international organization inhibit the
member nations in their individual right to intervene in civil
confiicts? The answer to this question is not so unequivocal. Should
the United Nations or the Organization af American States preempt the area, unilateral aid by a member nation to the estab.
lished government under attack would he not only redundant but
improper and contrary ta the Charter. Certainly either organization has jurisdiction to intervene even in civil conflicts if a threat
to international peace is judged to exist. In the more likely situatian that the UN or OAS may fail to act, assistance must come
from individual member states. The Charters recognize the right
of individual and collective self-defense. The customary rules of
international law vis-a-vis intervention have not become more restrictive by any nonintervention policies w i t t e n into the Charters
when the organizations fail to act. When the international bodies
do act, the members are thereafter precluded from taking unilateral action.

V. COUNTERINSURGENCY SINCE WORLD WAR I1
To reach any conclusion as to the lawfulness of a particular
foreign policy, it is first well to relate the act to B legal concept.
In this article the act of offering assistance by military force to
nations fighting insurgents was by historical survey found to be a
form of intervention. The first m u w e of the law of intervention is
customary law taken from the analyses and expression of jurists
and writers of authority in the law. Their views are based on the
custom and historical experience of the past two centuries. This
customary law then must be related to other sources of international law which, in this case, are the multinational organizations,
of which the United States is a member. From these sources of
international law, general rules and principles have been established. It is then necessary to ascertain the specific facts af the
policy to be judged and measure these facts against the rules to determine the legality af the policy under consideration,
The facti of the policy of assistance to other nations combating
insurgents must be analyzed. I t is therefore appropriate to exA 0 0 QOWB
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amine three examples of assistance to foreign governments engaged in c i v i l conflicts-Greece, Lebanon, and Hungary.
A. GREECE
The first significant civil canfiict with international implication8
fallowing World War I1 was that which took place in Greece In
truth, the canfiict in Greece began during World War 11 when the
communist partisan Army. ELAS, began to vie for control in
postwar Greece. Communists in all nations occupied by the Axis
powers carried on the same program of preparation for wars of
liberation. The Greek effort was the first to come to fruition. All
those nations whose governments were disrupted by Warid War I1
were to "find themselves unhappily placed in the frontline of a
revolutionary contest."lzl
Greece particularly fits the pattern of a country ripe for the attention of the communist world and an attempt to gain control of
the Government. Greece stood as a buffer nation between the Soviet
homeland and another part of the communist empire, Albania.
The borders of Greece an Yugoslavia, Albania, and Bulgaria provided a haven for the communist armed bands. The neighboring
communist controlled countries not only provided a haven but
actively supported such armed bands. Greece complained to the
United Nations that these armed bands had been instigated as
part of 8. general political conspiracy.'2' From the second through
the fifth 8essions of the General Assembly the problem of guerrillas operating across the borders of Greece was raised but no
effective action was taken by the United
Before the end of the war, it was British troops in Greece that
maintained B noncommunist government there. British assistance
to Greece continued until February 1941, At that time the British
informed the United States that they could no longer support
Greece as the financial burden was too great and British troops
would be removed, and Greece requested aid of the United States.'?'
From this came the development and enunciation of the Truman
Doctrine toward Greece and Turkey. This policy, as announced
by President Truman, declared:

__
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I believe that it must be the poliey of the United States to mppoIt
peoples who are residing attempted subjugation by armed minmities or
by outride p i e s ~ ~ u r e1. believe that we must aariit free peoples to work
out their own destinies in their own way. I k i i e v e that our help ahovid
be primarily through economic and financial aid which is e m ~ n t i dto
~ o n o m i estabiiity and orderly political processes.116

This declaration accompanied a request to the Congress for an
initial outlay of $400,000,000 to assist in resisting aggression. To
counter charges of illegal American intervention, the United States
argued it had the right ta assist the legitimate governments in
fights against illegal intervention by three neighbors. Recourse to
the United Nations was impractical because "The United Nations
,
. are not in a position to extend help of the kind that is required."'*' Economic aid was accompanied by military assistance
and advice. The economic buildup of Greece and military assistance plus the defection of Yugoslavia from the communist bloc
resulted in the stabilization of the government of Greece and its
maintenance within the community of free nations. I t is noteworthy that during the whole period, the British maintained a
farce of 3,000 men in Salonika who took no part in the guerrilla
warfare but served as a stabilizing influence.

.

B. LEBANON
A different situation was presented by the landing of troops in
Lebanon in implementation of the Eisenhower (now American)
Doctrine in 1958. During the previous year the Congress had
granted the President formal authority to commit economic and
military aid to the countries of the Near and Middle East. Even
a t t h a t time the United States was careful to seek to avoid the
charge of intervention by stating that aid would go only to those
nations requesting such aid and that American troops would not
be used if a country succumbed to communism due to internal
At the time. the United States refused a Russian
suggestion for Setting up a concert of great powers "to arrogate
to themselves decisions on matters of \sital importance to the
nations of the Middle Eaet," because the U.S. policy of non-intervention was inconsistent with such an approach.'gi
126 Aid to Greece and T w h e y , Address by President Truman t o Joint
Session of Conmess, March 12, 1847.
1zB GRUER, op. oit. mp70 note 76, at 270.
127 I d . st 282.
IZsU. S. Dep't of State, United State8 Replira l o Soviet P~opoaolsj o r Ds~1am.Btim
m Middie East, 36 DEP'T STATE BULL. 523 ( 1 8 5 7 ) .
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On the 11th of May, 1958, President Chamoun of Lebanon advised Ambassador McClintock that he might ask for assistance of
United States armed forces. The Ambassador told President
Chamoun that United States aid could not be invoked unless the
integrity of Lebanon was threatened and the forces of Lebanon
were insufficient. Further the United States would expect Lebanon
to file a complaint with the Security Council of the United Nations,
that some Arab States should be prepared to publicly support the
Lebanon appeal and if the United States assisted, it “would not be
an issue of the internal question of the Lebanese presidential eleetion.” Although the bulk of the rebellious forces were Lebanese,
there were outsiders and outside support. On this basis Lebanon
did appeal to the Security Council, which organ agreed to send
observers, who arrived on 12 June. On 14 July the royal family of
Iraq was murdered and conflict threatened the entire Near East.
On that day President Chamoun officially asked for United States
assistance. The first United States forces landed on 15 July. On
the same date, Great Britain sent troops to Jordan to sustain the
independence of that nation.1ns President Eiaenhower justified the
actions on the basis of an insurrection fostered by Cairo, Damascus, and Moscow and said: “The avowed purpose of these activities
was to overthrow the legally constituted Government of Lebanon
and to install by violence a government which would subordinate
the independence of Lebanon to the policies of the United Arab
Republic.”l3Q
Clearly there was an invitation from the government of Lebanon
to the United States to intervene with armed forces and this invitation was in no way a coerced invitation, There is evidence of
Egyptian and Russian aggression although it was not massive.
Though it has been argued that the landing was also to protect
United States property and citizens, there is little evidence of need
for such protection. Here, too, the United States first sought effective help to Lebanon from the United Nations. The right of eaoperative self-defense under Article 5 1 of the United Nations
Charter was also cited by President Eisenhower, though this
Article refers to armed attack and such was never alleged by
Lebanon.1a1
Ils Mcclinfock, T h e Amsrioan Landmgs tn Lebanon, United States Naval
Institute Praceedmga, Oct. 1861, p. 6 6 .
Is0 Messsge TO Congress from Preaident Eisenhower, July 16, 1958.
131 Patter, Legal Aaprois of the Bsirut L a d i n # , 5 2 AH. J. I I T L L. 727, 728
(1958).
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C. HUNGARY

A third example is a classic instance of intervention a s understood by the writers and jurists. This was the military intervention of Russia in Hungary in 1966. I t is to be noted that the USSR
had two treaties with Hungary forbidding intervention. Article 5
of the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance
concluded a t Moscow on 18 February 1948 binds the parties to
"mutual respect of each other's sovereignty and independence a s
well as nonintervention in each other's internal affairs." Article 8
of the Warsaw Pact lays down the same rule. Notwithstanding,
Russia claimed to have intervened in the uprising by invitation
and on the basis of the Warsaw Pact which authoriied the stationing of Russian troops in Hungary.182 Russia argued that a member
of the Hungarian government asked for military aid. The truth
of the matter is, however, that the established and legitimate
government was that headed by Premier N a m and the government
headed by Kadar who asked for the aid was a government e s t a b
lished by the military power of the Soviet.la8 The intervention of
Russian military power was thus to assist either an insurgent force
or a t least it was to assist a government which under no circumstances represented the will of the people. I t was not a government
which had come to power by constitutional means.

D. SUMMARY
Greece, Lebanon and Hungary are not the only examples of civil
eonfliet since World War 11, a period marked by something less
than internal stability. Other revolte, such as those against colonial
powers have been omitted for they involve other issues which
could only cloud a study and search for the guiding rules of international law. The examples of Viet Nam and the Huk activities in
the Philippines would not add additional or different factors for
analysis. The conflicts in Greece, Lebanon, and Hungary serve to
point out that the revolutionary contests with which the world is
now concerned are a part of the international struggle against
communism. They are conflicts instigated by outside powers to
destroy the legitimate governments. The free world is seeking
not to maintain the status qua nor is it fomenting rebellion on
those nations where the government is not under its control. The
words of Wehberg are pertinent to the acts of the communists;
191
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I n sn age of tatsiitarian ideas, however, the danger that B forelin
Power may prevent the outbreak of r e v o l v t m 19 cansidered smsllir than
the danger that B Government may endeavor t o foster a r w o l u t m by

direct or indsrect means ~n order to help CD power B movement wlth
which It IS m political sympathy ~n some other mmtiy.L14

These views expressed prior ta World War I1 fit the situation in
today's world when nations battle not for territory but f o r political
The United States intervention in Greece and Lebanon, though
vastly different i n operation, were much alike in legal concept. In
each case, the entry of the United States armed farces into the
arena of counterinsurgency was with the consent of the established
and legitimate government. Even mare, the entry was a t the
urgent request of a government fighting for its existence. The
request \%,asnot a qlcid pro quo for economic aid but the request
was made because the nation seeking the military aid was on the
threshold of disaster. No coercion tainted the consent.
Nor do the Greece and Lebanon examples of aid to the legitimate
government fit into the reasoning of Hall who would forbid intervention in civil strife against the rebels because there 18 doubt a s
to the outcome of the conflict. There was doubt as to the outcome
in Greece and Lebanon but this was not because the rebels so
obviously represented the will of the people. Rather, there was
doubt of the outcome because the rebel forces were an international force supported and maintained from abroad. The uncertainty was not because the people of the nation were divided but
because the measure of outside assistance, provided the minority
in rebellion, weighted the scales against the constitutional government. The established government could not cope with the conflict
because it was unable to pit its strength against the combined
power of the communist world.
The United States operations in Greece and Lebanon were unilateral actions to enforce international law. The policy was quite
properly counterintervention to assist the government in power to
resist the illegal intervention of third states. Nor was the action
af the United States in contravention of the United Nations
Charter. The Security Council action had been ineffective and had
not reached the stage where collective self-defense on the part of
member nationa was barred.
184 Wehberg, Civil W
7.
and International Lab. THE WORLD CRISIS 165
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Compare the facts bearing on the lawfulness of United States
policy i n Greece and Lebanon and t h a t of Russia in Hungary.
Soviet tanks defied the treaty agreements solemnly made by the
Soviet government with the government of Hungary. If a request
were actually made by any force in Hungary, i t was certainly not
by the constitutional government. There was much evidence of
coercion for any request which may have been made. In the Hungarian situation, the Hall argument against intervention where the
outcome is in doubt has merit. No outside assistance was available to the established government to thwart the will of the people.
The legal argument of counterintervention does not exist to sustain Soviet action before the tribunals of the world.

VI.

COXCLUSIONS

The United States is now embarked on a program f a r providing
military assistance ta governments combating communist inspired revolutionists. Thia policy is in response to the declared
intention of the communist world to intervene in uprisings
throughout the world. Unlike the communists, the United States
seeks always t o carry aut its foreign policy in consonance with
the rule of law. This article has been devoted to resolving the
question of the lawfulness of the counterinsurgency policy of the
United States as it has been practiced and to determine the legal
limitations, if any, on this policy.
There is legal justification and authority under international
law t o provide the assistance of armed forces of the United States
to foreign governments in their battle against insurgency. The
action of the United States is a form of intervention permissible
under international law.
The analysis of the international law of intervention revealed
that intervention was prohibited when either of t n o basic principles were violated. First, intervention is prohibited when the act
of intervention subverts the principle of national independence of
any nation so as to deny the people the right to determine their
a w n form of government. The counterinsurgency program of the
United States seeks not to violate this principle but instead to
insure this right. The assistance of the United States armed
forces has not been offered t o any government so as t o deny the
will of the people but ta guarantee that foreign force will not be
successful in placing the people under a government not of their
choosing. The historical acceptance by the United States of the
AGO DOWS
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right of revolution has not been reversed. The doctrine has been
traditionally supported by the United States as a safeguard to
national independence. Acceptance by United States of the doetrine should not be misunderstood or misinterpreted ta serve as
an invitation to other powers to instigate and aid in the overthrow
of constitutional government.
Secondly, intervention is unlawful when it interferes with the
principle of the right of self-defense, The counterinsurgency
policy of the United States, as it is conceived and as it has been
practiced, rather than interfering with a nation's right of selfdefense, supports and assists in collective self-defense with other
like-minded powers. The concept of United States intervention
is to assist and not to impose the will of the United States on a
state already an the brink of disaster.
The United States policy of counterinsurgency is not in violation of international law and is in fact a positive policy in Support
of the rule of law. The policy is designed to counter the unlawful
acts of other states which have taken it upon themselves to unlawfully intervene in the domestic matters of ather poners. I t is
the positive policy of the communist world to initiate, foster, and
support revolt. Their policy is to deny the people of other states
the exercise of their free will. Such unlawful and prohibited intervention clearly calls for sanctions ta enforce international l a w
Until all nations practice "nonintervention," states must be able
to iaok to others in the community of nations for assistance to
resist unlawful intervention.
The practices of the United States in counterinsurgency have
been permissible interventions. The United States has recognized
not only the farm but the substance of the law in the appilcatiou
of this policy. Consent, evidenced by a request for aid, has not
been coerced.
The United States has consistently deferred ta the international
organizations and given these bodies an opportunity to consider
and take action where there is B threat ta the peace. When the
international organization has taken action, the United States
has cooperated fully. The assistance of the United States has
been material and not merely vocal. I t has only been when the
international action has been ineffective or when the organization has failed to act that the United States has taken unilateral
action. Full recognition has been given to the international efforts
a t collective intervention.
82
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There is, then, ample authority and justification under international law for assistance to governments fighting revolutionisb
as the policy has been practiced by the United States. The United
States policy makers are fully aware of the limitations an their
authority. Careful and documented evidence of foreign assistance
to revolutionists by outside forces should continue to be sought
before military assistance is proffered. Although the Truman
and American Doctrines have been enunciated, aid should not be
given in the absence of a request, and a request untainted by
duress. No actions inimical to the policies and activities of the
United Nations or the Organization of American States have been
undertaken nor should they be. The United States has recognized
the superior jurisdiction of those bodies when they have chosen
to act and this limitation must continue to be observed.
Intervention by the armed forces of the United States to sustain
the independence of other nations under the threat of communist
supported insurrection is permissible. Within limitations which
have been observed, this United States policy is justified under
international law.
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BY MAJORJACKH. CROUCHET?*
I.

IXTRODUCTIOS
A.

GEYERAL

"[Tlhe public regards the acceptance of gratuities by its s e w ants with grave suspicion."'
The United States Court af Military Appeals made the above
quoted observation in r m t e d States D. Marke7',z the first opinion
of the Court concerning an offense similar tu bribery or graft.
Although the accused civilian in t h a t case had induced a Japanese
factory owner t o be8tow expensire favors upon him, he was
charged only with service discrediting conduct. The accused was
indeed the recipient of a gratuity other than thaae alleged in the
specifications in that he escaped prosecution for the more serious
offenses of bribery and graft.
The practice of reciting the acts of the accused, and alleging
t h a t such acts were Service discrediting, had been established in
military law long before the United States Court of Xilitary
Appeals came into existence.$ Prior to X a ~ k e there
~ , had been
nu reported military cases in which the appellate agency required
t h a t the proof relate to every element of the offenses of bribery
and graft prohibited by the United States Statutes. There were
indeed many cases similar to bribery and graft, but the sufficiency
of the specifications was usually measured by the resulting discrediting conduct rather than the elements of the aubatantire
-Thin article was adapted from a thesis presented t o The Judge Advocate
General's School, U S. Army, Charlotteswlle. Virginia. whlle the author w a s
a member of the Tenth Career Course. The O D ~ and
~
Beon elusion^ presented herein are those oi the author and do n o t n e e e ~ ~ a i i lrepresent
y
the
view3 a i The Judge Advocate General's Sehaal or any. other .eove~nmenfal
aeenev.
I .
* * JAGC. U. S. A r m y : Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, Headquarters.
Seventh United States Army: L L B., 1949. St Gouin University: admitted
t o practice m t h e State of Texas and before the Umted States Supreme
C o u r t , the United States District Court, Eastern Dirtrlet of Texas, snd the
Unrted States Court of Military Appeala.
1 United States V. Xlarker. 1 CSCMA 393, 398, 3 CMR 127, 132 (19521
1 United States V. Marker.,~
1 U S C I A 393 , 3 CDfR 127 (,.
1..
4.L I i
See CM 328248, Richardson, 77 BR 1, 18 (1048).
~
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offense as defined by statute.’ In Mavker, the Court pointed out
that the acceptance of gifts by Army officers from persons with
whom they are engaged in the transaction of business had repeatedly been held to be a violation of Article of War 96.6 and
that the accused’s misconduct was further borne out by the fact
that it was condemned by then existing Army regulations.
The Marker case emphasizes the lack of understanding and the
need for a comprehensive study of the military offenses of bribery
and graft. The facts in that case were such that either of the
offenses might properly have been alleged. The offensescommitted
by the accused were precisely the kind af offenses prohibited by
United States statutes then in effeet,l but the accused was nonetheless charged only with prejudicial conduct in violation of
Article of War 96.
The distinction between bribery, graft, and service discrediting
conduct based upon the unlawful giving or acceptance of things
of value has always been confusing to military appellate agencies.
This fact is well illustrated by an early case’ in which the accused
had been convicted of bribery. The United States Court of Miiitary Appeals expressed the opinion that the offense was not
bribery but similar to graft. In a separate opinion, the Chief
Judge expressed his view that the offense was neither bribery nor
similar to graft.

B. DEFINITIONS OF BRIBERY A N D GRAFT
The offenses of bribery and graft are similar in that certain
elements of the offenses are common to both. The military offense
of briberyis generally defined as the promising, offering, or giving to, or the asking, accepting or receiving by, one occupying an
official position or having official duties, of something of value
with the corrupt intent to have influenced the official decision or
action of such person, with respect to an official matter.8 Graft,
on the other hand, prohibits public officials from unlawfully receiving any award or remuneration for services rendered or to
be rendered in connection with any official matter in which the
4 See i b d .
6 Now UNIMRMCODEOP MILITARYJUSTJCE[hereinafter cited as UCMJ]
art. 134.
6 Act of June 25.19118, C. 645, $ 8 201-2.62 Stat. 685. 691 (1948).
7 United States s. Alexander. S USCMA 346.12 CMR 102 (1963).
8 A C M 10050, Gradurn, 18 CMR 667. Pat. denied, 6 USCMA 812, 19 CMR
41s (1965).
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United States is interested,' and it does not matter whether the
official matter wa8 performed with a corrupt intent.1° The United
States Court of Military Appeals has looked to civilian authorities
f o r assistance and approved the following definition of graft.
Advantage or personal gain received bee~uaeof p e e d i a l position (I?
superior induenee of one holding position if trust and eonndenee without
rendering cornpenastory services, OF dishonest trsnaaetion in reisition to
pubhe or official acts, and sometime implies theft, eoriuption, diahoneatg,
fraud, or swindle, and always want of i n t a g r i W l

The gravamen of the offense of graft is the extraction of private
gain from another while holding a peculiar position of influence,
or a dishonest transaction in relation to public or official aets.lz
In each offense, there is an unlawful offer or acceptance, an
official position, a thing of value, and an officialmatter. In bribery
there is the additional element of a corrupt intent to influence the
official decision or act, In graft, the additional element is the
compensation for services rendered or to be rendered.
The offenses of bribery and graft are loglcalty considered together because of their similarity. The United States Court of
Military Appeals and the boards of review seldom discuss one
without referring to the other. In discussing an element common
to both offenses, an appellate body will sometimes refer to the
offenses jointly although it appears that only one o r the other is
pertinent.13
The reported cases strongly suggest that accuser8 experience a
great amount of difficulty in selecting the proper offense with
which to charge an accused and are sometimes unaware that there
m e , in fact, separate and distinct offenses of bribery and graft."
There are other cases in which the accuser obviously intended to
charge the accused with either bribery or graft but failed in both
because of the omission of an element essential to both offenses.16
The confusion is not restricted to the armed forces. A recognized authority on the law of crimes states that the subject of
bribery and graft is covered by Article 127 of the Unifonn Code
9

ACM 11616, Hoke, 21 CMR 681, pet. denied. 7 USCMA 765, 21 CMR 340

(1956).

United States, 189 F.2d 44 (6th Cir. 1 9 5 2 ) .
United States V. Alexander, 3 USCMA 346, 349, 12 CMR 102. 105 (1953).
See dissent of Quinn, C.J., in United States V. Alexander, 8uwa note 11.
ACM 5541, Standiey, 9 CMR 610 (19521.
lrCM 201997, Mdlon. 6 BR 351 (1934).
16 See, e.&, ACM 11615, Hoke, 21 CMR 681, get. denid, '
I USCMA 166,
21 CMR 340 (1966).
10 Razete v.

11

11
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of Military Justice under the related offense of extortion.16 This

statement is, of course, completely erroneous.
C.

HISTORY OF T H E OFFENSES

An early definition of bribery suggeats that the offense could
not be committed unless the thing of value was corruptly accepted
by a "man in judicial place."" This appears to be an unwarranted
restriction of the application of the offense or, if it was an accurate
definition, the offense was more broadly defined shortly thereafter.
Blackstane states that "bribery is where a Judge or other person
concerned in the administration of justice takes any undue reward
to influence his behavior in office."" Even Blackstone's definition
has been liberally interpreted in the United States from the earliest
times. A police officer could be indicted a t common law for bribery
because the courts held that bribery was the offering of any undue
reward or remuneration to any public officer or other person entrusted with a public duty with a view ta infiuencing his behavior
in the discharge of his duties."
In modern times, the common law offense of bribery was further
enlarged to include any person whose ordinary profession or business relates ta the administration af public justicez0 and to legis.
lative officers.z1 I t then became commonly accepted that any per80" whose official canduct was in any way connected with the
administration of the Government was a proper subject of the
offense of bribery.%*The extent to which the offense has been
enlarged is reflected in its definition by a modern authority who
states that bribery is "the voluntary giving or receiving of anything of value in corrupt payment for an official act, done or to be
done."23
Although bribery wm a misdemeanor at common law,p4 the
statutes in the states of the L'nited States usually make bribery a
felony and generally prohibit the offense in Several separate ~ e c tians mrtaininn t o different officials who mav be bribed. In mast
16 see CLARK A N D MUISXALL, A TRWIBE OS THE LAW OF CRIMES, 910 n. 3s
(6th ed., Wingeraby Rev. 1958).
1-3 C o n . INSTITUTES 146 (1680).
1 8 4 BLACK~TONE.
COMIEXTARIES 138 ( 1 7 8 7 ) .
19 State V. Miles, 89 Me. 142. 36 Atl. 70 (1896).
10 See State V. Hsrrah, 101 WY.Va.300,131 S.E. 654 (1926).
11 See State v Sullivan, 110 Mo. ADP. 75, S4 S.W. 105 (1904).
22 See Commonwealth V. Benediet, 114 Pa. Supp. 183, 173 Atl. 850 (1834).
28 2 BISHOP, NEW C R l M l X l L LAW 51 (8th ed. 1892).
1.2 BISXOP, NDW CRTMINAL
LAW54 (8th ed. 1892).
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states, the different offenses are defined by statute. The statutes
may apply to particular officers only, as judicial officer^,'^ legislative or executive officers,2' or they may apply to other persons not
regularly compensated by the state government such as witnesses
upon B triaLZ7 It is not unusual for the legislatures to prohibit
bribes even to persons who are in no way connected with the state
government such as officerssSor employeesPPof public institutions,
representatives of a labor
and even players and
referees in sporting events.a'
The laws of the various states have not only increased the number of persons who may be regarded as potential offenders but the
mope of the offense is being enlarged upon. Recently there has
developed m offense which has come t o be known as commercial
bribery relating to unfair trade practices. This offense has been
described as "the advantage which one competitor m u r e 8 over
his fellow competitors by his secret and corrupt dealing with
employees or agents of prospective purchasers."*2

D. CORRL'PTION I N G O V E R S M E N T
A public official occupies a position which, because of the nature
of the duties he is required to perform, offers him an opportunity
to bestow favor upon individuals with private interests. A litigant
is interested in the decision of the presiding judge; R defendant
is vitally interested not only in the decision of the court but every
member of the j u r y ; and almost all persons have an interest in
the laws enacted by the legislature.
The primary loyalty of a public official must be to the government which compensates him for his services. He can render his
services properly to such government only if he renders them with
undivided loyalty, without conflicting interests. Throughout the
history of the United States, and the states within the United
States, however, there have been instances of corruption within
each branch of the Government. Prior to the enactment of laws
* b See State V. Henning, 38 Ind. 189 (1870) i State V. C u r i e , 85 Tex. 18
( 1 8 7 2 ) ; State". Luak. 16 WVa. 767 (18801.
*ISee People V. Jsehne, 103 N.Y. 182, 8 N.E.571 (1886).
27 See N.Y.PENAL Law
879.
1 8 See Prasecuring Attorney V. Judge, 59 Xieh. 529, 26 N.W. 694 (1886).
*8C/. ARIZ.RRI. STAT.515-818 (1958).
30 See N.Y.PEXu. L A W D 380.
81 See N.Y.PENALLAW 5 882.
81 American Distilling Co. Y. Wiacanain Liquor Ca., 104 F.Zd 582, 585
(7th Cir. 1939).
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granting higher pay to public officials, many officials, especially
among the state legislators, were in debt to persons with private
interests who contributed substantially to obtaining the official's
position. Law pay and a lack of prestige made lower officials
particularly susceptible to corruption. Unscrupulous person8 with
private interests sought to capitalize upon such unfavorable conditions.38
The method of enticing public officials in modern times is more
refined. The registered lobbyist may attempt through favors to
put the public official under a feeling of personal obligation so
that the legislator no longer believes that his primary obligation
is to the public but rather to his benefa~tor.~'A firm desiring
government contracts may offer to a contracting officer certain
gratuities which, on their face, appear to be within the realm of
acceptable amenities. The extent to which such favors extended
in World War I1 was rwealed in Hearings on the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation where the evidence reflected that one Detroit
manufacturer alone spent and charged to the cast of war contracts
the following sums:
Jew e1r y
Liquor (in cases)
Night Club8
Gifts
Unexplained

8

65,495

22,331
35,822
25,639

132,64686

I t is frequently difficultto determine when the acceptance of a
favor is not predicated upon a past or future consideration or
favor. Most legislators are showered with gifts from their canstituments which, if returned, might came embarrassment. A
contracting or inspecting officer who inspects a government project
will frequently be offered small gratuities which may or may not
be mere expressions of a cordial relationship.86 When the contract
is big or the competition is keen, the temptation of the donor
will be greater even if he does not consciously expect a favor in
return.
see generaiiy, ALLEN, OUR SOWREIGN STATE (1940)
see DOUOUS, EPHLCS rh- GOVERNMENT (1952).
Study of €&construction Finance Corporation: Hearings Before B Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, 82d Congress,
1st Seas., L d m g Polzw, Pt 2, at 1038-1038.
81This artiele ilj limited to B consideration of whether the ~eeeptanee01
giving of grahitiea amount$ to bribery or g r a f t
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E. STATUTES PROHlBlTlNG T H E OFFENSES
The United States Congress early enacted various statutes punishing the unlawful offer or acceptance of gratuities which had
formerly been punishable a t common
Laws have been enacted from time to time to extend the scope of the offense and to
increase the n o u n of Dersons to whom amlieable. The most recent
revision of ;tat&
expands this legislation under the general
heading of conflicts of i n t e r e a t .
Crimes involving the corruption of public officials are currently
punishable under the various provisions of Title 18, United States
Code. These statutes were comprehensively revised and amended
i n 1962.88Section 201 by definition brings numerous categories of
persons-Government employees, members of Congress and others
-under the jurisdiction and supervision of this act, I t tends to
clarify and make uniform the acts of bribery and the intent or
purpose making these unlawful. This section sets out maximum
penalties making specific exemption for payment of reasonable
expense for ordinary or expert witnesses.s@ Section 202 seta up
by definition those employees of government in Legislative and the
Executive Branch subject to the conflict of interest provisions by
establishing a category called "special government employees."
Such personnel constitute those perscm of intermittent and temporary employment as contrasted with those who have full-time
employment. Such personnel are employed with or without compensation to perform temporary duties for not more than 130 days
in any period of 365 consecutive days. This provision applies to
officers of the armed forces on active duty including those in the
Reserve and National Guard on voluntary extended active duty,
but makes those officers of the Reserve and National Guard on
active duty for training or placed an involuntary active duty special government employees.40 Enlisted personnel are specifically
3 7 United
1,, 9 0 6-,
1

... .

States

V.

Green, 136 Fed 618 i N D X.Y.1, s,q'd 199 U.S. 601

Pub. L. 80.87.848. 87th Congress (Oet. 23, 19621,78 Stat. 11191126, 18 U.S.C. 19 201.208, 218 iSupp. IV, 1963).
m 18 U.S.C. .
S 201 1Suoo.
. . . IV.. 18631.
.
40 Officers of the armed farces an aetlve duty are subject to the fvil impact
of thia iegislation whether Regular. Reserve, or Natlonal Guard. Those
officers voluntarily serving more than 130 day8 s
.m treated 8 s any other
government employee. Those offieern aerving l e s ~than 130 daya in any
866.day period sre classified 8 9 ipeeml government employees. Those officers
of the Reserve and Piatianal Guard serving pursuant to involuntary recall
regardless of the period of time in excess of 180 days ale elaasified as iipwiai
government employees a%it would cause uniuitified hardship to iubleet them
3[ See
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e~cluded.'~
Members of Congress, officers, and employees of Legislative, Executive or Judicial Branches are prohibited from receiving compensation for services for representation in proceedings
before Federal departments or agencies in which the Government
is a party or has a n interest. Exception is made for special employees so long as the matter is not one in which he participated
as a government employee or was not employed in excess of 60
days in any one 366-day ~ e r i a d . ' ~Members of Congress are Bpecifically forbidden to practice before the Court of Claims,'B and
in addition officers and employees of the Executive, Legislative,
and Judicial Branches, its departments and agencies, shall not act
a s a n agent or attorney in the prosecution of any claim, or in which
the United States has an interest except in the discharge of their
official duties. Special employees are treated in a similar matter
as in the exception above." Retired officers while not on active
duty not otherwise employees of the United States Government
are not subject to these conflict of interest provisions.45 Former
government officers or employees are permanently barred from
matters with which they had a direct connection and a r e further
barred for one year in any other matter in which the Government
had an interest. If one partner is Subject to any of theae provisions,
the same ban applies ta the other partner or partners as t h a t of
the formerly employed partner but specialized and technically qualified experts with a certification that it is in the public interest
duly published in the Federal Register may be permitted ta act
or appear without being subject to the ban of the statute.4i Further
disqualification is had by any employee of the Executive Branch
of the Government or independent agency or a special government
employee as defined in which the employee has an outside financial
interest except where prior permission and publication of such
to all the prohibitions applicable t o the affieer~and employees oi the government. See 2 U.S. CODE CONO. A N D AD. NEW&,87th Cong., 2d Sean., 3858
(1962)
18 U.S.C.

5 202 (Supp. IV, 1963).

. The bill repeals title 18, United Stairs
Code. seetmns 281 and 283. except 8s they apply to retired officers. 18 U.S.C.
5 218 (Supp. IV, 1963). Seetian 281 avoids the right t o the sale of anything
P
hold a
to the Government through the department m ahase S ~ I V ~ C they
retired ~ t a t ~ s18
. C.S.C. 9 281. The retired officer may not act or represent
B claimant against the United States w t h i n t w o years of his date a i retirement or act I" any matter againat the United States with which he was
directly connected. 18 C.S.C. 5 283.
4 6 18 U.S.C. 5 207 (Supp. IV, 1963).
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authorization is had in the Federal Register. If the financial interest is so inconsequential as to have little effect on the integrity of
t h e employee, the doctrine of de minimia nm ewat lex will apply."
The integrity of a n employee is further circumscribed by a requirement that Compensation for services shall be paid by the Government, not by any other agency except f o r pension, insurance. or
other welfare provisions,'8 Finally, a provision allows a department or agency head to avoid as illegal or rescind a transaction
under these provisions wherein a final conviction has been had
under the bribery or conflict of interest statute."
Though the bribery and g r a f t provisions of the statute and the
conflict of interest portions were enacted in recognition of the
principle that no man can serve two masters, the most recent
change relieves both the Government itself and special government
employees from prior unduly harsh and restrictive provisions and
thus permits the Government the use of specialized technical personnel where badly needed.
11. T H E MILITARY OFFENSE

A. HISTORY
On September 20, 1176, Congress adopted the Articles of War of
1176. Section IV,Article 6, prohibited any commissary from taking money or other things by way of gratification on the mustering
of a unit or on the signing of the muster rolls. This praviaian was
substantially reenacted a s Article 16 in the Code of 1806; 89
Article 6 of the 1874 Articles of W a r ; and as Article 66 of the 1920
Articles of War. The essential elements of the offense were the
acceptance of the favor by way of gratification and the rendition
of services while mustering a unit. The offense became extinct for
all practical purposes when a board of review decided that the
offense could no longer be committed because Article 56 had lost
its meaning with the elimination of the muster and substitution
of the Morning Report.bo
Although Article of War 56 and its predecessors were the only
articles specifically prohibiting offenses similar to bribery or graft,
i t would be incorrect to state that those articles alone were the
predecessors of the current bribery and graft offenses in military
law. Offenses in the nature of violations of then current bribery
U.S.C. I 208 !Supp. IV, 1963).
18 V S C. 6 209 (Supp. IV, 10631.
18 U.S C. 9 218 ISupp. IV, 1 9 6 3 ) .
Chl 320885, Smith, 70 BE 199 (1947)
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and graft statutes were punishable under the general articles
which permitted the punishment of disorders not specifically prohibited otherwise in the Articles of War."

B. DECISIONS PRIOR TO T H E UNIFORM CODE
OF MILITARY JUSTICE
In a n early case, a board of review had the opportunity to consider the case of an accused who had been convicted of wrongfully
accepting money from B firm with which it was the accused's duty
as a n agent of the Government to carry on negotiation^.^^ The
board noted that Army regulations, then effective, prohibited the
accused's unlawful conduct but found that even if such regulations
did not exist, the conduct of the accused was B discredit to the
service. A portion of the board's opinion is worthy of citation
because it set a standard upon which numerous subsequent cases
were decided and was cited in virtually all subsequent cases of a
like nature. The board stated:
The real question is whether the acceptance of the money by amused,
even if judged I" its maat favorable light as an unwlxited glft predieared upon no past or f u t u r e consideration or favor, IS an offense in
violation of Article of W a r 96. I t 13 the essence of naivete to believe t h a t
such B g i f t can be accepted u i t h a u t kmdlmg forbidden hopes ~n the
h e a r t of the giver or stultifying the recipient's sense of single minded
obligations to the Government. The pubirc repards the acceptance of
gratuities by public sewants w t h grave mipicion. The acceptance of
this money by the accused UBI B S Y I ~ I C I O Y S circumstance. I t tended to
belittle the accused. and t o bring discrsdir nnd oiirepute not only t o h i n
but t o the service which he represented. Arm8 oBee7s fronaooting pvblzc
brreiness are, lzkr Cosaor's wtjr, w q u a r d l o b e beyond m8pioion.68

Boards of review frequently referred ta United States statutes,
then current, but were not particularly concerned if the specification alleged less than all af the elements required by statute. I t
did not matter, far example, if the accused was not acting in a n
official capacity, or that the decision influenced did not concern an
official matter.54 Even where the evidence would have been insufficient to convict in Federal courts, boards a i review affirmed
the convictions of accused who had been charged with soliciting
favors to withhold evidence a t trial,h6 receiving compensation from
61

See generally, Hagan. Ths General A i ticle-Elemeiilul
11960).

MIL.
L. R w . 63

CM 256011. Goodman. 21 BR 243 11943).
m z d . a t 264 (emphasis added).
I d CM 314286,Lercailett, 64 BR 103 11946).
66 See CM 313891,Wemtrsub, 63 B R 317 (1846).
62
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a construction company doing business with the United States,18

and taking money from a medical patient in exchange for an offer
to obtain a discharge.67 In the last cited case, the board indicated
that it was unnecessary to determine whether o r not the offensee
fell within the provisions of the Federal bribery statute because
"even if they da not, they are tainted with corruptness and moral
turpitude."6B
Boards of review sometimes relied upon then current Army
regulations prohibiting the acceptance of gratuities in order to
determine whether the accused's conduct constituted prejudicial
conduct. Reliance upon regulations, however, was usually restricted to those cases which, even under a most liberal interpretatian, could not be held similar to bribery or graft as those offenses
were described by United States statutes.68 If it appeared that the
regulations were not in fact violated, the boards might nonetheless
sustain a conviction because "the transaction was in contravention
of the spirit if not the letter of the , . , Army ReguIatians."lo
Furthermore, it was unnecessary to allege a violation of the Army
regulations,61 and i t did not matter whether the accused's acceptance was predicated upon past or future consideration.8'
The above cited cases indicate that an accused who was charged
with any offense similar to bribery or graft under the Articles of
War was, a t best, in a precarious position. Mare often than not,
the specifications were drawn to conform to the acts allegedly
committed by the accused rather than to conform to specific offenses in violation of the statutes. The boarr's, as a general rule,
discussed the evidence a t length to determine if the proof confarmed to the specifications, and if the acts alleged therein, judged
subjectively, were service discrediting, the conviction was sustained. The boards appear to have been more interested in facts
than law, and, the higher the rank of the accused, the more detailed
the recitation of the facts.bs
C M 321@4@, Kotches, 74 B R 47 (1947).
See GDl 248104,Porter, 31 BR 137 (1944).

Ib See
b1

See Id. at 143.
58 See CM
. 264728, Price, 42
58
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BR 243 (1944).

C Y 275249,Waldmsn, 51 BR 347,3:9 (1941).
C M 261991, Cunningham, 40 BR 379 11944).
CM 267639, Trersler, 44 BR 27 (1914): C I I 235011, Goodman, 21 BR 248

(1943).
08

See CDI 203356, Williami, 7
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BR 77 (1935).
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C. THE OFFENSES PROHIBlTED BY THE UNIFORM

CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
The L'nijorm Code o f Military Justice contains no provision
specifically condemning the offenses of bribery and graft. Article
134 of the Code, however, provides for the punishment of three
categories of offenses, the third of which includes all crimes and
offenses not capital, and not specifically mentioned in the Code.
Such crimes and offenses include those acts or omissions which
are denounced as crimes or offenses by enactments of Congress or
under authority of Congress and made triable in the Federal civil
courts.a4
The noncapital crimes and offensea made punishable by the third
portion af Article 134 must necessarily occur within the geographic
boundaries a i the areas in which they are applicable.8c A crime
against an individual person prohihited by Title 18, United States
Code, is limited in its application to the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States.b6 However, certain other
crimes and offenses are directly injurious ta the Government of the
United States and are punishable regardless of where the wrongf u l act or omission occurred.6' The United States Supreme Court
has indicated that the crime of bribery fall8 within this category.is
I t follows that graft, which is so similar to bribery, is also an
offense against the Z'nited States Code which may be tried in the
Federal courts even when committed beyond the territorial jurisdiction of the United States. Accordingly, the crimes of bribery
and graft, even if committed beyond the maritime and territorial
jurisdiction of the Cnited States, are punishable by courts-martial
as violations of the third category of offenses proscribed by Article
134.
Bribery and graft are also offenses under the first and second
categories of offenses made punishable by Article 134 which include, respectively, (1) disorders and neglects to the prejudice of
good order and discipline in the armed forces, and ( 2 ) conduct of
STATES.1951 [hereinafter cited
6 4 M A N U A L TOR C O U R T J . ~ A R T I . ( L
UNITED
,
as Y C K 19611 para. 2130.
m Ibtd.
6 6 18 u.s.c I 7 i1918j
BTMCM, 1951, para 213c(l).
18 United States V. Bowman, 260 U.S. 92, 99 (1922).
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a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces.Bs If the accused
is a n officer, his offense may also be a violation of Article 133.10
The Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1951, i s silent
with respect to the offenses of bribery and graft except that Model
Specifications 127 and 128 'I are patterned upon similar offenses
described in Title 18, United States Code, and a maximum punishment is prescribed for the offenses.'l The Model Specifications a r e
similar to each other in that either may be used to allege either
bribery or graft but differ in that one i s applicable to the recipient
or prospective recipient whereas the other is applicable to the giver
o r prospective giver of the gratuity. The Model Specifications are
patterned upon 18 United States Code, sections 201 and 203. Section 201 (b)-(d) requires the element of a corrupt intent to have
official action influenced. Such intent is not an element of the graft
offense prohibited by Sections ZOl(f)-(i) and 203. The offenses
requiring a corrupt intent carry a more severe penalty than the
graft offenses. The lack of appreciation for the distinction between
the military offenses is based primarily upon the failure of appellate agencie8 to recognize that each of the model specifications is
patterned upon distinct and separate provisions of United States
statutes.
The failure of convening authorities ta allege properly the accused's offenses of bribery or graft frequently results in convictions which muat be r e ~ e r s e d , or
' ~ approved only with respect to a
lesser included offense or an offense similar to the one charged.ls
The United State8 Court of Military Appeals and the boards of
review require strict proof as ta each element of the offense in
order to sustain 8. conviction of bribery or graft.?# If the evidence
is insufficient to sustain the conviction of the principal offense, the
failure will not excuse the accused from the consequences of his
IQACM 10420, H a u n i e l l , 19 ChlR 906 ( 1 0 5 5 ) . af'd on other ofinsrs, 7
USCJIA 8, 21 CMR 129 (19561.
70 ACM 8609, Bro,sman, 16 CMR 721, pet. denied, 6 USChlA 834, 16 ChlR
000

,,0:4>

4ICM. 1051, app. 6c. a t 489.
JICDI, 1961, para. 127c, Table of Paximum Punmhmentr, Sec. A, at 226.
i a S e e ACM 10420, Hounshell, 10 ChIR 906 (19561, affd on o t h e r offenses,
7 USCMA 3, 21 C M R 129 (1866).
1 4 See A C P 13362, Williams, 28 CMR 868 (1957).
'6See ACM 11038. Gunnels, 21 C4IR 926 (1056). affd m part on ofhe7
1 6 8 b e ~8
, VSCMA 130, 29 CMR 364 (1967) i A C I 12106, Moore, 22 CMR 766.
pat. denied, 7 USCMA 7 8 1 , 2 2 CMR 331 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
76 See United States V. Alexander, 3 USCMA 346, 12 CD5R 102 ( 1 0 5 3 ) ;
A C I 11615, Hoke, 21 C P R 681, pet. denied, 7 USCMA 166, 21 CMR 840
71
12

(1856).
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corrupt conduct." The resulting offense may be service discrediting conduct or a disorder to the prejudice of good order and discipline in the m e d forces.18 The result may be an offense so
similar to bribery or graft that the authorized punishment for
bribery o r graft is considered applieable.lQ
Cheating and dishonest transactions are offenses which have a
direct impact on discipline in the services and are a discredit to
the armed forces." Cheating may be similar to bribery or graft,
depending upon the circumstances, and if it does not constitute
either graft or bribery, it may nevertheless constitute a disorder
under Article 134.8L
Article 127 prohibits the offense of extortion which is described
in military law as the communication of a threat to another person
with the intention thereby to obtain anything of value or any acquittance, advantage, or immunity of any description. Extortion
differ8 from bribery and graft principally in that the thing of
value is secured by threat rather than by agreement.
111. THE ELEMENTS O F THE O F F E N S E S
A. T H E OFFER OR ACCEPTANCE

An offer made to a public official must be certain and capable
of being accepted without further conditions. The language used
by the offeror must encompass a propaaal which, without more,
one willing to be bribed could agree to accept. An inquiry in the
form of a question is usual!y not sufficient to satisfy the element
because an inquiry is considered to be preliminary to a bribe.82
However, if the question is so phrased that it could only be interpreted as an offer, the element would be satisfied.ga
The effectiveness of the offer is not diminished if subsequent
events disclose that it need not have been made. It is only required
that the accused had an intent at the time the offer was made to
gain favorable consideration. However, if the offer is made by
lTACM 6616, Sippel, 8 C M R 698 (1953J, afd. 4 C S C M A 50, 15 C M R 50

.

(19541.
,~

7aCM 402675, Coogan, 28 CMR 595 (1858), p e t , denied, 11 C S C M A 734,
29 C M R 686 (1860).
79United States V. Bey, 4 U S C M A 665, 16 C M R 239 ( 1 9 5 4 ) ; United
State8 Y. Alexander, 3 U S C M A 346,12 C M R 102 (1963).
United State. v. Holt, I USCMA 617,23 C M R 81 (1967).
81 [bid.
li* See United States V. Morrison, 10 USCMA 525, 28 C M R 91 (1959).
18 Ibid.
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one under illegal arrest for his release" or If the statute commanding the act which the official agreed not to perform is unconstitutional,Bs the offer is not corrupt for the purpose of the offense.
There is no requirement that the offer of the accused be accepted
by the person importuned,n' or that the unlawful compensation be
actually received by an official, inasmuch as a mutual criminal
intent between the giver and taker is not necessary to the commission of the offense.'?
An offer of a thing of value to a public official is not in itself
wrongful. In the absence of proof that the accused made his offer
with a corrupt intent, the specification must fail, and the mere
words "wrongfully and unlawfully" will not transform the words
of the specification into an offense.ga The cornpensation for services
rendered may be for the benefit of a person other than the public
official who rendered the services.Bg

E. T H E OFFICIAL POSITION
The offenses of bribery and graft require that the person corrupted or sought to be corrupted occupy a status which requires
the performance of official duties on behalf of the United States.'o
Any clerk, no matter how subordinate his position, is expressly
included, and forbidden to do the things which are made unlawful
by the comprehensive language of the law.91 This broad coverage
includes personnel of the armed
The nature of the duties of the officer or enlisted man, rather
than his rank, determines whether he occupies an official position.
A person whose position invests him with the status of an official
capable of being bribed does not continue to occupy that status
when he is performing functions unrelated to his official duties,
such as acting as a crouDier in a game of chance.'a
Moore V. State, 44 Ter. Cr. 159. 69 S.W. 5 2 1 (1902).
United States V. Boyer, 85 Fed. 425 (W.D. Mo. 1895).
*sACM 10226, Sax, 19 CMR 826, p e t . dolied. 6 USCMA 822. 18
14
BI

.

CUR 413

11956)
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C t . United

States V. Worrsll, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 384 (C.C.D. Pa.1795).
CM 395558, Smith, 23 CMR 629 (1957).
*Q C i . United States V. Shirey, 168 F.Supp. 882 (M.D. Pa.1968).
so C Y 895553, Smith, 28 C M R 629 (1957).
91 United States V. Booth, 148 Fed. 112 (C.C.D. Ore. 1906); ACM 18362,
Williams, 23 CMR 868 (1957).
81 See Hvrley V. United States, 192 F.2d 297 (4th Clr. 1951).
United State8 Y. Holt, 7 USCMA 617, 23 CMR 81 (1957).
Si
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The accused need not be acting in an official position when he
accepts an unlawful gratuity if the services he promises impliedly
include the use of his status for the benefit of the offeree.s4 In
United States u , Alezande~,'6 the accused accepted money for
transporting a Korean prostitute in a truck which he had misappropriated. The majority of the Court of Military Appeals clothed
the accused in a cloak of officiality by pointing out that he apparently had the authority to drire the vehicle and that he represented
to others that he had a valid trip ticket. The Court stated that it
would be anomalous to hold that the accused could not be guilty of
graft only because he was not performing his duties, but he would
be guilty of such offense if he had been lawfully driving the vehicle.
It is unlikely that the Alezende~case would be cited as precedent
by the Court today in view of the fact that the decision is not well
reasoned and the only remaining member of the Court, Chief Judge
Quinn, expressed the fallowing sentiments in his dissent:

. . by some strange alchemy, the majority has created far the amused
a sort af de facto status of ameislity so 8 8 to hold him aeconntable an
the b s i i i of a dinhanest transaction in relatian t o publie or oflcial act~.16
,

The applicable test to determine if the act8 alleged fall within
the scope of the duties of the official sought t o be corrupted is
whether such official had the apparent ability t o comply with the
request." The military offenses only require that the accused
occupy some position which has a relationship to the service he
renders or is to render in exchange for the remuneration he asks
or accepts.93
In civilian jurisdictions, it is unnecessary to allege or prove
t h a t the accused was acting in an official capacity if he was, in
fact, an officer of the United States.gs Military appellate authorities reJect this precedent and hare expressed the opinion that the
official position i s an element which must both be alleged and
proved.'aQ In Cnited S t Q t G S 8 . Haiie,'o' the accused was convicted
of offering money to a fellow airman for the purpose of inducing
him to make a false official statement. The board of review held
(4
19*
"""

ACM 10912, Kalmaer. 20 CMR 745, Pet. denied, 6 USCMA 534, 20 CMR
il0KEl
~.""",.

5 USCMA 346, 12 CMR 102 (1963).
I d . at 350, 12 CMR st 106
ACM 13352,Wiilismn, 23 C I R 565 (1957).
ACM 6249,Adrm, 7 CMR 602 (1962).
9s C j . Hurley
Hurleyv.
Y. United Staten. 192 F.2d 297 (4th Cir. 1951).
100 see ACM 13352,wYliiiama,
23 cnm 86s (1957).
101 ACM 11615, Hake. 21 C Y R 881, P
Pet.
e t . denied. 7 U
USCMA
S CMA 765, 21 CMR 540

81
9a
91
-8

(1966).
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t h a t the offense was neither bribery nor graft because the specification failed to allege that the offeree possessed any color of authority to an official position.
The accused's official position must be alleged with particularity.
The mere description of the accused by the customary statement
of grade, organization, and armed farce is insufficient t o cure an
error of omission in military courts.1oP

C . T H E THING OF VALUE
The gratuity offered or given to one occupying an official position
may be of any value, but it must be something real, substantial,
and of value ta the receiver. I t must not be something imaginary,
illusive, or amounting t o nothing more than the gratification of
a wish. It may be money, property, services, or anything else of
value, although i t need not be of monetary value. The accused
himself need not gain a personal advantage of pecuniary value
from the transaction.103
The cost of a gratuity, even if nominal, i s not necessarily the
test or standard by which its value to the accused is rneasurd'o'
The acceptance of five dollars in return f a r aasisting another in
obtaining pay due is sufficient to satisfy the requirement.1os The
solicitation of dinners from subordinates upon their promotion
was not sufficient to hold the accused guilty of solicitation of favors
or gifts in violation of Article of War 96.'06
The gratuity i s sometimes of such B nature that it is difficult
to determine whether i t is in fact a thing of value. The sale of a
car a t a discount,'O' the transfer of money under the guise of a
loan,'08 the reinstatement of a dismissed employee,10g and even
a woman's virtue 110 are things of value which satisfy the required
element in bribery and graft.
102 A C X 13352, Wdliams, 23 C M R 868 (1957).
108ACDl 3609, Brosnman, 16 CMR 721, pet. denied, 5 U S C X A 834, 16 CMR
292 (1554)
104 CM 278249,U'aldmsn, 61 BR 347 (1945).
IOIACM 5547, Standiey, S CMR 610 (1952).
108 CM 240176, Freimulh,26 BR 369 (1943).
107 State V. Sawyer, 266 Wisc. 454,63 N.W.2d 749 (1954).
loB Krogmann Y. Cnited Ststes, 225 F.2d 220 (6th Cir. 1 9 5 5 ) .
108 People BI l e i . Diekinean V. Van de Carr, 87 App. Div. 386, 18 N.Y.Cr.

31 (1903).
110
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The actual tender of the thing of value is unnecessary, any expression of an ability to produce being sufficient.111 A mere inquiry
whether a person is willing to take a bribe, however, is not an
offer of something of value because something more is needed
before the offer becomes certain and consequently of vaIue,ll2

D. T H E CORRUPT INTENT (BRIBERY)
The essential element of the offense of bribery which distinguishes i t from graft is the corrupt intent to influence official
action. The corrupt intent may be either in the heart of the giver
or the official who is willing to have his action or decision influenced. It is the absence of this element which frequently makes
i t permissible to give or to receive gratuities. Aside from prevailing government regulations prohibiting the giving and acceptance of gifts, it would not be an offense for a commanding
officer or an elected official to accept a token of esteem from his
subordinates because no corrupt intent to influence official action
motivates the gift.
The official who has unlawfully accepted a gratuity will frequently deny that he did so with a corrupt intent. However, if
the payment was made under suspicious circumstances and under
conditions which would be conducive to corruption and disloyalty
to the Army, an inference of B corrupt intent may be justifdl13
The official's unequivocal denial that his decisions were in any
way influenced by the gratuities he received is not similarly interpreted where it is the giver who is charged with bribery and
the gretuities were in fact given after the action was completed
In the latter case, it may not be presumed that there was any
connection between the giving of the gratuity and the granting
of the requested official action."'
The intent t o influence official action is universally recognized
as an eBsential element of the offense of bribery,ll5 and it was so
recognized a t common law.1L6 Military judicial authorities have
consistently held that such intent is an essential element of the
Lee V. State, 41 Tex. Cr. 620. 85 S.W. 804 ( 1 8 0 5 ) .
Cnited Ststes V. Xmrison, 10 USC.MA 625, 28 C M R 91 ( 1 9 5 9 ) .
CM E T 0 17169, MaeDaweil, 32 BR ( E T O ) 1 ( 1 9 4 0 .
11'AChI 10420, Haunnheil, 19 CMR 906 (1965). o f f d on other o f f e m m , 7
USCMA 3, 21 C M R 129 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
116 See United States V. Bmdssil, 233 U.S.22s (1913); United States Y.
Alexander, 3 USCMA 346, 12 CMR 102 ( 1 9 5 3 ) .
116 See State V. Pritchsrd, 107 N.C. 921. 12 S.E. 50 ( 1 8 9 0 ) .
111
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offenae."7 The intent must be accompanied by an offer capable
of being accepted,"s and i t must pertain to an official duty.1'9

E. T H E RENDITION OF SERVICES ( G R A F T )
The feature which distinguishes @aft from the crime of bribery
i s that the unlawful compensation in g r a f t is given or received in
recognition of services rendered or to be rendered rather than
with an intent to influence official action. The services need not
have been rendered with a corrupt intent or a8 the result of the
unlawful receipt of remuneration. The services, in fact, may have
been rendered honestly and prior to an acquaintance between the
necessary parties. The offense may be complete even if services
were not rendered a t ail because the defendant's guilt is established
if the evidence ehows that he made an agreement to render such
services.'P0
The nature of services rendered or to be rendered is not restricted so long as they are related to pmceedingj or other official
matters in which the United States is a party or interested therein.1P1 Appellate authorities have recognized that assignment of
personnel,'" assistance in the securing of government contracts,12$
and driving a government vehicle'u are all services in which the
United States is interested.

F. THE OFFICIAL MATTER
The corruption of the official must necessarily relate to a proceeding or other official matter in which the United States is a
party directly or indirectly interested, or the offenae can be neither
bribery nor graft.1zs The United States is interested in all official
117 See United States v. Bey, 4 USCMA 666, 16 CMR 238 (1954): ACM
5038, Danczak, 5 CMR 785 (1852); ACM 1M20, Hounahell, 1s CMR 906
i1866), a n d m ather ofemes. 7 USCMA 3, 21 CMR 129 (1856).
1x8 United States V. Marriaon, 10 USCMA 526, 28 CMR 91 (1968).
119 United States V. Halt, 7 USCMA 617, 23 CMR 81 (1957),
120 ACM 5547, Standley, 6 C P R 610 (1952).
121But w e 18 U.S.C. D 209, which permits states, conntiee, and munieipali t m to eontrihvte b d ~ i i ~ Dermita
a ,
government employees to psrticipste
in employeea' welfare and b e n d t PIP^ maintained by prior privata employer
and excludes from the prohibition "$pecid Government employeea" (see note
40 mwa and text accompanying).
1P1 See ACM 5038, Danezak, 5 CMR 786 i1852).
123 Srr CM 244281. Finnman, 28 BR 246 (1841).
114 SSB United S t a t e V. Alexander, 3 USCMA 346, 12 CMR 102 (1863).
1x6 ACM 10226, Sax, 19 CMR 826. pet. deniul, 6 USCMA 822, 1s CMR 418
11956).
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actions performed by ita military personnel, no matter how insignificant the position. The clerk who merely performs routine clerical duties is performing duties in which the United States is
interested.'*'
The official matter constituting the element must be performed
in the discharge of the official position which is sought to be car.
rupted. I t is not a defense to the charge that the official act alleged
was an abuse of authority127 or in excess of the powers of the
office.lz' If the accused occupied a position by virtue of which he
had some range of official action with respect to the official act
alleged, the element is satisfied.12oHowwer, if the act is so foreign
to the duties of the affic~aias to lack even color of authority, there
is no offense.'jo
There is no requirement that the official action alleged be a
statutory duty.'sl I t is sufficient if i t be part of the procedure of a
governmental agency established by usage,13* but it is not an
offense if the act is in discharge of a mere moral duty.133
The intent to corrupt the official position is the evil sought to
be prevented. .4ccordingly, an officer who accepts money for doing
an official act which it is his duty to perform may be guilty of
bribery or graft.I3' On the other hand, an officer may be guilty
of the offense even though the official acts alleged were never actually accomplished.1s6
The official matter and the interest therein of the United States
must be alleged. In military cases, however, it is sufficient if the
act alone is alleged, provided the act itself clearly reflects the interest of the United States.ls6
l l b ACM 10050. Graalum, 19 C Y R 667. pet. denied. 6 USCXA 812, 19 C Y R
413 (1955)
.Z-Chl 314296, Lescaliett, 64 BR 103 ( 1 9 4 6 ) .
121Cf. Glover I. State, 109 Ind. 391, 10 LE. 282 (1387)
120 ACM 13352, TVPilamr, 23 CMR 868 (1957).
1JO Stste V. Butler, 178 .Ma 272, 77 S.W. 660 (1903).
181 Cohen Y. Umfed Stares, 144 F.2d 984 (9th Clr. 1944).
1 8 2 United States V. Birdsall, 233 U S . 223 ( 1 9 1 4 ) : Daniels V. United
Staren. 17 F 2 d 338 (9th C i r , ) , cart. denied, 274 U S . 744 (1927).
138 Dishow V. Smith, 10 Iowa 212 (18501.
184 ACDI 10050, Graalum, 1 9 CMR 667. p e t . denied. 6 USCYA 812,19 CMR
113 (1855); CM 313881, NVemtraub, 63 BR 317 ( 1 9 4 6 ) ; People V. O'Bdi,
5 B.Y.Cr. 302 (1887)
136 Curtis Y . State, 118 Ohio St. 187, 148 N.E. 834 (19253.
18s ACM 10226, Sax, 19 CMR 826, p e t . denzed. 6 USCMA 822, 19 CMR 413
(19551,
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IV. PROBLEMS RELATING TO T H E O F F E N S E S
A. SPECIFICATIONS
The court-martial and the appellate authorities will experience

no substantial difficulties with the specification if the accuser is
careful, first to determine the proper offense based upon the acts
allegedly committed by the accused and, secondly, to allege properly
each of the essential elements of the offense. I n general, the model
specifications contained in Appendix 6c of the Manual do not
necessarily delineate the elements of the offenses, which must be
determined by substantive law.'31 Model Specifications 127 and
128,however, are complete in that they include each of the essential
elements of bribery and graft as those offenses are described in
the United States Code.188
The failure to allege an element deemed essential in B specification of either bribery or graft does not necessarily result in a
failure to allege a n offense. In Holt,'38 for example, the corrupt
bingo caller was guilty of service discrediting conduct even though
his actions were not performed in an official capacity. However,
where the accused is in fact occupying an official position 8 s was
the accused in Willin~na,"~who accepted compensation for issuing
a military pass, the accuaer is negligent if he fails to allege such
official position. The result of such a failure is to reduce the crime
of graft to a mere disorder.
If an accused has committed an offense of bribery or graft and
the evidence reflects that all of the essential elements of one of
those offenses are present, he should be charged with a violation
of the third category of offenses proscribed by Article 134. If
there is doubt as to the applicability of one of the essential elements, as in Alexander,"' the accused should be charged with an
offense similar to bribery or graft in violation of either the first
or second category of offenses proscribed by Article 134. If the
evidence is totally lacking as to one of the essential elementa, as in
H ~ l t , " the
~ accused should be charged with a simple disorder in
violation of Article 134. The particular offense of the accused
may be patterned upon Model Specification 127 or 128 whether the
principal offense,a similar offense, or a disorder is alleged.

14% United
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The Court of Military Appeals and the boards of review liberally
interpret the requirement that each of the eeaential elements must

be pleaded in the specifications alleging the offenses of bribery and
graft. A fact alleged in the specification may be sufficient to infer
therefrom an essential element. Thus, if i t is alleged that the
accused's actions were "with respect to declaring Government
quarters to be not available," the Government's interest in the
matter may be inferred."8

B . ACCOMPLICES A N D VICTIMS
The offenses of bribery and graft are, by their very nature,
offenses which are generally committed by mare than one person
although the offeror alone is guilty in the Case of a spurned offer.
The reported cases reflect that, in the majority of cases, the corruption of the officials was accomplished with the cooperation of
both parties to the transaction. Consequently, it is of importance
to determine a t trial whether the party other than the accused is
an accomplice because his testimony would then be regarded with
suspicion.
The established rule is that the giver and receiver of a bribe are
accomplices if they have violated the same statute."' It may be,
however, that the second party to the offense acted through pressure put on by the accused or through some other outside force
sufficient to make him a victim rather than an accomplice. The
Court of Military Appeals recognizes the established rule but will
look to the facts in an unusual caSe to determine the status of the
accused's co-actor. In United States v . Bey,l46 the accused platoon
sergeant wa8 convicted of having taken money from a trainee in
recognition of services rendered, i.e., the issuance of a military
pass. The majority of the court was of the opinion that the law
officer should have given an instruction to the effect that a conviction cannot be based an the uncorroborated testimony of a purported accomplice if such testimony was self-contradictory, uncertain, or improbable.14BThe members of the Court, however,
could not agree whether the accused's eo-actor was an accomplice.
The Chief Judge, who authored the opinion, expressed the view
that the parties were accomplices inasmuch as they violated the
same statute, Article 134. Judge Brasman, concurring. did not
I U A C M 10226. Sax, 10 CMR 826, pet. denied. 6 USCMA 822. 18 CMR 413
(1855).
114 See United Sfaten V. Bey, 4 USCMA
141 Ibid.
I 4 8 See MCM, 1851, para. 1 5 3 ~ .
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deem i t necessary to make a distinction between accomplice and
victim but agreed with the dissenting Judge that in some ways the
trainee was more nearly a victim than a party to the crime. Judge
Latimer, dissenting, stated that he could hardly picture the victim
trainee, with not over thirty days' service, as being a participant
in the crime. The rule of the Court in the Bey ease has never been
challenged and has been cited 8s authority by a t least one board of
review.1'7
The Court of Military Appeals has effectively ignored an essential part of the established rule i t adopted Concerning accompliee
testimony in bribery and graft cases. The Court justified the use
of the rule by indicating that Article 134 was the statute violated
by both parties. Although the statement is technically accurate, it
results in an unwarranted extension of the established rule by
requiring the law officer to give instructiom on accomplice testimony even in those cases in which the transgressions of the accused and his co-actor may be based upon violations of different
underlying Federal statutes. Such a n instruction would not be
required from the judge in civilian jurisdictions, from which the
rule was adopted."e
C. CONSPIRACY
I t is generally recognized that a bribe giver and a. bribe taker
cannot be guilty of conspiracy to commit an offense if they are
guilty of different crimes.14e However, if the same statutory provision is violated, the parties may be guilty of a conspiracy to commit bribery or
Inasmuch as the Court of Military Appeals
has expressed the opinion that the same statute, Article 134, is
violated by the giver and the taker,lS1 it appears that an offense of
conspiracy to commit bribery or graft may be alleged against two
or more persons regardless of whether the offenses they have committed are based on separate Federal statutes.
Military authorities have long recognized that one may be guilty
of the offense of conspiracy to commit bribery or graft.'61 How141 ACM 10191, Alibroak, 20 CMR 580. pel. denied. 6 USCMA 832, 20 CMR
398 (1955).
148 See Stete V. Sweeney, 180 Minn. 460, 231 N.W. 225 (1930).
u@
See United States V. Dietrich, 126 Fed. 664 (C.C.D. Neb. 1904) (both
offenses proscribed by 981111 Beetion of s t a t u t e ) . But E / . D o m s V. United
States, 3 F.2d 8 5 1 (3d Cir.), orrt. denzed. 268 U.S. 689 (1926) (nonoffieiala
found guilty of conspiracy with affieiais to ~ e e e i v abribe from third parties).
150 C P 402675, Coognn, 2 8 CMR 5 9 5 !1959), pet. denzed, 11 USCMA 784,
29 CMR 586 (1860).
161 See United States V. Bey, 4 USChIA 655, 16 CMR 239 (1954).
162 See CM 328248, Richardson, 71 BR 1 (1948).
AGO
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ever, the amount of evidence required to prove the overt act re.
quired in a conspiracy charge has posed some difficulties. I t is not
essential that there be direct evidence that the conspirators met
and agreed to a corrupt plan or to participate in an offense of
bribery o r graft. Circumstances which indicate an intelligent and
deliberate meeting of the minds of the eo-conspirators with intent
to commit an offense will suffice to prove the overt act.L" If there
is a failure on the part of the prosecution to present evidence from
which an overt act may be inferred, the accused may be convicted
of an offense in violation of the general article if the court finds
that his conduct was service discrediting.lv

D.INSTRUCTIONS
Board of review cases decided shortly after the adoption of the
Uniform Code of Military J w t i c e were not consistent in their holdings with respect to the sufficiency of the instructions required in
bribery and graft cases. Where all the elements of the offense were
properly alleged in the specification, the boards sometimes held that
a simple instruction by the law officer to the effect that "the accused
did or failed to do the acts as alleged and the circumstances as
specified" was sufficient to inform the coult of the elements of the
offense.155 The boards justified these opinions only by finding that
the offenses were simple and uncomplicated. Other boards, however, were of the confiicting opinion that instructions which did not
spell out each element of the offense were inadequate because the
offenses of bribery and graft were not the type of offenses the
constituent elements of which are clearly understood by all members of the military service.'s6
The Court of llilitary Appeals has developed the law of instruetions required by the law officer to such an extent that the early
problems confronting the boards of review have been eliminated.
The law officer may no longer merely recite the words of the Manual. He must sufficiently define the elements which must be proven
in a given case to afford a fair measuring rod by which the fact
finders may properly assess and evaluate the effect of the eviCM 213791, Gould, 47 BR 29 (1945).
C M 528248. Riehardsan. 77 BR 1 (1948).
See C P 354865. Piercey, 5 CMR 260 (1952)i ACM S-2184. McCarson,
1 CMR
. 546. m e t . d m d 1 USCMA 721. 4 CMR 173 (1062).
168 S e e ~ A c M
5058, Danesak, 5 CMR 785 ( 1 9 6 2 ) ; ACM % 4 S , Adren, 7 CMR
602 (1952).
158
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dence.'" The rule is now firmly established that failure to instruct
on each element of an offense is an error of law."*
The law officer must face the task of deciding exactly what offense was charged by the accuser. If an offense of either bribery
or graft is clearly alleged, no difficulty is presented. However, if
i t appears to him that the accuser has failed to properly allege
the principal offense, he must then decide whether an offense simil a r to or less than bribery or graft is charged and, if so, tailor his
instructions to fit the offense. If an appellate agency subsequently
determines that the offenseintended to be charged was not properly
alleged or instructed upon, the instructions will be tested by the
standards of a disorder.169

E. PUNISHMENT
The Table of Maximum Punishments Ioo provides that an aecused convicted of bribery o r graft may be punished by dishanorable discharge, forfeiture of ail pay and allowances, and confinement a t hard labor not to exceed three years. A closely related
offense, not listed in the Table, is punishable in the same manner."'
A simple disorder. under such circumstances as to bring discredit
upon the military service, is punishable by confinement a t hard
labor for four months and forfeiture of two-thirds pay per month
f o r a period not to exceed four months.16P
Cases of bribery and graft which have been properly alleged
and proven da not cause difficulty because the maximum punishment for these offenses is clearly prescribed. When the specification fails to allege one or more essential elements of the offense,
however, or the proof thereof is lacking, the law officer and the
appellate authorities are faced with the difficult problem of determining whether the offense is so similar to bribery or graft as to
authorize a similar punishment. In Alezande?;6a the Court painstakingly discussed all of the evidence which tended to establish
each of the elements required in graft but concluded only by de.
scribing the offense as so similar that the authorized punishment
for graft was applicable. The Chief Judge, in his dissent, expressed the view that because the evidence failed to establish that
States V. Grossman, 2 USCMA 406, 9 CMR 36 (1953)
United Starea V. Leach, E USCMA 466,18 C M R 90 (1965).
United Stater v, Alexander, 3 USCMA 316,12 CMR 102 (1963).
P C M , 1951, para. 1270, See. A , s t 226.
161 MCM, 1951, para. 1 2 1 ~a. t 214.
162 M C Y , 1951, para. 1270, Sec. A, %t225.
United States V. Alexander, 3 CSCMA 346, 12 CMR 102 (1953).
167 Cf.United
168

160
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the accused was acting in an official capacity, there remained
merely a simple disorder punishable by four months' confinement.
In Bey,rscthe Court was of the opinion that the accused platoon
sergeant who wrongfully received money from a trainee for s e w .
ices rendered was not guilty of bribery because the specification
did not allege a corrupt intent but that the offense "smacks of
graft, and is punishable 88 s u c h . " I ~ ~I t must be noted that, in bath
Alezander and Bey. all of the essential elements of the offenses of
which the accused's convictions were found to be similar were
alleged and proven, at least in the Court's opinion. The Court
did not specifically state that the imposition of the greater sentence could not be imposed if an essential element of the offense
were missing, but it appears that this is their holding. In Alezonder, the Court found it necessary to cloak with officiality a person who misappropriated a government vehicle and, in Beg. found
it necessary to identify the offense of the accused as one smacking
of graft instead of bribery, in order to sustain the convictions of
offenses similar to those which authorized the greater punishment.
The lack of more adequate guidance on the part of the Court
has caused confusion among the boards of review. An Army
board of review recently held that, although the specifications of
graft were inadequate because of a failure to allege the official
position of the accused, the resulting disorders were so similar
to bribery or graft as to authorize punishment to the same extent
as if the offenses had been properly alleged.166 Such a holding,
presumably in the accused's favor since the Government has failed
in its case, is of small consolation to the accused who is required
to undergo the greater punishment. The better rule appears in
the more informed reasoning of Air Force boards which hold that,
in the absence of an essential element of the offense, the offense
stated is no more than a simple disorder punishable by confinement
a t hard labor far four months and forfeiture for a like period.16'
The Air Farce boards have been consistent in holding that it is
essential to allege every element of the offenses of bribery and
graft in order to sustain a conviction far the offenses.16s Although
States V. Bey, 4 USCMA 665, 16 CMR 238 (18541,
673. 16 CMR a t 247.
CM 402675, Coogsn, 28 CMR 695 (195s). pit, denied, 11 USCYA
,Pd 29 CnrR
.......SER
. l l R 6 0 ,)
"?See AChl 18352, Williams, 23 CMR 868 ( 1 9 5 7 ) ; ACM 11615, Hoke, 21
CMR 681 (18561,pet. d a t e d . 7 USCMA 765. 21 CMR 340 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
168 see A C Y 5547, Standley, 6 CMR 610 (1952) i ACM 5038, Dnnemk.
5 CMR 785 (1952).
161 United

IblId.
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the decisions of the Court of Military Appeals indicate that proof
of one or more elements of an offense similar to bribery or graft
may be established in a round-about manner, it appears that, in
the future, strict proof may be required a s to each element of
aueh an offense. This is the view of the Chief Judge who is the
only remaining member of the Court who participated in A l a nnder and who dissented therein.

V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of all the holdings of the United States Court of
Military Appeals and the boards of review reflects that those
authorities would accept the following definition of the military
offense of bribery: the promising, offering, or giving to, or the
asking, accepting or receiving by, one occupying an official position
or having official duties, of something of value, with the corrupt
intent to have influenced the official decision or action of such
person, with respect to an official matter.lBB The offense of graft
does not require a corrupt intent to have an official decision influenced, but it does require the element of unlawful compensation
for services rendered or to be rendered.170
The general purpose of the offenses is to prevent the corruption
of public officials, and the purpose of the military offenses is
similar. The liberal interpretation of the word official in military
cases makes almost every person in the armed forces capable of
being a principal to the offenses of bribery and graft. I t is apprapriate that the terms of the statutes have been liberally interpreted,
for the offenses are designed to protect the Government's interest
in the transfer of its military personnel, the protection of its property, the procurement of its supplies, and the every day administration of every military unit. The offenses constitute an essential
part of military law without which there might be no punishment
for those who corrupt official positions.
Although the military offenses of bribery and graft can be
accurately defined, it is an unfortunate truism that the offenses
have been generally misunderstood by military authorities. Ac.
CuSerS and convening authorities have failed to distinguish the
offenses and to use them a8 they were intended to be used. The
Government has not been properly represented in a case where
169 United Staten V. Bey. 4 USCMA 666, 18 CMR 239 ( 1 9 5 4 ) i ACM 10060,
Gradurn, 19 CMR 667, pat. denied. 6 USCMA 812, 19 CMR 413 (1956).
l y ' ACM 13352. Williams, 23 CMR 868 (1961).
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the accused has committed an offense in which all the essential
elements of bribery or graft were present, but he was charged
instead with larceny"' or a disorder in violation af the general
article."2 Nor has the United States been properly represented
by the accuser and the convening authority in a case which must
be reviewed on appeal because an essential element of the offense,
which was clearly in evidence, was not alleged in the speeification.173 A simple understanding of the offenses, of the distinction
between bribery and graft, and between those offenses and other
related offenses, would insure the proper use of the taals already
in existence in military law to combat official corruption in the
military services.
Convening authorities and accusers have not had the assistance
which they should otherwise expect from opinions of the Court
of Military Appeals. On two occasions, the Court considered cases
similar to bribery and graft which presented an opportunity to
define the offenses, but on bath occasions the Court failed to do SO.
In A l e ~ o n d e . r . the
~ - ~majority of the Court expressed the riew that
the accused was guilty of an offense similar to g r a f t for punishment purposes but failed t o give an adequate definition of the
offense of graft. In addition, the Court defined bribers in a negative manner by Stating only that that offense was not committed by
the accused because an essential element thereof was lacking.
Although the majority of the members of the Court hesitated to
call the accused's offense graft, they apparently thought it was,
for, if they did not, the changing of the name of the accused's
offense would have been meaningless. They could simply have
found the accused guilty of an offense similar to bribery.
In Bey,l-j the Court properly stated that the offense charged
was not bribery, as the law officer and counsel believed, because
it failed to allege a corrupt intent on the part of the accuaed. The
Court, however, apparently failed to recognize that the oifense
of graft was properly alleged when they stated:
W e consider the offense B serious m e . The acceptance of money by B
platoon sergeant from a trainee member of his platoon f a r services in
p r ~ e u m gB pass 1% but little different fiom acceptance of gift? by a
government employee from persons with whom he ia transacting affielal

~-

United States Y. Lyons, 11 USCYA 68.25 C l l R 292 (1959).
See Vnited States Y. Marker, I E S C M A 393, 3 C M R 127 (19521
L'3See C I 402671, Caagan, 28 C M R 1B5 (1959). pet. dcnmd. 11 USCMA
C M R 156 (1960).
Lid United States V. Alexander, 3 USCiMA 346, 12 C l l R 102 (1953).
l i d United State8 V. Be?. 4 USCMA 665, 16 CMR 238 (1814).
l i l See
179
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busineaa. See: United States Y. Marker, 1 USCMA 393, 8 C M R 121.
Essentially, it m w k b of graft and is punishable as such . . . ,171

There was no need for the Court to equate the offense to graft, or
refer to the Marker case which wa8 a case of neither bribery nor
graft, f a r the Court was considering a case which in fact alleged
the offense of graft and was supported by the evidence presented
t o the court-martial. The above cases emphasize the failure of
the Court to adequately define the offenses of bribery and g r a f t
in their proper perspective, thus compounding the confusion which
exists in the board of review decisions.
The Court's decisions in the Alezander and Be?( cases are also
unsatisfying with respect to their discussions of the authorized
punishment f a r the offenses of which the accused were convicted.
If the Court would have recognized the offenses as graft, the issue
would be settled. The Court, however, authorized punishment for
g r a f t without labelling the offenses as such. A cursory examination of the above decisions might lead one to erroneously assume
t h a t the Court is of the opinion that the greater punishment may
be imposed in B case in which an essential element of the principal
offense i s neither alleged nor proven. But this would be an unwarranted interpretation of the Court's decisions. In Halt."? the
Court recognized that the bingo caller was not occupying an official
position and could not, therefore, be guilty of either bribery or
graft. I t is interesting to note that the Court stated Halt's offenses
were in certain respects analogous t o those in Alerander and B e y ,
but it must be emphasized that the sole purpose of so doing was
to determine whether Holt's conduct was service discrediting.
The Court's opinions in Alerander and Be!! may be justified only
by recognizing that the majority satisfied themselves that evidence
had been presented to the court-martial concerning each of the
essential elements of the offenses which determined the maximum
authorized punishment far the accused's conduct. Accordingly,
the Court would probably never authorize punishment similar t o
bribery or graft in a case sounding in either but lacking an essential element thereof. Chief Judge Quinn has expressly stated this
opinion in his dissent In Alezander. To hold otherwise would
render useless the requirement that every element of the offense
must be alleged and proved, and would return the military law of
bribery and graft to the days when a board of review would
li8ld.

at 613, 16 C M R at 247.
Y . Holt, 1 USCIIA 611, 23 CMR 31 ( 1 9 5 1 ) .

liiUnited States
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affirmthe conviction of the accused if it appeared that his standard of conduct was less than that of Caesar's wife.178
Boards of review established by the U n i f a n Code of Military
Justice have been less than consistent in their opinions of bribery
and graft cases. The inconsistencies are frequently compounded
by citing Court of Military Appeals or other board case8 as ~ r e c e .
dent which have no relationship to the particular point under
discussion. The decision in an early board of review case, Stand,.
ley,179has been cited as authority in virtually every bribery and
graft case decided by boards of review since 1953. The specifications in that case alleged all the elements af two offenses of graft,
and the law officer properly instructed on the offenses alleged. The
board recognized that the offenses alleged and proved were in
violation of 18 United SfQteS Code, section 281,180and that a corrupt intent was not an essential element of the offenses charged.
The board's opinion was inaccurate, however. in its description
of the offenses jointly as bribery and graft, rather than as graft
alone. As a consequence. other boards of review have interpreted
the opinion in Staridley to be applicable in both bribery and graft
offenses."' In Hounshell,"z the board, relying on Standley, was
of the opinion that since a corrupt intent had been alleged, i t was
a necessary element to be proven. This was indeed a correct statement of the law applicable in Houwhell, because bribery was in
fact the offense with which the board was concerned The board
failed to realize that the true offense in Standley was graft.
The boards of review's failure to properly understand the
offenses of bribery and graft is also apparent in Dancmk,183 another frequently cited ease. The accused in that case was charged
with four offenses alleging that he unlawfully 'accepted compensation for the performance of official duties. The board properly
assumed that, since no corrupt intent was alleged, offenses of
bribery were not charged. The board, however. failed to realize
that the accused had properly been convicted of graft, and concluded that the offenses were similar to bribery.
CM 328248, Richardson, I7 BR 1 (1948).
ACM 6541,Slandley, 6 CMR 610 (1962).
N~~ 18 U.S.C.
5 10s (supp. IV,1963).
181 See ACM 10420, Hounihell, 19 CMR 906,915 (1955). ievwwed an other
o f f m e n . 7 USCMA 3,21 CMR 129 (1966).
1,s See
11s

180

181

Ibid.

188

ACM 5038,Danczs.k, 5 CMR 785 (1952).
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The inartful use of words by b a r d s of review is aometimes
responsible for confusion among those who rely upon their decisions for guidance. In Adren,'a' for example, the board referred
ta the accused's transgressions as follows:

. . , the affenaea of

offering and giving bribes to others, the firat offenae
with intent to influence the action of t h a t perden
and the second the
payment of money PS empensation far services to be rendered , , , ,1111

...

An accurate description of the accused's offenses would have been
simply one of bribery and one of graft. The board, however,
described both offenses as bribery and, having properly identified
the first of the offenses, used language which was superfluous in
that it described an element without which there could have been
no bribery.
The many inconsistencies which have arisen in the military
cases of bribery and graft might lead one to wrongfully infer that
the basis of the difficulty rests upon some complicated reason incapable of an easy solution. However, the root of the difficulty
stems merely from the lack of information contained in authoritative sources. The Uniform Code of Military Justice does not
specifically prohibit the offenses and the Manual does not define
them. Consequently, military appellate authorities have been required to refer frequently to other sources for a definition of the
offenses.
The paucity of information pertaining to the military offenses
of bribery and graft has resulted in an unwarranted reliance upon
the Model Specifications contained in Appendix 6c of the Manual.
Accusers have depended upon them in drafting charges; law officers have depended upon them in drafting instructions; and appellate authorities have depended upon them for a definition of
the essential elements of the offense. The result has been confusion because, unfortunately, the Model Specifications are inartfully drawn.
The two Model Specifications under the heading bribery and
graft are essentially the same, differing only in that the first is
applicable to one who unlawfully asks, accepts, or receives a
thing of value whereas the second is applicable to one who unlawfully promises, offera, or gives a thing of value. This is a
false classification because the distinction between the offenses
is not the receiving and the giving of the thing of value. The
la4 ACM 5249, Adren. 7 CMR 602 11952).
186 I d . st m a .
*DO (0718
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elements which actually distinguish the offenses from one another are unfortunately contained in each of the Model Specifications. Accordingly, unle88 one is aware of the diatinction between
the offenses, a distinction which cannot be arrived a t by a quick
reference to the reported cases. the Model Specifications will not
furnish the required assistance in determining the essential elements of the offense committed.
Bribery and graft are jointly named in the title under which
the Model Specifications appear. This fact, in and of itself, tends
to lead astray the accuser and the convening authority by indicating that the terms may be synonymous. The only other offenses
jointly listed in Appendix 6c of the hlanual are rape and carnal
knowledge,18bbut the elements of these offenses are clearly separated by alternate phrases containing the names of the offenses.
Accordingly, it is not t o be unexpected that an accuser or even
a convening authority vill sometimes fail to appreciate the distinction between the offenses of bribery and graft.
I t is essential to the administration of military law that a clear
and precise description of the military offenses of bribery and
graft be included in the Manual. The mast effective method of
achieving this objective is to substitute for the Model Specifications now contained in Appendix 6c of the Xanual model specifications applicable to bribery and graft separately which would
clearly delineate the elements of each of the offenses."' The
accuser will then be able to properly pattern a specification appropriate t o the facts of the case before him. I t should be noted that
the great majority of bribery and g r a f t cases decided by the boards
of review would probably never have reached a contested stage
on appeal if the Model Specifications in the Xanual would have
been originally drafted as here proposed.

IS6
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MC!vl, 1961, app. 6e, a t 484.
see appendix ta the article far the author's recommended specifications.
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APPENDIX
RECOMMENDED S P E C I F I F C A T I O N S

127 Bdbew:
a. Asking, ete.
In t h a t ~,
being a t the time (a contracting officer f o r -1
(the persmnel officer of -)
1-(,
did, ( a t ) (an board)
~,
on or about
19-,
wrongfuily and uniawfuily (ask)
(accept) (receive) f m m ~,
( a contracting company engaged in
(-),
( t h e sum of $-j
,-(
of B value of about
j$-)
(-),with
intent to have his (deeinion) (action) influenced
with respect to an official matter in whieh the United States was and i s
(the
interested, to w t : ( t h e pumhasmg of military supplies from --)
t r a n s f e r of to duty with -)
1- (

b. Promining. ete.
In t h a t
did, ( a t ) (on board) -,on
or about
wrongfully and unlawfvily (pramme) (offer) (give) to
(his
(-1,
(the
commanding officer) ( t h e claims officer of j,-(
af a ~ & e of about 51.1-(
with
sum of Sjintent to influence t h e (deeismn) (action) of the s a d -r i t h respect
ta an oficiai matter in which the United State8 wso and 1s interested, to wit:
( t h e granting of leave to -)
( t h e proeeising of a claim against the
United States in favor of
1.
~

~

IS-,

~

~

128 Gralt:
a. Asking, etc.
In t h a t ~,
b a n g a t the time (a contracting officer f o r -)
( t h e personnel officer of -)
,1-(
did, ( a t ) (on b a a r d j
~
, or about ~
19-, nwrongfully and unlswfully (ask1
(accept) (receive) from ~,
(a contracting company engaged in
1.1-(
( t h e sum of $-)
,-(
of B value of
about $-)
,j-(
(B. campenaatian f o r ) (in recognition of)
services (rendered) ( t o be rendered) (rendered and to be rendered) by him
the said
in relation to an official matter in which the United
States w a s and 1% interested, ta wit: ( t h e purchasing of military mpplies
from -)
( t h e transfer of
to duty with 1 ~

~

i-).
b. Promising, ete.
In t h a t
did, ( a t ) (on board) -on
or about
19-. wrongfully and unlawfully (promrso) (offer) (glue) to ~,
(his
commandmg officer1 ( t h e c l a m s officer a i 11,-(
(the
Bum of 1
$,-(
of B value of about S)(-),
( 8 %compensstim for1 (in recognition o f ) ~ e r ~ i c e(rendered)
s
( t o he rendered) (rendered and t o b* rendered) by the said
in relation
tc an official matter in whieh the United Statea was and is interested. to
wit: ( t h e granting a i leave to )( t h e p m c e ~ i i n g of a elsim
ngsinit the United States in favor of ).)-(
~

~

__
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AN INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY JUSTICE
IN FRANCE*
BY GERALDL.KOCK"

I. ORIGINS A N D COMMON DEVELOPMENTI
I n their feudal origins the French and Anglo-Norman systems
of military justice were identical.% The offlcer who was the king's
principal military agent, whether it w w seneschal, constable, general. or marshal, had, in addition to his command responsibilities,
judicial authority in the armed force.3 This authority extended to
summary proceedings "to punysh all manner of men that breken
the statutes and ordannaunce by the King made to be keped in the
(Armvl.'"
. .. The ordinances thus enforced were. a s a rule. estab* T h i n article is adapted from the author's introdnetion to his tranilation
of the French Code of Ptlitary Juatice. The opinion% and c o n e l m i m a presented herein %re fhore of the author and do not n e ~ e s i a i i l yrepresent the
viewe of The Judee Advocate General's School or any other z0v~rnmentBI
'*Asnintant

Profinaor of Law, Emory University Sehaoi of L a w ; A.B..

1956, 1956, Univemity of Chicago, J.D., 1958, University of Chiesgo. LL.M.,
1961. New York Oniverritv: Membey of the B a r of the State of Illinma.
LThm article will not deal with the steps in a military proaeeutian or a
cornpariaon of American military and civilian p r a e t m , beesuse both of these
things have been done 10 admirably by Judge Latimer in his srtiele in 29
TEMPLEUW
QUUITERLY1 ( 1 9 5 5 ) . Alno, no attempt i$ made here ta ComPBIe
American practice8 with thoae in France. F o r a genemi eOmparBtiVe sketch,
see Rheinatein, Comporolive Mzlitwz J u t i c e , 15 Fm. B. J. 276 (1955). For
B mmparison of American and British systems, see Pasiey, Comporaliw
Studu o f M i h t o r v Justice Reforms. 6 YAND L. REV.SO5 (1953).
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lished for the governance of the troops as they set out upan each
expedition.' As the occasional army of the feudal period gave way
ta the standing armies of later times, the early ordinances deveiaped into more or less stable articles or ordinances of war. By the
seventeenth century the practice had changed from the summary
proceedings of the earlier period to trial before a board of officers
commissioned to render justice.' These boards were indiscriminately labeled war councils, courts-martial, or courts military.'
The development of military justice institutions for the professional (mercenary) armies of the period continued in the same
vein in France and in England until the French
Then
the m w ideas of equaiity and fraternity forced a new direction
in France. It was the duty of all citizens to
The citizen
soldier took a view of his rights and privileges that was quite
different from that af the professionai. While the latter put up
with discipline and authority as a part of the job for which he was
paid, the farmer was jeaious of his rights as a ci$izen and saw no
reason ta surrender any of them to one who wa8 only a brother to
himself. The conscript army created to meet the special problems
of republican France needed a different kind of justice, and, in
response t o thia need, French military law taak a direction of it8
om.10

o n g m for courts-martial are unfolrded. I t IS quite clear t h a t B E the beginning what was enviiaged was no more t h a n B delepatian. by caminisrmn, of
the Xing's prerogative t o punish ~ u m m a r i l yany and all offenders in hie armed
force. SPUIBB,THE HXGBCOLRI OF CXIIALRY(19391 F o r the development,
in France. of the Tribunal de le Conretablie e t .Wareheussee d e Fronor, see
,MITCHELL. THE COURT OF THE CosurrasLIE (1947).
L See W I ~ T B R O P
op. m f . supra note 3, a t 1411, far an ordinance of Richard
I addressed "to all his subject. shout to proceed by ~ e to
s Serunalem." We
see as early as the ninth year af Richard 11, though, a ret of articles of war
o r d a m d by the King on the advice af his g r e a t men far application "in the
army:' W-IVTBROP, op. E l t *lrprv note 3, *t 1612,
~ W I + T H R Oop
F , o i t m p r o note 3, a t 1 8 , 2 BRIT. Y i l u ~ LS I. BL 6 (19611
ilbid

* T h e parliamentary r e b ~ l l i a ni1640-1660) did n o t lead ta the same attitude
toward the old waye 8 s did the French Reimlutron later. 'The psrllamsntary
and Commonweslth farces %ere governed by articles m u e . like thore operative for the Royalist forces. See rd. a t 3.
S This IS still B p a r t of the French view af full democratic eitizenship. See
Mennard, National Security and F ? m ~ c e , 241 ANNALB 0" THE AMERICAX
ACADEMY OP POLITICAL *no SOCIAL S C l E l C l 160 (19451.
10 See pp 126-29 I ~ ~ I V
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11. T H E DEVELOPMENT OF MILITARY JUSTICE
IN GREAT BRITAIN AND T H E UNITED STATES
A. T H E ARTICLES OF W A R
In England, after the "glorious Revolution," what had begun a s
a crown prerogative in war areas developed into a statutory power
over armed farces everywhere." The councils of war common to
the English and French systems became the courts-martial of the
Anglo-American tradition. The change was one of name rather
than of substance and probably grew partly aut of a faulty analogy
from martial law and partly from a desire to simplify matters by
using the same f o r m for both the military and martial branches
of the military jurisdictian.12 I n 1640 compulsory military service
was declared illegal by statute,>$and the army of professionals
continued to be the rule until World War II." I t is from that tradition that American military justice has been drawn.
At the outbreak of war in 1775, the Continental Congress
adopted the first American articles of war.lS In 1716, the articles
were revised with the result that they became almost a copy of
the articles of war then in farce among the British.16 The articles
of 1776 (with some amendments) were continued in force under
the new constitution until 1806," when modifications appropriate
to conform them t o the new form of government were adapted."
Further revisions of the articles of war were effected after the
Civil War," World War I,1o and Worid War ILZ1 The last of these

16 2 JOURKALS OF THE CONTISENTAL COFGRESS 111 (1905).
l e 6 JOURNALS [IF THE ConTlaENTaL COBORES8 788 (1860). John Adsms
reported in his A u t a b i a g m p h i t h a t he ' ' ~ 8 9f o r reporting the British artides
of j l s ~totidem u d t s
, The British articles of war were, aecordmgly,
rcgorted, and defended in Congreas by me a m i t e d by some others, and finally
earned." 3AOAMs. WORKS 68-69 (18511.
IT see WINIHROP. op. oat. S w r o note 3, a t 14 n.43, for a list Of acta
eontinume these articles m force.
18 Far an enlightening diaeursion of the constitutions1 p r o v i ~ i o n sfor the
W B I powers of I2ongren. see 1 CRUJSYEY, POLITICS *ID THE COISTlTUTlON
413-15, 422-25 (1953).
'e18 Stat. 228 (1874).
*o 4 1 Stat. 787 (1920).
1162 S t s t . 627 (1948): 64 Stat. 108 (19481, reenacted with only formal
changer a i Chapter 47, Title 10, URlTED STATES CODE, 70.4 Stat. 36 (1856).
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revisions is that now in force, the Uniform Code of M i l i t a v Jwtice, which was enacted for all the armed forces of the United
States.
Except during World War I the British and American armies
remained professional armies until the outbreak of World War 11.
Not having a need to police colonial possessions the United States
maintained only a small number of men under arms.12 I n the
years after the American Revolution the United States had a very
small national army, reliance being had almost entirely on state
militia to provide whatever forces were needed to maintain the
peace and restrain the Indians.23 The militia were called to serve
for such short periods and were, apparently, so little subjected
to discipline that military justice gained no notice.#' The sudden
expansion of arms after 1940 brought military discipline to nearly
every household in the United States. Even men who had no immediate contact with military justice became aware of the ways
in which it differed from civilian justice. Rumor invented even
more differences. As the pace of war slowed and popular involvement in the good cause receded, attention was more and mare
directed to ways in which the war machine fell short of civilian
ideals.26

B. T H E UNIFORM CODE OF IMILITARY J U S T I C E
As a result of the widespread concern with failings of military
justice, studies af the court.martia1 system were undertaken both
in Congress and within the National Military Establishment.26 In
1948, Congress amended the articles of war in an attempt to cure
some of the abuses that had been exposed,z' and the executive
branch rewrote the Manual f o r Courts-Martial to account f a r
the statutory changes and aim to correct other Raw8 revealed in the
twenty years the old manual had been in use.19 Further study of
military justice was undertaken within the National Military Es21 Until 1940 the avthorised strength of the army was under 300,000 men,
except during World War I.
28 See 2 MARSBALL,
LIFE OF GEOROE WAS HIND TO^- 21e-26 ( 2 d ed 1836) i
EXISCR, THE CIVILIAN *AD M l L I I U I I 4 6 4 7 , 1 6 6 7 5 il056).
14 see, W. EKIRCH, OP. <it.B ~ L note
W ~ 23, at 38-9.
26 See, e+., the itema listed in
Walstein. Reviaion oi the Cou7t-M.lort;al
System, 48 CoLuIl L. REY. 219 n.1 (194%)
26 Predecessor of the Department of Defense.
11 See Wslrtein, supranote 25, at 218, 221-231.
1 8 Executive Order 10020. MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAL. U. S. ARMY, 1949,
st il.
2s Introduction, M A I U A L FOR COURTS-MARTIAL U. S. ARMY, 1948.
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tablishment. The Secretary of Defense appointed a committee of
military personnel with a civilian chairman to study the system
and make recommendations.80 In line with the effort that was then
going into a unification of the armed forces, the committee a1 pr'oduced a draft of a code of military justice that was to replace the
three different badies of law then used by the United States' armed
forces.8e That draft became the UnifwmCode of Military Justice.
There was a good deal of doubt among the officers charged with
maintaining an effective armed force whether the civilianizing
provisions of the new code left the commander with effective control of the organization for whose performance he was responsible.88 The court-martial system had existed as long a s i t had
outside the usually considered necessary procedural scheme largely
because of recognized need that the commander who is responsible
far results in armed conflict must have an almost unfettered hand
in dealing with those within his command.3' What the code has
helped to impress upon these officers is that, since in these days of
mass warfare the professional force cannot do its job without substantial aid from the manpower resources of the civilian segment
of the population, the traditional notions of command are no longer
sufficient. Still the military commander with regard to the
professional troops, he has become, in addition, a supervisor
of civilian manpower who are serving temporarily with the military arms1 They remain civilians whether in uniform or not.
Oaths of office do not change the outlook of these men or, except
to a very limited extent, reconcile them to the restrictions on their
normal activities that even temporary service requires. After a
period of massive induction of such men, there exists a large
group of men who are in a position to ekert a tremendous influence upon the position of the military vis a uis the people and
their legislatures. They can be expected to feel a need for, and
are in a position to achieve, a military justice more like the jus80 See Morgan, Bookgrotmd n j the U n d o m Coda 01 Mditary J u t i e s , 6
VAaD. L. REV. 169, 173 (1953).
82 The wmmittee was aided by B staff of fifteen seivice and civilian lawyers
who processed all materials. I b i d .
**ARTICLES
FOR THE GDYERRUEATOF TSE XAW; DIBCIPLIXUYU w s OP
THE C O U T GUARD: ARTICLES OF WAR (Army and Air Foree).
18 See, e.#., Ward, UCMJ-Does
I t Work?, 6 VAND. L. REV. 186 (1953).
84

See EVERETT, MILLTUIY JVBTICE UFDER THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILLTART

JUSTICE.eh. I ( 1 8 6 6 ) .
86 With reference t o the increasingly civilian complexion of modern armed
forces, see Latrmer. Cornperatwe Analyau 01 Federal and Military Criminal
Pvocedurs, 29 TEMP. L. 0.1 (1955).
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tice that is, in theory a t least, available to them in their civilian
status.30
Such was the background to the enactment of the Uniform
Code. One can see the same forces a t work in current talk of
changes in courts-martial; but, f o r the present, calls for change
strike a less urgent note, because the Court of Military Appeals,
created in 1950,31has done much to alleviate the divergences of
military justice from the civilian law that is subject to canstitutional restraints.88
As might be expected of a system of law originally designed
to be applied only within farces in the field, the Anglo-American
court-martial scheme was set up ta meet the mobility requirements
of an army in the course of operations. The scheme is so eonatructed that as little time and manpower as possible are expended
for its operation. In order to do this, Anglo-American caurtmartial law has traditionally provided different courts for the
trial of offenses, depending upon the severity af the punishment
that can he imposed. This wss true in 1716 when the United
States adopted the British syatem and remains true today.3' Under
the Uniform Code of Military Justice there a r e three kinds of
courts : Summary, consisting of one officer:'Q Special, consisting
of a t least three officers and trial and defense
and General, consisting of a t least five officers and a law officer and trial
and defense c~unsel.'~The jurisdiction of each of these courts is
defined in terms of the punishments it may adjudge: all have
jurisdiction to try any person subject to court-martial law4$for
8 0 See Walstcin, Revision of the Carrt.Ma7tiai Svstem, 48 COLUM. L. R N .
219, 234-36 (1948); EVERETT,
u p . cit. aupra note 34, a t 11.
81 UriFORM CODEOF MILITARY JUSTZCE [hereinafter cited 8 8 UCYJ] art. 67.
See. e.& Hate, Swrusy o i the Low' Yii?to7y Justme. 3 MIL L. REV. 67
(1959); Sehiesser and Barrett, A Svpplrment to the Szmuey o j iMilrfaiy
JUtics, 24 UlL. L. REV. 126 (1960,and additional Supplements cited therein
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1.
op. it. aupra note 3, a t 64.
U C X J a r t s . 16, 20.
WINTRXOP,

4 9 UCMJ arts. 16, 26. 27. See Wicner, The Army's Field J u d t m w y System,
46 A.B.A.J. 1178 (1960). f o r a disevasion of the work of the law omcers
aaaigned to general courts-martial and the development of thir protection
f a r the a e c u e d .
43 Courts are ~ a u a l l yestablished in each o p e r ~ t i n gunit (division, regiment,
sepsrate battalion). If i s not u ~ u df o r B member of m e unit OT service to
be tried by a court convened by B commander tn another unit or service. See
D I C I , 1951, para. 13. The iurindietian of 8umm~rycourts ia m a w limired.
See U C I l J a r t . 20.
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any offense set out in the Code." The courts may sit a t any time
and in any place but may t r y only those persons listed in articles
2,3,and 4 of the Code.
Courts-martial have juriadietion to try members of the armed
forces from the time of their entry into the force to the time of
discharge.'b Reserve personnel ordered to active duty a r e subject
t o military jurisdiction from the time they a r e ordered ta report
f a r duty.46 The Uniform Code provides that certain civilians may
be tried by courts-martial,'7 but the effect of these provisions of
the Code is in considerable doubt. The Supreme Court has ruled
that Congress' power to subject persons to military justice depends
upon the military status of those so treated. The most recent
cases 48 leave it unlikely that court-martial jurisdiction can, in
time of peace, be exercised over anyone who is not a member of
an armed force. The court has not indicated a change from its
earlier ruling'g that to subject civilians to military l a w in time
of war, a t least during military occupation, is not objectionable.
Courts-martial may t r y persons only for offenses set aut in the
Cade.jo These offenses include the usual military offenses, e.g.,
absence without leave, insubordination, and many offenses that
a r e punished in the civilian courts as well, e.&, murder, rape,
theft.jl I n addition to the specific offenses provided by the Code,
it is also provided that persons subject to court-martial may be
tried for "conduct of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed

25 MILITARY LAW REVIEW

forces.”S’ This provision is used to punish by court-martial person8 who violate state or federal laws who could not otherwise be
tried except in the civilian courts.sa The Court of Military Appeals
has ruled, however, that this section cannot be used to support
trial for a capital offense; capital offenses not specifically provided
for in the U n i j o m Code o j .Vilita?y Justice must be tried in the
ordinary civilian court8.S‘
111. T H E EUROPEAX APPROACH-FRASCE
A. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

From early in their development courts-martial have maintained
two faces. In addition t o being S U C C ~ S S O ~toS the sovereign’s power
to suppress the unruly rabble that too often constituted the soldiery
these courts came t o be courts of honor wherein members of the
officer carps were called to account for disappointment of group
expectations or acts reflecting adversely upon the high regard in
which it was felt the outside world ought to hold the group. From
this double aspect have come the traditionally opposed ways of
looking a t court-martial justice. The professional officer corps,
anxious to maintain the corps as a self-disciplining group, has
apposed any changes that would make an opening for interference
by outsiders. The soldiery, an the other hand, have had a persistent
interest in whatever outside protection they could find against the
seeming harshness of officer-justice.61 While armies were mainly
professional they were small, or, as in the case of the true mercenaries, fragmented so that there was almost no voice for the
concern of the enlisted man. The officer corps, often members of
a politically powerful C ~ B S B did
,
not suffer the same disability.
The course af political history was to change the orientation of
influence. Building upon the special esprit born of revolution the
universal service of revolutionary France might well have been
a unique experience had Napoleon not a t Tilsit planted seeds far
its extension.56 Having had her force under arms 8everelv limited,

.

$1 UCMJ art 134. See Hagan, The Genwal Article-Elemsntol
Coniusion,
MIL. L. REV. 63 (1060). See also Nichols, The Devir8 Article, 22 MIL. L.
REV 111 i 1 9 6 3 ) .
SaIn addition t h e third clause af article 134 (UCMJ) exp~esbly provides
e o u r t - m s m a l jurisdiction f o r non-capital federsl oHenser.
5* United Ststea V. French, 10 USCMA 171, 27 C I R 246 (1919).
6 b Walitein. R r u ~ s w n o/ the Cou7t-Me7tial S18iem. 48 COLux. L REV.
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Prussia was directed t o the potential that lay in having everyone
trained a t least a little bit.5' From these two sources universal
military training grew to be the rule throughout Europe. The
significance to us here of the growth of universal conscription is
that it made entire populations beneficiaries, or victims, af military
justice.68 The change elsewhere w88 dower than in revolutionary
France and was attended by 1e.w of the noisy emotionalism of that
period, but as whale papulation8 fell within the military sphere
an increasing dissatisfaction wa8 felt with the justice that prevailed there. In time, military justice nearly everywhere was
subject to forms designed to reproduce an appearance of existing
civilian institutions. Where civilian institutions were not copied,
great care was taken to eliminate the dangers that were seen in
the predominance of the officer c l a s 8 , ~ ~
The English and American revolutionary movements were not
egalitarian in sentiment and so did not lead to the change noted
in continental Europe, but France was a t the core of the rebellion
against the old ways. The almost total disorganization of the
military farces t h a t came as the revolution progressed left a chaos
that took several years to quiet. In 1196 the Directory adopted the
Code des delits e t des wines p o w le8 tmupes de la Republique and
created permanent councils of war to take the place of the civilian
courts for the punishment of offenders under the rule8 set out in
the code.6' Napoieon, while First Consul, undertook to reform the
organization of military justice, but because of the almost permanent state of war, had only succeeded in overlaying the system
with a complex of partial reform measures by the time the Empire
fell. After the restoration (181P1830) and under the July monarchy (1830) and the Second Empire (1851-1871) hopes t o effect
See Fieid Marshal Earl Waveii'n discussion at 12 NEW C A M B R I ~ E
(1960).
W ' T h e m i l i t s r i m of Carnot and the Jaeobinr was bared on the revdu.
tionary principle of 'the nation in sims.' It meant B large army of eager
young conscripted citizens in place of B relatively small army of older and
more easygoing profesrional soldiers, and B sta.4 of officers whose p m t i o n
depended an merit rather than on birth. If wa8 itself quite revolutionary.
It broke utterly with the military traditions of monamhieal France and ail
other countries of the t m e . " 1 HAYES,POLITICAL
AXD CULTITO- H~STDR?
OF
MODERNEUROPE
633 (1932). For B discussion of broader effects of the nation
in arms. see MORCENTHAU, PoLlrlcs AMONG RATIOXI 287-395 (1953).
60 See, for example, the S a i s i system described in Rheinatein, Compamtwa
Militand Ju8tioe. 15 FED.B. S. 276,218 (1955).
bo Lass of 13 and 21 brumaire an V. For a esrsful outline of the hietorleal
development of French military jartiee, see Polttevin, [I9231 REWE DE
DROIT PEXAL 750.
57

MODERN HISTORY 255-56
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a thorough reform continued, but the political instability of the
time and the constant pressure of military preparedness lead to
continued u ~ eof the same system until 1831 when the first Code
de justice militaire was enacted. The new code retained the councils of war, however, and 50 was not enough of a change to suit
either a citizenry devoted to libertarian slogans or an army made
up largely of short term conscripts. After only a few years the
cry far reform waa heard again.

B. T H E PRESEIYT CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
French military justice is now regulated by the third code established for that purpose since the revolution. The present code of
military justice wan the result of reform movements begun as
early as 1872 but not widely supported until the country was
shaken by the revelations of the Dreyfus affair a t the turn of the
century (1896-1906). War and recovery from war caused postponements until 1928. The new code6' was written to make milit a r y justice as limited in application as possible and, when applied,
a8 much like civilian justice as possible.e2
The 1928 law (3 provides for permanent armed farces tribunals
which have jurisdiction to t r y military personnel, persons who are
assimilated to the military law, and persons charged with offenses
against the security of the State.64These personnel may be tried by
these tribunals only far military offenses, set aut in Book Two of
6 1 Code de instice militaire pour 1'8mee d e *Ire, 18" of 9 March 1928.
Though the naval code was not reformed f o r ten more years, t h e punishments appileable were reduced in severity by the provisions of this code.
See Article 274.
6 1 For a description of the civilian COYILS
and of pmeeedmgs conducted in
them, see the author's comment, Machinend o j Low Admmiltralion in Flanoe.
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As amended by decree of 22 September 1963.
Article 30 of the Ordnance of 7 J a n u a r y 1959 provides t h a t all peraonn
called under t h e selective w v i c e system ta perfarm civilian r a t h e r t h a n
military i e m i e e ~s r e ammilnted to military personnel, and article 5 of the
Decree of 15 Oefober 1951 maker the eade apphcable to female BQ well 8s
male mdltsry perronnei
Military jvrlsdietlan over the third category, persons charged wlth offenaes
~
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the Security of the State." Sea Kock. A Ne% Approach t o .V'ohoml Seeurltw
in F n m c r , 12 AH. J. COMP L. 265, 266 (1963).
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the
and other offenses if they are committed an duty or a t
a military establishment. In the latter eases the penalties applied
are those provided by the Penal
C. OPERATION OF MILITARY JUSTICE I N
TIME OF P E A C E

The armed farces tribunals a r e composed of a mixed bench consisting af one civilian judge and six military judges chosen from
among the personnel assigned to the military region for which the
court sits.67 The judges are chosen so that their rank varies with
that of the accu8ed.6i Official counsel and clerk's office persnnne1 70 are attached to the military courts where they do the same
work as the equivalent officers of the civil courts. The government
commissioners, who are the equivalent of the civilian prosecuting
attorneys, and the military examining magistrates must be qualified judicial personnel, and they constitute a separate service independent of command authority in the performance af their
duties."
6rOfsenres set out in Book Two of the code are classified under the
following headings: Breaches of duty and military discipline. failure to
report and desertion, rebellion and msubordinstian, abuse a i authority, mil.
appropriation of military goads. destruction of military bviidings a n d materiel, violation of orders, self-mutilatmn, refusal t o participate in judicial
proceedings, surrender, treason s n d espionage, wrongful annumptim of miform3 Or inslgnla, misee1ianeavs affenses.
60 COOL OP MILITARY JUBTICE art. 2. By way of exception to the general
rule, srrxie 254 provides t h s t where t h e penal code calli for a penalty in the
form of a fine the militarv tribunal mav substitute from two to six months
in jail.
61 Metropolitan France is divided into nine military regions. Headquarters
of the region8 a x in Paris, Lille, Rennea, Bordeau. Toulouse, Yetz, Dijon,
Lyon, and Ysrseille. Administrative Decree of 16 April 1958.
68 F o r the trial of eniieted men the military judges on the eourt consist
of one e ~ l m e lor lieutenant colonel, one battalion commander or major, one
captain, one first h u t e n a n t , one second lieutenant, and one noncommissioned
officer. For the trial of an officer t h e court eonaists of two judges of the same
grade as t h e accused and four h s r i n g higher grades CODE OP MILITARY
JVSTICL art. i o .
I ) Official munsei ithe ministere aublici are assiened to ail but the lowest
af the French civil courts.
T O Every French court, civilian and military, has attached to i t a elerYr
office ( w e f a ) manned by m e clerk of court and 8 8 many aiiiatant clerks
a% are needed for the work of the office. These men maintain the court'a

offici &ff-.u
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1. Before Trial.
The Ezamining Magistrate. The first step in the prosecution
of a military offender ia the issuance of an order for investigation
by the general commanding the military region.'z That order fixes
the content of the government commissioner's initial application
to the examining magistrate.'s The government commissioner's
application is the only ground far an exercise of jurisdiction by
the military examining magistrate." The military magistrate does
not have the freedom of action enjoyed by his civilian counterpart.
Once he has jurisdiction, the civil magistrate may extend his investigation ta include all related offenses that may come to light
and all persons who appear to him to be implicated,'j but the
military magistrate is strictly limited to the offense and persons
named in the order far investigation. Should he discover other
offenses, or that other persons are involved, he can only report his
findings to the general who issued the order for investigation.'i
That officer then decides whether further investigation is appropriate.
If in the course of his investigation the examining magistrate
finds that the case is one over which the military authorities have
no jurisdiction, he must order the record of his investigation transmitted to the general who ordered the investigation 80 that that
officer may forward the case to the appropriate civilian authorities.'? If the general decides to transmit the case to the civil
authorities they remain free to deal with the ease as they see fiteven ignore i t altogether. In this they have much more freedom
than has the military authority in the reverse situation. When a
civilian authority transmits a case to the commanding general of
a military region because the civil courts have no jurisdiction, the
general must order a judicial investigation.'n
Conflicting claims to jurisdiction, whether between two military
courts or between one military and one civil court, are decided by
the criminal chamber of the Court of Cassatian.lQ That chamber
also has jurisdiction to transfer a case from one judge or court to
another if (1) the proper court cannot be legally constituted, ( 2 )
CODE OF M I L I T U I I JUSTrCE arts. 24. 40.
i l CODE OF MIL1TAP.T I"ST1CE art. 42s.
14 CODE DP MILITARY JUSTICE art. 8.
76 CODE or CRIPINAL PRDCEDURE art. 51.
76 CODE 01 MILITARY JUSTICE arts. 61, 62.
17 CODE [IFMILLTAW JUSTICE art. 66.
78 CODE OF ~ ~ I L I T U IJYU S I ~ C Eart. 24.
I?
COD6 OF MILII.*RY ISSTICE art. 117.
12
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the course of justice has for some reason been interrupted, or (S)
there is reason to believe that otherwise a fair trial of the case
cannot be had.8'
If a t the conclusion of his investigation the examining magistrate decides that the act charged does not constitute an offense or
that there are not sufficient charges to justify trial, he renders an
order closing the
That order must be executed by the
general who ordered the investigation, but the accused may, there.
after, be punished for any breach of disciplinary regulations that
may have been committed.81 I t should be noted here that, while
military courts have jurisdiction to try any offense, violations are
usually handled as disciplinary problems. Up to sixty days' confinement may be imposed a s a disciplinary penalty without judicial
inter~ention.8~
If the examining magistrate finds that the ease is appropriate
for trial as a misdemeanor, he orders it transferred to a permanent
armed forces tribunal for trial. If a felony is involved, the caae
must be transferred to the indicting chamber of the local civilian
court of appeal.
Appeals may be taken from orders of the examining magistrate
to the indicting chamber of the court of appeal,8' specially camposed for military cases.86 The government commissioner and the
general who ordered the investigation may appeal from any order.
The accused may appeal only on the grounds that the military
examining magistrate did not have jurisdiction, that the act
charged is not an offense, or that the government commissioner
did not participate in the
The Indicting Chambev. At the indicting chamber of the
court of appeal the case is in the charge of the attorney general 8'
regularly assigned to that court and is conducted in the same way
as is B civilian prosecution. The court is differently composed for
military cases, however. One of the three civilian appellate judges
is replaced by a military officer of the rank of colonel or lieutenant
80 CODE OF MILITARY ICSTlCE art. 118.
8s In this he acts much as doen his c w l countmpart. See CODE ow CRIMINAL
PROCEDUREa r t . 117.
82 CODEOF MILITARY I U S T ~ C E art. 66.
81 COD& DP MILIT*RY JUSTICE art. 258,
84 CODE01 MILITUIY JUSTICE art. 66.
86 See t e x t to note 88, mfra, f o r the mmpoaitian of the court.
88 CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE art. 66.
87 See note 10 mpia and text sceampanying.
*GO W l i B
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The indicting chamber reviews the record prepared by
the examining magistrate, decides whether trial for a felony is
appropriate or not, and sends the case to a permanent armed forces
tribunal for trial.s8 The court also has power to order the charges
dismissed should it decide that any trial would be inappromiate.
2. The Trial Court.
Preliminary Procedures. There is, in time of peace, only one
military court having trial jurisdiction, the permanent armed
forces tribunal. One of these courts is established in each military,
air, or maritime region. The court meets at the call of the general
commanding the region, and he must summon the court to hear
cases that have been transferred f o r trial by an examining magistrate or indicting ~ h a m b e r . ~ "
Misdemeanors may be brought before the armed forces tribunal
without the preliminary, judicial investigation. This procedure is
known as "direct citation." The general commanding the military
region, after consultation with the government commissioner
attached to the court, may order that case8 in which a preliminary
inquiry has been conducted by the defendant's commanding officer
be tried without referral to an examining magistrate. However,
the accused must be given three days' notice of the time of trial,
he must be allowed additional time ta prepare a defense if he
needs it, and he must be informed of his right to counsel.*1
In the usud case, after the military examining magistrate. or
the indicting chamber of the court of appeal, orders an accused
brought to trial, the government commissioner must notify both
the accused and the general commanding the military region of
the action that has been taken.sz The general must then order the
court into session to try the case.
Triol Pmcedure. The hearings must be public, except that the
court may vote t o exclude the publie if it decides that the public
88 CODE OF MILITARY ICSTICE art. 68. This officer ii designated far a m e year term by the cammanding general of the region within which the court
of appeals IS located.
89 In the c i ~ i l i s n ayatem the indicting chamber. if I t dreidrn that a felony
ie involved, then transfern the ease to a felony Court rather than to the court
of p r m a r y jurmdlction. which tries misdemesnais. There i s no separate
court m the militaw rrstem for the trial of felonies. so this review of a
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order or welfare is endangered, and the president may prohibit
the attendance of minors. The judgment of the court must always
be announced a t a public session. Even if the trial is public, hawever, the court may prohibit any reporting of the proceedings until
after the judgment is rendered.Q3
The president of the court, the civilian member, is responsible
for the progress of the trial and has rather broad discretionary
powers to emure the maintenance of order and the discovery of
truth.8' The trial begins with the reading aloud by the clerk of
the court of the order convoking the court, the order transferring
the accused for trial, and such parts of the examining mapistrate's
reports a s the president feels are needed to give the court an
understanding of the case. The president then reminds the defendant of the offense with which he is charged and advises him
that he has a right to ~ a anything
y
that may be useful to his
defense.25 From that paint, the trial proeeeds under the mme
rules as govern felony courts.8' The witnesses called by the prosecution and the accused are then heard.s' The witnesses are supposed to be kept away from the courtroom until after they have
testified.e8 Before giving his statement, the witness is asked by
the president of the court to state his name, age, occupation,
domicile, whether he knew the accused before the alleged offense,
and whether he is related to or employed by the accused.se Unless
a witness is related to the accused or is under sixteen years old
he is required to swear that he will speak without hatred or fear
ahd that he will tell nothing but the truth.100 The witness then
makes his statement. He may not be interrupted, except that the
president may prevent him from compromising the dignity of the
court or from prolonging the trial without contributing to the
certainty of its outcame.l01 After the witness has finished he may
be questioned by the president and the government commissioner.
The other judges may, with the president's approval, ask p e s tions, and counsel for the accused may submit questions to be

,

CODEOF MILITARY JUSTICE art. 72.
CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE arts. 73, 82.
CODEOF MILITARYJ U ~ T ~ Cart.
E 78.
88 CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE art. 86.
$7 CODE OF C R I M I Z U PROCEDURE art. 328.
08 CODE OF C R I M I N * L PROCEDURE art. 321. But, failure
88

I

85

to conform ta the
mandate of the statute has been repeatedly held by the COYTI of Ca~safion
not to be a ground for reversal.
B O CODE OF CRLMlXAL PROCEDL7.E art. 331.
100 CODEOF C R I P I A A L PROCEDrRE srt. 336.
101 C o M oi.CRIMIYAL PROCEDURE arts. 308, 331.
A m 90iiB
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asked by the president."P After testifying, a witness must remain
in the courtroom until the court retires to deliberate unless he is
excused earlier by the president.108 After the last witness is heard,
the government commissioner sums up. The accused and his caunsel fallow with the argument for the defense. The accused and
his counsel may both speak if they see fit, If the government
commissioner replies ta the defense argument, the defense has
another opportunity to speak. The defense always has a right ta
have the last ward.'O'
After the conclusion of the public hearing. the court retires ta
deliberate on the questions af guilt, aggravating circumstances,
justification, and special defenses.lQ8 Voting is by secret baliot,la~
and each question posed to the court by the president may be
resolved against the accused only by a majority af five af the seven
judges.l0' If the accused has been tried for several offenses, the
court votes on all the questions far each offense separately. If the
court finds the accused guilty of one or more offenses, it proceeds
to select a punishment far each offense of which he wm convicted.
Beginning with the junior member of the court and going up to
the president, who voices his opinion last, each member of the
court suggests B punishment. If no punishment receives a majority
agreement, the least severe punishment suggested is adopted for
that offense.108 If the defendant has been convicted af more than
one offense only the most severe of the several punishments arrived a t by the court is adjudged against him.'OQ
3. Appeal and Review.
No appeal I1O may be taken from the decision of an armed farces
tribunal,"' but its decision may be a t k k e d by way of petition for
review 112 before the Court of Cassation.1la
102 CODE OF C R I M I I * L PROCEDURE arts. 312,331,332.
108 CODE OF C R I W Y A L PROCEDURE art. 334.
lo4 CODE OF C R I M I X A I PROCEDURE w t . 346,
101 E g., minority.
108 The court votes first On the 4Yeltmn of Built. If that is decided against
the accused. they vote in turn on the existence a i aggrswting cmumstaneea,
lustification.
and sneciai defenaen.
107 CUDE OF M I L r i A R Y JVSTlCE arts. 89, 00.
105 CODE OF hlILIT*RI I O S T l C E art. 81.
108 CODE OF *ILII*RY
IrsTICO art. 82.
110 In French law, an appeal b m z s the whole record before the appellate
court and amounts t o P hearing d r novo.
111 CODE OF \I,L,TuII JUSTICE art. 08,
111 On review the record is closed. and ail t h a t i s decided is rhether or
not the ~ueationsof iaw discussed in the Petition l o r review were emrectlY
decided below.
113 CODE OF MILITARY JUSTlCE art. 100.
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D. T H E OPERATION OF MILITARY JUSTICE I N
TIME OF W A R OR EMERGENCY
A military court system designed to dovetail so closely with the
machinery of civilian justice, though desirable in some respects,
presents serious problems when it is called upon t o operate on a
global scale. Moreover, it was felt, in France, that there might be
occasions when a less civilianized procedure would be desirable
within the country. For these reasons a rather complicated procedural arrangement was worked out far wartime and for national
emergencies.
1. The Permanent Establiahment.
In time of war the permanent armed forces tribunals are continued in existence, but each civilian president is replaced by a
military officer of a rank a t least equal to that of the highest ranking military judge on the court."' For the trial of a defendant of
one of the five loWest enlisted grades, a judge of the mme grade
as the defendant is appointed to the court, and the highest ranking
military judge presides. The tribunals thus composed have jurisdiction to try military and assimilated personnel for all offenses,
no matter where they are committed. Far offenses not provided
f a r in the military code, the penalties prescribed by the ordinary
penal laws apply.'1K
DifferencES in Procedure. Up to the close of the examining
magistrate's investigation, prosecution of offenders to be tried
before the permanent armed forces tribunals is conducted in the
same way in time of war as in time of peace. But, the indicting
chamber does not function in military cases in time of war, except
to hear appeals from the decisions of examining magistrates. At
that point, if the examining magistrate finds that the military
courts have jurisdiction and that a triable offense has been committed, he orders the case transferred directly for trial. The procedure at trial is the same as in time of peace.'la
Appeal and Review. In time of war, permanent armed forces
tribunals of cassation are established to review decisions of the
permanent armed forces tribunals."' S a further appeal nr review
is avaiiable.I'B
114
111

CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE arts. 124 115a.
CODE OF MILITUII IL'PTICP art. 1 2 8 . But, see the exception indicated
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The permanent armed farces tribunals of cassation are composed
of six judges: a president, who must be an acting chamber president from the local court of appeal, three judges from the court of
appeal, one colonel or lieutenant colonel. and one other field grade
officer."' The court may set aside a trial court judgment (1) if
the trial court was not properly composed, (2) if jurisdictional
rules have been violated, (3) if the facts found will not support
the penalty adjudged, (4) if legal procedures prescribed on pain
of nullity have been omitted, and ( 5 ) if a petition, of either the
accused or the government commissioner, claiming a privilege or
legal right was not acted upon.lZo Should the court set aside the
judgment it must remand the case to another trial court for
proper actian.l*l Like the Court of Cassation, the permanent
armed farces tribunal of cassation ma? not decide the merits of
the c88e.122
2. Tempmery Courts.
Field Tnbzomls. In time of general or partial mobilization,
military tribunals may be established a t army, carps. division, and
isolated detachment headquarters. These tribunals are composed
of five judges drawn from military personnel assigned t o the
organization for which the tribunal i s established. The assistance
of defense counsel is assured by appointment of reserve officers,
officers with noncombatant assignment, or officers who have been
injured to serve as special military magistrates. Appointed defense
counsel must be qualified lawyers. The defendant still has a right
to have counsel of his own choosing if any a r e available for that
The judges of the military tribunals are appointed by the officer
Commanding the unit for which the tribunal sits, but he must
select them according to grade or rank in grade.124 If enough
officers of the grades required by the code are not available, judges
of lower grades may be appointed, but no more than two judges
may be of a grade lower than that af the accused. If it is not
possible to fill the bench from the personnel available in the unit
far which the court sits, the army commander or Minister of
National Defense must assign members from other units.125
CODE OB MILITARY ~ C S T I C Eart 126.
1 x 0 CODE OF MILITARY JCSTlCE art. 124.
111 CODEOF MILITABIJLSTICE srta. 162,153.
128 CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE art. 133.
113 CODE OB MILITARY J U ~ T I C Eart. 156.
114 CODE OF I I L I I A R Y IDSTICE art. l57a.
I n CODE OF MILITARY ICSTICE art. 1 5 i a .
IN
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These military tribunals established in the field have jurisdiction to t r y any person subject to trial by the permanent armed
forces tribunals in time of peace, civilian personnel employed by
the army and service organizations, canteen personnel, and anyone
else accompanying the troops with permission.126 Outside the territory of metropolitan France and in any army in combat, these
tribunals have jurisdiction to try any person for the offenses set
out in Book Two of the Code.’*’
The jurisdiction of the field tribunals is divided between the
units authorized to maintain courts, according to the rank of the
accused. Division and detachment tribunals have jurisdiction to
t r y personnel up to and including the grade of captain.lS8 Tribunals a t corps level have jurisdiction over personnel up to the
grade of colonel attached to the headquarters or units not maintaining courts, and over battalion and squadron chiefs and majors,
lieutenant colonels, and colonela attached to other subordinate
units.129 The military tribunal established at the headquarters of
an army has jurisdiction to try persons who can be tried a t corps
if a tribunal has been established a t that level, persons attached
to army headquarters, persons not within a subordinate organization having authority to maintain tribunals, and general officers.
The army commander may arrange to have general officers transferred for trial ta the nearest permanent armed farces tribunal,
however.lS0
Proceedings before trial by the temporary military courts are
conducted like those before trial by the permanent armed farces
tribunals in time of war,131 but for the fact that appeals from the
examining magistrate’s orders are taken to a military tribunal of
cassation, which proceeds as would the indicting chamber in other
cases, except that the accused is not represented as he may be
before the indicting chamber.^^^ The procedure for direct citation 133 may be used in all but capital c m e s whether there has been
any preliminary inquiry or not. The procedure a t trial is governed
by the same rules a8 govern trials before the peacetime courts.
except that the defendant is allowed twenty-four hours to prepare
ICSTICE art. 163.
I U S T I C E arts. 163, 165.
JUSTlCE art. 166.
JUSTlCE art. 167.
JUSTICE art. 168.
181 CODEOF MILITARY JUSTICE art. 172.
Is? CODEOF MILITARY JUSTICE art. 117.

CODE OF MILLT*RI
CODE DF MILITARY
CODE OF MILITARY
128 CODE OF MILITARY
130 CODE OF. MIILIT*RY

124
121
128

133

s e e p 131 mpra.
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his defense and has 8 right to produce witnesses without any formalities other than notice to the government commissioner before
the opening of the trial. Review may be petitioned to a military
tribunal of cassation. The defendant's right to have his case reviewed may be suspended except in cases of condemnation to
death.lS4
Tribunals for Besieged A w n s . If, aithin France, a part of the
area over which one of the permanent armed farces tribunals has
jurisdiction should be declared to be in a state of siege a separate
military tribunal may be established with jurisdiction limited to
the besieged area. Such a court is composed as are the regular
Bermanent armed forces tribunals in time of war, but it has a
broader jurisdiction under the laws that govern the state of
siege."S

Special proviaion is made for the establishment of military tribunals in any place in a war area or state of siege.la6 They have
the same jurisdiction and procedure as hare the military tribunals
established a t B unit headquarters.18' These tribunals are convened
by the highest ranking commander in the area and may be manned
by officers who a r e on leave, retired, or in inactive reserves. If the
required grades are not available to constitute the military tribunals BB a t a unit h e a d q ~ a r t e r s ,any
l ~ ~ officers may be appointed,
except that the president of the tribunal must be of a rank a t least
equal to that af the accused. If necessary, the tribunal may consist
of three, rather than the usual five, officer^.'^'
Appeoi and Review. Military tribunals of cassation are established to review cases from the permanent armed farces tribunals having jurisdiction over areas in a state of siege and from
the temporary military t r i b ~ n a l s . ' ' ~These tribunals consist of
five officers-a
brigadier general as president, two colonel8 or
lieutenant colonels, and two battalion or squadron chiefs or majors,
The members are chosen from among the personnel assigned to
the area according to the rule8 far selecting officer members f a r
the permanent armed farces t r i b ~ n a l s . 1 ~The
1 bench may be re-

FRENCH MILITARY JUSTICE
duced to three members in the same way a8 is prescribed for the
trial courts established in places of war.I41
3. Prowstships.
For army operations in foreign territory, provision has been
made for army provosts who have jurisdiction within their division or detachment. They may try anyone for violations and may
,
all other persons
t r y canteen personnel, merchants, ~ e r s a n t sand
accompanying the army with permission, vagabonds and vagrants,
and prisoners of war who are not officers for any breach of disciplinary regulations and any other offense for which penalty may
They
not exceed one year in prison and a fine of 720 new
also have jurisdiction over civil claims not exceeding 16 new
that
have
grown
aut
of
such
an
offense.
There
is
no
francs
appeal from or review of their decisions.145 The provost gains
jurisdiction over cases on transfer from other military authorities
or upon complaint by an injured party.146
IV. SUMMARY
The unique element of the French military justice system, from
the point of view of American military law, is the integration of
the permanent military tribunals in France into the structural
system of the French civil courts. This is made possible in part
by the geographic organization of these permanent tribunais. F o r
this reason units in the field outside of metropolitan France must
have B separate system of field tribunals and this latter organization of military courts more closely conforms with the American
concept of courts-martial organized on a command or unit basis.
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